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PREFACE

This volume is intended to serve cs one of the documents of the Fifth
General Conference of the International Association of Universities to be
held in August, I NO in Montreal, Canada. it will provide the basis for
the discussion of the Conference's major theme: "International University
Co-operation." The choice of this theme by the Administrative Board of
the Association arose front the Board's deep conviction of the general
significance of international university co-operation and of its particular
importance and urgency in these critical times and in the preparation of the
future. It is the Board's hope that by focussing the attention of the uni-
versity world ort this subject in the unique forum of the Conference, the
idea of international university co-operation will gain greater clarity and
wider diffusion and efforts for its implementation will be re-enforced and
accelerated by universities themselves, as well as by other authorities and
agencies concerned.

The "Introductory Note" shows the various steps by which this study
was prepared. liere I wish merely to point out that it was the product of
reflection and discussion by a number of university personalities represent-
ing arious regions and traditions, and that the Administrative Board,
itself an internationally representative body, not only set out the plans for
the study and for its discussion at the Conference, but also participated in
its execution through the individual reports prepared by its members and
deputy members on the present situation of university co-operation in their
respective countries or regions.

Any responsible consideration of this problem will at once reveal its
complexity and diversification and show that it does not admit an easy or a
universal solution. Its confrontation has to be adapted to the particular
conditions of the universities and of their respective societies. But there
are certain general elements in the problem itself, as well as in the policies
for dealing with it, which are almost universal in nature and on which it
would be useful to concentrate. In this Prefa^e it has seemed to me best
to try, with the utmost brevity and at the risk of over-simplification, to
point out these elements as they manifest themselves in the discussions and
conclusions of the repot is incorporated in this volume.
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1. It appears at once that international university co-operation is not
a dispensable luxury, nor even a merely beneficial undertaking -it has
become a prime necessity In our present world. This is due to many reasons
of which at least the following three may he mentioned In this brief sketch:
a) the increasingly heavy and important services which practically every
society is now demanding from its universities and which, in view of the
universities' limited human and financial resources, call for the closest and
widest co-operation in all areas of endeavour and at all levels; b) the acce-
lerating progress of knowledge which is transcending boundaries and
barriers and becoming more and more international in character, or at least
in effect; and e) the responsibility of the universities, as pioneers of the new
world order, to serve as foci and radiating centres of the spirit and activity
of International co-operation which should characterize that order.

2. International university co-operation should not be separated from
but should be integrated with national and regional co-operation. in many
cases, the benefits of co-operation can best be achieved at the national or
regional level. The whole complex of co-operative endeavour should thus
be the outcome of planning and integration at all levels for the mutual
strengthening of its various components.

3. Although the necessity of international university co-operation
applies everywhere, it is particularly vital and urgent for the new universities
of the developing countries where the need for adequate staff and resources
to meet the surging requirements of society is most critical. This need
at this moment in the life of universities as well as of nations, should be in
the forefront of the preoccupations of the university community and of the
total human community and should receive the high priority which its
urgency demands among all efforts of university co-operation.

Among the various means by which international university
co-operation can be strengthened and improved, the first seems to lie in
better information and co-ordination. Many schemes for this co-operation
have beefs or are being devetoped between universities, governments, or
other agencies on the national, regional or international levels. But there
does not seem to be sufficient information regarding them either within or
outside the universities, nor are they adequately co-ordinated in planning
and execution to eliminate waste and to produce the maximum benefit.

5. International university co-operation, if it is to go' beyond senti-
ments and hopes and play a truly effective role in university development,
must receive proper financial support. The magnitude of this support is a
inekiStire of the recognition of its importance as well as an important factor
conditioning its success. It eon be staled with confidence that the funds
presently available train all quarters, even if they were put to more effec-
tive use by better rationalization and co-ordination, are still much below
what is required if international university c6operation is to become a
living reality and bring its due and abundant rewards to individual societies
and mankind as a whole.

6. This support must have a base in the universities themselves. Unless-
these institutions esteem it a central and not merely a marginal concern,
1111(1 unless this concern is properly reflected in their programmes and
budgets, they will not be able to discharge their unique responsibility for it,
or even benefit significantly from support from outside sources. It is true,
of course, that universities vary widely in the funds available to them and
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that their responsibilities for the support of co-operation vary accordingly,
but no university should fail to include an item in its budget for this vital
purpose. Even if it is on the receiving side, the benefit which it will derive
will be greatly enhanced by its own contribution. This fact should be
clear not only to universities, but also to governments and other bogies
who have a roteoften the determining role--in providing them with
funds.

7. But in view of the increasing burdens that are placed on universities,
due to the "explosions" of the student population, of knowledge, and of
the aspirations of peoples, the resources remain, on the whole, woefully
inadequate for the purposes of this co-operation, to say nothing of the
traditional purposes of teaching, research and public service. This is
particularly true of new universities where the gap between such resources
and the national needs and opportunities is exceedingly serious. Thus, if
international university co-operation is a prime necessity for today's world
and that of tomorrow, it must receive the support of the international
community through the generous and fur- sighted allocation of international
funds. Funds vastly greater than are provided or envisaged at the present
time must be placed at the disposal of universities if these institutions are to
perform successfully their legitimate and unique function in the develop-
ment of their societies and the building of a new world order. No other
requirement, it seems to me, equals this one in importance and urgency,
and none deserves to he more strongly proclaimed or given higher priority
in action programmes in international education.

8. While supporting funds may, and indeed should, come from the
outside, university co-operation in its various forms yields its best fruits
when It is organi:ed and executed by the universities themselves.It is by
becoming integrated within the universities' ;egular programmes and
liberated from the external exigencies of particular policies or schemes that
university co-operation gains greater possibilities of success. But these
possibilities, it should be emphasized again, are also conditioned by the
universities' own capacities for planning and integration.

0. As will be seen from the material of this volume, the areas and
patterns of international university co-operation are many and varied.
They depend on the situation of the particular university, that of its
society and a number of other factors. None can be applied uniformly
throughout the university world. But for any of them to succeed there is
one fundamental condition: a commanding altitude on the part of the univer-
sity, an attitude which is born of a new vfsion of its responsibility, as a
pioneer in the reshaping of its own society and in the building up of the new
world order, and a will and determination to fulfil this responsibility to the
highest degree.

10. The call for this attitude comes at a most crucial time in the life
of the university and of humanity as a whole. Forces of various kinds
--political, economic, social and culturalare exerting their pressures on
the university in alt countries and regions of th9. world. its traditional
idea, structure, and content are being questioned. This grave and unpre-
cedented challenge involves risks and dangers, but it is also rich in oppor-
tunities. The challenge has many aspects, but its essence is whether the
university will merely react to the tremendous forces of its environment or
will be able to anticipate and creatively shape these forces. Will it be an



Institution of the future, or of the past'? Will It succeed or fail to embody
in its own self the reality of the desired future and to be the microcosm of
the new would order?

Unless the world is headed towards destruction, the new world order,
If it is to arise at all, must necessarily encompass the whole of humanity
and must be characterized by the "order" of reason and responsible freedom.
The university, which is the traditional home of these virtues, must continue
to cultivate them and to Infuse them with a deep insight and a conscious
devotion to the ideal of the unity of mankind and of the solidarity of all its
peoples. In the last analysis, therefore, its attachment and contribution
to international co-operation is a test of its commitment, and, we may even
say, of its viability in the modern world.

These are some of the Ideas which seem to underlie the contents of this
volume. They have been sketched in their barest form and, as such, they
do not do justice either to the richness of these contents or to the complexity
and many-sidednessf the problems considered. I rowever, it is hoped that
this bare and imperfect sketch May be of sonic use In guiding the reader
through the volume or in stlinnlating discussion at the Montreal Conference.
If this Conference succeeds in focusing the attention of the international
university community on the significance, the requirements and the effects
of international university co-operation, it will render an historic service
to that community and to the whole human community.

Finally, it is my pleasant dilly to express the thanks of the International
Association of Universities to all those who have contributed to this volume
and who, in this valuable way, have not only enriched its contents but
have also made its preparation a truly co-operative endeavour.

Constantine K. Zurayk,
President,
International Association
of Universities.

November, 1968.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The Idea of co-operation is inherent ht the idea of the university, so
much so that it must be included in any definition of what a university is.
Vniversities not only try to give form and substance to co-operation
between scholars, scientists anti disciplines, but try to direct that co-operation
towards the Ideal of the universality of knowledge. This may never be
fully attained, but universities enshrine the hope for it and work patiently
for its achievement. ly their internal structure they are co-operative
organisms, and externally their antennae are tuned as sharply as their
resources permit to the whole world, of science and ideas in all places and
in all ages. Nothing is more natural or essential to universities than the
exchange of knowledge and of contacts between those 1V110 have knowledge
or are searching for it. International co-operation is thus both the exten-
sion and the condition of their intellectual lifethe rise and fall of its
breathing, so to speak. In this sense it can be taken for granted.

The well-known fact is, however, that co-operathm gives rise to many
problems, for the world is no paradise for universities. "Knowledge is
power", the famous saying Juts it, expressing one of the greatest hopes for
humanity's (More. Itut this introduces a difficult ambiguity into univer-
sity life. There is a malediction hidden in the tree of knowledge and
universities must lie wary as they gather its fruit. Their knowledge draws
them closer and closer to the centres of power, involves them more and more
in the world or power anti, in the end, in the world of politics. At one time
pure knowledge perhaps hint its own kind of innocence, but this seems
irrevocably Lost as tar as universities are concerned. Whatever they do
I hey are more and more involved in power-structures, and cannot escape.
And so they are flattered. but at the same time mistrusted, courted but at
the same time regarded with suspicion, by those political and economic
forces winch seek to seize every form of social control. By their own inner
nature, and not as a result of some misfortune that might have been avoided,
universities to-day are inextricably involved, in the power relations of
international life.

The pursuit of knowledge in the modern world needs vaster and vaster
resources, and the fatuous saying can now be reversed. "Power is know-
ledge"--and the consequences arc felt in every direction. Knowledge
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which is po 'er and the power which brings more and more knowledge are in
danger of being concentrated in a few powerful nations who can coktrol its
distribution, generously or selfishly according to the purposes of their
political strategy. Everyone can see the danger when the distribution of
essential food can be partly controlled by a few rich countries and can
recognize that this, at its worst, could become an instrument of brutal
political pressure. It knowledge could be manipulated in the sonic Way
the consequences would be more monstrous still, Universities, divided
amongst themselves and refusing to admit that their activities have "poll.
tical" aspects, believing that somehow or other they are always on the side
of the angels, could be manipulated hi the distribution of "rationed"
knowledge and become involved in the tactics of those governments and
economic agencies which seek to control international co-operation and
dominate the sources of wraith.

To express things in this way doubtless Involves the deliberate exaggera-
tion of a danger which is still only a potential one. But universities can
help to prevent it happening. Although they cannot avoid being involved
in politics in the widest sense, they can nonetheless consciously strive to
avoid distortions of their work, to redeem themselves from "sin", as it
were. It they realize that they themselves have power, and accept and try
to control it, then they can use it to defend their own true purposes, their
duty to promote open co-operation, to pursue their tasks of free research
and critical examination and, if need be, of protest. Bather than allowing
university co-operation to become corrupted and exploited for political
purposes, they can create an area of "political" life in the world deliberately
directed towards the development of an international community of uni-
versities, itself a service to mankind in general. For this it is important
for them to measure what they wish to do, and what they can do, in co-
operation with each other. No other theme, it seems, could be more
appropriate for discussion at a General Conference of the Intamational
Association of Universities than that of university co-operation.

Such discussion, however, needs careful preparation. It would be
merely abstract and unrealistic if it iN'tre not based on precise knowledge
of the present forms of co-operation between universities and concrete
possibilities for the future. The Administrative Board of the International
Association therefore decided to organize a systematie study of these
mat ters.

Structure of the Study
An attempt to draw up a complete catalogue of all the forms of univer-

sity co-operation at present in existence would be out-of-date before
completion, and no useful discussion at a large conference could be based
on enormous documentation of this kind. The Association's Administra-
tive Board, therefore, decided to proceed by "samples" in undertaking a
study of co-operation in preparation for the General Conference, and to he
responsible itself for the first phase of this. By its composition and the
distribution of its members and _deputy members, the Board is a "cross-
section" of the international university community and reflects many
typical situations. It felt justified in believing, therefore, that the search
for a balanced group led back to itself and in view of its responsibilities in a
matter so crucial for the International Association, decided to do the first
part of the work itself. One or two adjustments were necessary for the
particular needs of the study, but in the end the majority of the Board's



members and deputy members were asked to prepare reports on the present
situation mid future needs of co-operation in their own countries ur regions.
Chapter-Iteadings for these reports were drawn up by the President, Vice-
President and Secretary - General of the Assoviation in order to give the
necessary homogeneity to the documents thus assembled, They form an
appendix to the present Summary Record,

in this way, a body of material was collated and a first evaluation could
be attempted, one which would provide guide-lines for discussion and criteria
for judgement at the General Conference In 1670. This was the task of
a special working party.

Organhation and Composition gl the Working l'arly
The Board felt that it should not try to do this second part of the work

Itself. On the contrary, it thought that it was essential to look for new
points of view and to avoid the sort of "affinities" which were present
among its own members. These affinities might well prove to be misleading
in the study of so complex and diverse a subject. Through its Development
Committee, therefore, it planned a working party consisting of the fol-
lowing academie personalities: Dr. 1. Gonzalez 0., Rector, University of
Concepcion Chile ; Dr. G.P. Gorslikov, Professor, University of Moscow ;
Dr. B. Jankovie, Rector, University of Nis, President of the League of
Yugoslav Universities ; Dr. Mohammed Moors, Ahmed, !lector, Univer-
sity of Cairo Dr. KM. Myers, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, University of New
South Wales, Kensington, Sydney ; Dr. G.D. Parikh, !lector, University of
Bombay ; Dr. A.T. Porter, Principal, University College, Nairobi, Univer-
sity of East Africa ; De. K. 'Thompson, Vice-President, Rockefeller Foun-
dation; anti M. J. Sirineln, Rector, University of Limoges. So that the
necessary cot t hmity should tie assured between the Administrative Board
and this working party, it was decided that Dr. Zurayk, President of the
Association, would preside over the hitter's deliberations. Although it
could not claim to reflect the entire international academic community (in
the way that the General Conference of the Association can), the working
party covered a wide range of university situations and all its members
had intimate and lengthy personal experience of problems of co-operation.
On the basis of this experience, together with the documents placed at its
disposal by the !board, it was asked to identify the most important questions
raised by co-operation and to highlight its strengths and weaknesses and to
add to this, where possible, suggestions which might serve as guidelines for
discussion at the General Conference, These were evidently very wide
terms of reference and required great latitude of discussion. No strictly
defined agenda was therefore suggested to the working party, but in order
to facilitate its work, the Presideot, Vice-President and Secretary-General
of the As,.oeiation drew up a number of suggestions to serve as a general
pattern for its proceedings.

Min /or the Working Porly's discussions
This pattern (which was adopted by the working party) envisaged a

progressive develomnent from particular considerations to general ones.
It was not planned to begin the discussions by an examination of the
purposes of co- operation, as might logically have been done. An immediate
discussion of purposes wit hoot a preliminary survey of actual situations
would have run the risk of being too abstract and, by short- circuiting later
work, of arriving rapidly at conclusions satisfactory in theoretical terms
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but more or less ineffective in practice. it was agreed, therefore, to tackle
first the arras 01 co-operatio, la which the most Immediate purposes assi-
gned to co-operation and those on which the greatest measure Of agreement
exists were immediately evident: the first need of universities was that Of
lid plug each other to accomplish their essential functions In teaching,
research and administration more satisfactorily. At this level, the pro-
blems of Inter-university co-operation are not greatly different in nature
from those raised by the organization of activities and co-operation within
a university's own precincts. The task is that of organizing programmes
and -working groups for specifically university purposes. It quickly
became evident, however, that this organization of co-operation, when
international in character, runs Into special difficulties. It is hard for it to
correspond to purely university conceptions, since it is complicated by
extra-university factors in international relations. Such co-operation
becomes involved with forces which arc in a sense foreign to It, and which
it must seek to fit into its own purposes as far as possible. In other words,
the examination of the patients of co- operation- -the second point dealt with by
the working Party-----required an investigation of the obstacles to this
co-operation and therefore of extra-university factors. It falls In that
complex area lying between university values, and those of social and
political life, It raises the question of how for university co-operation
should go beyond its immediate objectives in order to transform the situa-
tion within which it operates, and make this situation more compatible
with its own purposes - -more peaceful, more "co-operative". The (netts
and purposes 01 co-operation thus became the third topic discussed by the
working party. Work on this brought out with special force something
which had already been pointed out in curlier discussions on the adminis-
tration of universities ---that it Is not enough to study university and social
factors and to establish distinctions between them. What is needed is an
intermingling of the two. Social responsibility lies at the heart of univer-
sity work, and at the centre of social life there is the search for a kind of
university order, au order of free scientific, technical, cultural and human
co-operation, of which the university is the microcosm, the most articulated
small-scale model. The gap was thus bridged. The road from purely
university values to non-university ones leads us back to the university.
The place of international university co- operation in illliVerSily We was thus
the last subject examined by the working party.

4..1. The .121.ninistr,ttion of Universities. !AU Paper 8, 1 007,
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SUMMARY RECORD OF WORKING PARTY



SUMMARY RECORD

The meeting recorded In these pages look place at Unesco 'louse, Paris,
from 8 to 11 April, 1088 under the chairmanship of Dr. C.K. Zurayk,
President of the Association. M. Jean Roche, Vice-President of the Asso
elation and Chairman of the Development Committee, who had taken a
lending part in organizing the meeting, was present at the inaugural session.
Mr. A. Trapero of Unesco's Division of Illgiwr Education also attended the
meeting.

Atter welcoming his colleagues and thanking them for the help they
were giving to the IAU, Dr. Zurayk outlined the reasons which had led the
Administrative !hoard to place the theme of co-operation on the agenda of
the next General Conference. Two Important factors, he stressed, made
the development of international university co-operation both imperative
and urgent. In the first place, universities everywhere were in a state of
extreme tension as a result of the unprecedented tasks which they were
called upon to face in a situation evolving so rapidly that it was often
described as explosive : the explosion of student numbers ; the explosion
of knowledge ; the explosion of social aspiration which forced universities
into tasks of direct and intensive help in national development in ways
which were new for them. The resources disposed of by universities, even
if they were growing rapidly, had not kept pace with this explosive extension
of needs and they were nowhere able to meet fully the new demands made
upon them. It was therefore necessary that all existing resources should
be used as rationally as possible and this required a co-operation of univer-
sity efforts on the national, regional and International scale. Co-operation
had become an even more imperious need as universities were more and
more profoundly engaged in the life of their own societies.

The second factor was even more important than the first. There was
a risk that universities would become so submerged in their national respon-
sibilities that they might neglect or recoil from their international respon-
sibilities. At the same time, nothing was more important in our epoch
than to seek to place all human activities in their world perspectives, and
to take full account of their implications and repercussions. Universities,
which by their own inspiration and traditions arc the most intonational
institutions, should set an example in this matter. They should therefore
both widen their vision and increase their international activities.

M. Roche, speaking as Chairman of the Development Committee,
stressed the importance which that Committee attached to the task of the
working party. The problem of co- operation, he recalled, was often seen
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In too limited a way because of the excessively narrow conception which
many universities have come to have of themselves. There was a time
when universities were authentic International communities playing a very
considerable social role, Later, under the influence of various forces, they
had had a tendency to turn in upon themselves and to restrict the range of
their social activities, not realizing that narrowness of mind meant their
own detith. lit the course of the last fifty years, a great number of new
uolversitles had been founded and older ones had had to change, but this
movement, however powerful It had been, had gone forward In an unco-
ordinated way, lacking sufficiently wide perspectives. The need for
co-operation had been recognized, but not enough effort had been made to
give it its true place. The tendency had been either to rely on mere good-
will, or to be more concerned about ways of co-operating than with the
meaning of co-operation itself. This was why It was important to stress
the purposes of co-operation and to measure their range. Co-operation
was a fundamental and permanent task of the university community and it
was a duty of the International Associattou to proclaim this as clearly as
possible In a world being reorganized and becoming aware of the need for
international understanding in every domain.

Speaking on behalf of Uneseo, NI. Trapero stressed the importance it
at toeing' to the working party, whose work was in a field of central concern
to Ills orgaoization and which ligured in its constitution.

The introductory remarks of Dr. latrayk and Dr. Roche had situated the
problem of co-operation in its world-wide university and social contexts
mid stressed the Importance of what was at stake.

With this first survey as a backcloth for its discussions, the working
party agreed to put these general considerations aside for the (line being
and to examine in detail the practical structure of co-operation, with the
intention of returning later, on a more clearly defined basis, to the wider
questions raised by the opening speakers. This method had been proposed
in the draft working plan for the meeting, and the working party adopted
this as a general guide. In doing so, however, it recognized that this plan
could not embrace every problem raised by co- operation. It merely listed
some of them as samples. As Dr. dlankovic stressed, university situations
were extremely varied and the result of this was that forms of co-operation
themselves had to be varied, adaptable, and flexible. Sonic of them could
easily be overlooked, either because they were not organized by govern-
mental or academic authorities (as with exchanges and contacts organized
among themselves by students, a matter stressed particularly by Dr. Myers)
or because they were comparatively rare and could therefore be regarded
as marginal (as with co-operation between two or more universities to
establish another one in a third country, an example mentioned by
Dr. hulk's). NVith this in mind, the working party agreed that since it
would not have time to examine every possible or useful form, it would be
obliged to regard thosh it examined in detail as simply illustrations, which
in no sense excluded other kinds. Diversity and flexibility were parti-
cularly necessary in this field, and the working party decided to emphasize
this at the very outset of its discussions.,

It was also agreed, before passing to its agenda, that the report of its
work should be drawn up by the secretariat of the International Associa-
tion, which it would later approve, and that this report should not include
a summary of every intervention but should be a synthesis of the discus-
sions anti of any conclusions that might be drawn from them.



AllE.VS OF INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
CO.OPERNI'ION

TEAGHING AND srun

I) Exchange of Teachers.

it was agreed first of all that there was a shortage of teachers in all parts
of the world, though this 1111S more acute or even dramatic in seine countries
than in others. At the same time that many new universities were being
set up almost es nihilo in the developing countries, universities In the
developed countries were passing through an unprecedented crisis of growth,
caused by the conjunction of many different factors; the "democratization"
of higher education ; the rapid increase of the need for specialists in eco-
nomic systems depending more and more on scientific technology, and the
explosive expansion of knowledge itself. As Dr. Thompson suggested, this
situation could be temporary and was likely to become gradually stabilized.
But for the moment it created a condition of extreme tension, for every-
where the need for co-operation and mutual aid was rising dramatically at a
time when it was becoming more and more difficult to satisfy.

In some ways, the shortage of teachers had only a limited influence on
exchanges in the tuff sense, that is to say on exchanges based on reciprocity.
The professor going to teach elsewhere was in those cases replaced by a
foreign colleague so that in terms of numbers the situation -good or bad
was not changed. Traditional exchanges between well-established univer-
sities were not greatly affected by the shortage of personnel. Clearly they
could be greatly extended, and they were still encountering an extensive
series of obstacles of an economic, administrative, or even political and
psychological kind, as Would appear later, but they were not a critical issue
at the present time, The sense of crisis, often In an extremely urgent form,
arose principally ht. the universities of certain areas of the "third world",
which still needed a large proportion of foreign teachers and which had the
greatest difficulty in finding highly enough qualified ones, or in retaining
their services-for periods long enough for their presence to be really effec-
tive. For these reasons the working party gave its main attention to the
international recruitment of teachers for universities In countries most
affected by the present crisis.

International recruitment, it was noted, raised a series of distinct but
inter-connected problems: problems of "spotting" candidates for teaching
posts abroad ; problems of mobilizing teachers for this form of co-operation,
notably by suitable career arrangements ; problems of finance ; problems
arising from travel restrictions.

a) Identification of leachers for posts abroad.

With regard to the identification of potential candidates for posts
abroad, ninny universities did not seem to know where to look when they
needed to recruit foreign help or were, to say the least, reduced to a limited
range of contacts based on historical factors or the consequences of the old
colonial system. For example, an English-speaking university in Africa
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had contacts with (h! (131.tel, lint to n, an I a Vreaeh-speaking ono with
France, but noith..r was sure of the procedures to be adopted in seeking
candidates from ulher countries, In many eases, these traditional sources
of reeoultmmt wore no linger adequate, either quautitatively or qualitati-
vely (even if new coo-litioos wore borne In mind, such us the ethlihierahl0
elTorls made by the tabled Arab Republic to help other African nolversilles).
Qaatit dal ivety, it w is not possible to II id teachers lit adequate numbers.

It at a tea.leley to prolong the structures and outlook
of the old nietrof»fil:m countries awl thus hinder the adaptation of univer-
sities to nathiaal needs, tit the very thns that discovery of new solutions
could o helped by the presence or teachers front other regions and by the
confrontation of killferill:( tralit loos within the slime nolversity..

Accepting this gmtsrat of the problem, the working party
examitied several kinds of soluttoit.

First of all the questioa was raised as to whether this matter could be
dealt with on a world-wide se de, at full lateaatioaal level and by Inter-
national moans. Undoubte.11y, this solution would be the most compre-
hensive amt probably the mist satisfactory if it could he made workable.
The working party therefore ex (milled the conditions and methods by
which such a system might be organized.

Interwaiwt,t1 list of tooch,r3 for posts ubructd,
Oae possible method would be the compilation and regular publicata

of a list of persons ready to accept teaching posts in foreign countries.
Discussion of this idea, however, immediately revealed a number of serious
objections to it:

--The thawing up of such a list on the full international scale would
represent a very considerable task and one which without mentioning
costs -vould involve such delays that it would be largely out-of-date
before it appeared.

--A more list of names would be quite inadequate. To be really worth-
while, such a list would have to include alt element of evaluation or at least
objective cot:flout on those concerned, and this would make it still more
difficult to complete and publish.

--Teachers of real quality would doubtless tie reluctant to allow their
names to appear iu a deoument of this kind, even if they were perfectly

willing to accept the offer of a particular post iu a particular foreign uni-
versity. would also be great danger that such a list might contain
a high proportion of people whose careers had been undistinguished in their
()WI] r011iit dos.

-It was iniortaat to boar in mind lit it these objections scented to he
corroborate.' by a practical experiment which had been tried by Unesco
.onto yeirs a,.0 in collaboration with the Unesco had prepared a list
und title "Teachin-g :throarl" this hail been distributed as a
sup,Ielnyill to the 1.1U Milotio. The experiment had not been successful
and \V Is

With th,so facts in mInd, the working party decided that it was unable
to recomment the drawiag up of an international list of candidates for
teaching posts abroad,

As Dr. Thompson stressed, however, it recognized the value of the lists
prepared (notably in the USA) by a number of scientific, disciplinary or
professional organizations where standards were generally speaking rigo-



!VIM hi Cetiaill vases, comultation of these lists could be very useful,
Put the sinking party felt that multi-diseiplinat international lists of the
kind lel :dinned cattier could not he tit :Mil op in the same way.

Lis/ of Media 1/048.

Another 'Yin' of list might be vonecIncd not with candidates for vacant
Posts, kit \shit the Posts themselves- In this field there was an imPollunt
example of an international list, for Unesco had published since 1903 a
him hute cutitled 'Teachers for Africa", which set out posts N./want In the
African universities (except for the United Arab liepubile 'where a special
situation existed, in that this country was itself giving important assistance
to others). The \\Inking party agreed that this list was of great value and
exprt ssell the hope that It would be emit limed amid, if possible, extended to
other palls of the world, particularly Latin America and Asia.

International information centre.
Ileyond the publication of lists, a more ambitious form of action was

theoretically possible, This would consist of the creation of an important
agency for information and selection which, on a permanent basis, could
ntaintabt registers of eventual candidates for teaching posts abroad and
vacant posts in different countries, put the patties concerned In touch with
each other, and be able to supply information both about candidates and
posts open for recruitment. Hy keeping its information constantly up-to-
date, and by ensuring emitinpous contact between supply and demand,
such an international university labour exchange might be able to overcome
many of the shortcomings pointed out by the working party in the mere
issue of lists. I lowever, for such an exchange to work satisfactorily at the
international level it would require a large and costly establishment, almost
certainly needing computers, and it was not at present clear what agency
would be able or willing to finance it. There was a further danger that it
might introduce an undesirable element of bureaucratic or technocratic
de-personalization into the field of university recruitment, in which the
personal element should be of the highest importance.

Better use of existing servicesRecommendation.
finally, such an agency would involve a waste of resources in so far as it

might duplicate recruiting services already in existence or which were
beginning to grow up in the developed countries and within certain cultural
areas such as the Commonwealth. The working party agreed that at the
present stage al least it was precisely these services which offered the
greatest promise of improving the present situation. It therefore recom-
mended action on three main points:

-the strengthening and development of existing national and regional
services, vheillcr :Lo)verninclital, tiajvcrsilY or inter-university';

the establishment of links between them, if possible through co-ordi-
nation first of all at the regional level (geographical uc cultural regions and,
as need arose, their progressive enlargement) ;

the establishment of better arrangements for existing bureaus and
services to be more widely publicised. In this connection it was noted
that Unesco's Teochrrs for .1/rica listed these and that the World List of
Universities published by the IAIJ tried to mention them systematically in
its sections dealing with university organizations in each country. Taking
these lists as a base, the working party believed that more direct relations



betWeen them could be established, University heads who were seeking to
recruit foreign stall could, for example, make personal contact with the
organizations in question. Personal visits of this kind could at any rate
be the beginning Of more regular relationships and universities might then
send lists of their needs more systematically. In sidle of the general
shortage of (codling staff, a number of universities were perfectly ready to

hicinhcis of their teaching stalls to go abroad, but were prevented
from doing so by their lack of exact Information concerning needs.
Dr. Gorski:0v, for instance, gave spedfic examples of this and suggested
that where Ministries existed which were responsible for the whole field of
higher education in a country, universities which wished to obtain the
services of teachers from that country should send precise lists of their
requirements to them. Where Ministries of this kind did not exist the
procedure would doubtless be less simple, but requests could be sent to
other governmental, non-governmental or inter-university agencies which
were specifically concerned with teaching abroad,

Pole of reeruiling services and their

Lastly, so that no misunderstanding about the function of these central
services and boreaus concerned with recruitment should arise, the working
party stressed that their role should normally be limited to that of interme-
diaries. 'flare should be no question of some kind of bureaucratic substi-
tution for universities in the essential matter of the choke of their staffs.
Their task should be to bring those concerned into contact with each other

-universities, faculties or individual professorsand these should have
comptete freedom to reach agreement on the details of their mutual arran-
gements. In the view of the working party, co-operation which arose from
direct contacts between universities was the ideal one. As Dr. Gonzalez
stressed particularly, this guaranteed more clarity and more continuity in
the engagements entered into and these elements were essential for real
success. On an international scale, however, universities stilt knew little
about each other and intermediary organizations were necessary to supply
appropriate, information. it was essential that such agencies should not
themselves be responsible for choices, and that within the framework of
a given programme of technical assistance, for example, a university
Should not have people allocated to it Without its own agreement. This
would be a form of neo-colonialkm, and in certain cases in fact it already
existed. In every case it was important for "assisted" universities to have
the deei,ive word in the choice of those who would assist them,

In the present situation, this choice could be made from only a very
limited- number of persons, and in addition to the need to identify
them, it was equally necessary to increase their numbers as much as
possible by 'mobilizing more teachers for the tasks of international
Co-open:Hull.

hl Alobili:Itlion of hauliers /or posts abroad.

increaq' of numbers.

This increase of the number of academie stall available for co-operation
raised problems pate different from those of identification mentioned
above. They affect the life and policies of every university very pro-
foundly. It was not merely a matter of creating information agencies and8



others concerned with negotiations and contracts, but of creating actual
reserves of people within the university field and of setting up structures
which would allow these reserves to he guided into co-operative work.

Non-university organizations were certainly able to give considerable
help in this tteld, Unesco to particular had been operating training pro-
grammes for a number of years for leaching slid'? in African and Latin
American countries. These programmes had already trained seine
250 teachers and the working party hoped that they could be extended.

Such an extension, however, could not reasonably be expected to meet
already existing needs and those foreseen in the future. These were so
great that only a powerful effort on the part of the university community
could meet them.

As a general measure, therefore, the working party recommended that
universities which were wilting to provide help for othersand this in the
main meant the universities of the developed countries--should make
systematic attempts to create and fill n number of posts beyond their own
immediate needs. The meeting of heads of African universities in Khar-
toum In 1963 had expressed the hope that this level of 'excess" personnel
should be carried to 20 %. This was an ambitious figure which could not
be applied automatically and would have to vary according to disciplines,
but it had the merit of staking a claim and highlighting the size of what
needed to be done.

The working party was not itself ready to put forward a precise per-
centage in this way. It also believed that expressions like "excess" per-
sonnel or "over-staffing" were ambiguous, and could give the impression
that co-operation was not a normal and essential university function but
something superfluousa luxury.

In Its view the important thing was that universities should try as far
as possible to recruit adequate staffs, that is to say staffs capable, over and
above the needs of each institution, of undertaking the crucial work of
co-operation. Such a deliberate recruitment policy would require pro-
longed efforts of persuasion among the authorities responsible for credits
for the creation of university posts. But good examples could be conta-
gious.

Changes in career systems favouring co-operation.
It was also necessary for this reserve of teachers to be actually available

for co-operation,. and this involved special arrangements in career systems.
Many university people hesitated to accept a post abroad because of the
negative effects which a prolonged absence could have on their careers in
their own countries or their own universities. In consequence there was
either complete abstention, or limited application for engagements of short
duration which in fact were sometimes merely half-engagements, since those
concerned made only a physical move, but morally and intellectually
remained at home. As Dr. Porter pointed out, a visiting teacher might.
take up to a year to install himself and then leave with little accomplished
other than the elements of a teaching system conceived more in relation
to the interests of his own career than to the real needs of the university
he had visited. For a period abroad to yield all its benefits, particularly
in a young university where it was not a matter of playing a part in a solid
and well-established system, but of contributing to the creation and con-
tinuation of new structures, it had to he sufficiently twig-some members
of the working party considered it to be four or five years.
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The problem thus consisted it arranging ways in which teachers might
be ubsent for relatively long periods without harming their careers. A
number of promising solutions had been found in some countries and

From the formal point of view these solutions were simplest in the case
of State universities, where the academic stall were civil servants enjoying
all the benefits of this status. This was the case in France, for example,
NOW re periods of wf irk abroad raised few problems, particularly In relation
to it group of French-speaking countries which had entered Into formal
agreements with France by which the French universities undertook to 1111
certain vacant posts iii the higher educational institutions of the other
country. Titese secondment procedures varied according to whether or not
the teachers concerned held established posts hi France. When au estab
fished teacher was going to a foreign post, his appuintment in his own
university was maintained and the Niinistry of Education supplied the
necessary credits for a substitute during his absence. In the case of young
teachers, not yet holding formal appointments but who had passed the
competitive examinations for the university career (agregalion), the presi-
dent of the jury conducting their examination could offer them appoint-
ments to posts in French-speaking countries and, if they accepted, posts
in French universities were then reserved for them, and they could take
them up three or four years later. The same process was carried out in the
United Arab Republic where universities were also State institutions, and
where profess -rs who accepted foreign posts, usually for periods of four
years, kept their home appointments until their return.

Special career arrangements had also been made in countries where
university appointments were not linked to the State. Dr. Sloman had
mentioned in his report the "home base" system used in the United King-
dom, as well as a number of other arrangements as part of direct agreements
between universities. In the United States a number of solutions had been
found despite the short-comings, at the Federal level, of the International
Education Act. Solutions of this kind were frequently found by organiza-
tions like Education and World Affairs or the Rockefeller Foundation
which, with others, provided funds enabling some American universities
(and Canadian and English ones also) to create extra posts in the social
sciences. Dr. Thompson felt, however, that it was doubtful if programmes
entirely supported by external agencies, and intended to create a kind of
co-operation force, would attract the best candidates. It seemed preferable,
even if efforts were supported from outside, that they should be incorpo-
rated within university systems themselves. A number of formulae for
this could be considered. A faculty of agriculture, for example, could
have an "international" department whose members would spend three or
four years abroad, thus working for international co-operation and, on their
return, enriching their own university with the experience they had acquir-
ed. Another faculty might appoint a saintlier of young teachers 'Whose
services it would not itself need for a number of years and who could thus
carry out a prolonged mission abroad. Generally speaking, Dr. rhompson
suggested, many young university people were keenly interested in the
chance of working abroad (particularly in the developing coontries) and
were mote and more aware of the advantages on professional, cultural and
human grounds which this offered. Universities themselves, however,
seemed to have rather conflicting attitudes. Some of the most important
were open-minded in this question, and ready to admit the value some of
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their staff-memers might draw from direct experience of foreign countries'
and different cultures, an experience which at the same time could be of
value to the university. But there were less well-established institutions
which took a very inherent view, since they were anxious to consolidate
their own reputations, and wanted their academic stalls to publish as much
as possible and not to he distracted by absences abroad. it had to lie
remembered also that the legislatures of sonic American states which the

and Grata colleges had asked for financial aid to cover work abroad by
academic staff had turned a deaf car. The "education" of those concerned
scented necessary.

It should he borne in mind, moreover, that the tolvantages to be gained
from long periods spent in the developing countries were not the same in all
academie disciplines. They were more obvious in medicine, tropical agri-
culture or anthropology than for example, in high energy physics, but they
could be very Important in many fields which were of crucial importance for
the developing countries. A clearer recognition of this was evidently
necessary in university circles. A period given to co-operation was not a
"sacrifice" for the donor, but could, on the contrary, he particularly useful
to him. The working party thus expressed the wish that universities
should consider periods spent abroad by members of their stalls as an
integral part of their careers, and ensure that those who undertook them
were In no way penalized.

However, if work in cooperation should not interrupt the careers of
those involved, the work itself also had to be continuous. Much of its
usefulness would be lost if it was not followed up. Before ending its
discussion of this question, the working party recommended that university
teachers working in foreign universities should try not only to ensure their
own teaching and research while there, but to train those who would
succeed them.

c) Financing o/ teaching abroad.

Optimum use of available funds.

This concern with continuity provided It starting point for the working
party in its discussion of the financing of teaching abroad. It felt that the
resources available for this type of co-operation were inadequate and that
their effectiveness was often reduced by excessive dispersion. Consider-
able sums were spent on short-ter arrangements, some of which were
'lightning visits' by-professors who had no time to grasp the local university
situation in all its complexity kand who, as Dr. Porter pointed out, were
sometimes made ill by the prodigality of their welcome) and who departed
after the rapid Formulation or over-hasty advice or the drawing up of it
report which was merely shelved indefinitely.

It was vital that available funds should be used for longer visits which
would give positive results and stimulate a real continuity of effort.
1)r. Thompson stressed that annual credits were not really a very good base
for financing these activities, since they made it impossible to ensure any
long-term planning. ht the case of many programmes of co-operation it
was essential for funds to be provided or guaranteed for long periods of
time.

Moreover, as Dr. Gonzalez urged, it was generally desirable that a
university benefiting from a programme of co-operation should itself bear



part of the cost. This financial involvement from the beginning offered
some hope that the work could be carried on when the programme itself
had ended. it could lie suggested that a university receiving a foreign
teacher should pay his local expenses and part of his remuneration, using
faints from one of its own vacant posts, a procedure usually possible in
most universities. The other university concerned (or other organization)
should cover travel costs and, when necessary, pay part of his salary so that
he could continue to receive remuneration on the same scale as at home.
it was also important for universities receiving foreign colleagues to define
clearly the facilities they were ready to place at their disposal: offices,
laboratories, library services and auxiliary staff. Precise plans should be
made for the continuation of activities initiated by a foreign guest, based
particularly on the young stall that he would train, in the other direction,
it was essential for universities sending young teachers and research workers
abroad to guarantee posts for them on their return.

The working party endorsed these various remarks and recommended
that funds available for co-operation should so far as possible be employed
not in isolated operations but in programmes which offered a certain conti-
nuity, and that their financing should be arranged in ways that encouraged
maul; tern pi:11111111g.

It also recognized that, In questions of finance, it was often neces-
sary to look for ways which avoided the use of foreign currencies, a matter
on which Dr. Gorshkov insisted, Ile gave an example of such a method,
similar to the earlier proposal of Dr. Gonzalezthat the "sending" university
should be responsible for travel costs, which it could meet in its own cur-
rency, and that the "receiving" university should be responsible for local
expenses which could be paid in the relevant national currency. With
some of the difficulties of foreign exchange avoided in this way, and parti-
cularly if the exchanges were on a reciprocal basis, it was relatively easy for
two universities to accept comparable expenditures.

Scale 01 pouts.

The working party did not hold a long discussion on the question of the
scale of funds available for co-operation. These were considered to be
inadequate, and it could only recommend their increase by all possible
met hods.

international financing.
More time was spent, however, on the question of international financing

of co-operation, Bilateral governmental assistance, and even the help
provided by some private organizations, as Dr. Moursi stressed, ran the risk
af involving political conditions or at least of choices made in terms of
political criteria, whether these were admitted or not. Help which was
administered through' an international fund provided the greatest guarantee
of objectivity, and the work done in this field by Unesco, or using Unesco as
an intermediary. for example, was of the greatest value. A difficulty was
that international funds came from national sources--the same sources
which provided bilateral programmes and which they were most reluctant
to abandon. A further difficulty was that the administration of co-opera-
tive help through an international organization would involve large and
expensive agencies and these could hardly avoid a certain bureaucratic
clumsiness.

Though it could not, under present conditions, advocate complete
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Internat km al financing of co-operation, the working party expressed the
hope that additional funds which could he obtained for it should as far as
possible he administered by an International agency, which could exercise
the greatest care to ensure that coherence and continuity which the working
pat ty considered to be essential for all aspects of assistance.

d) Obstacles arising from travel ristriettons.

Examination of problems raised by co-operation in the matter of staff
showed at once that it was necessary to study the obstacles to it: the
shortage of teachers was an obvious one, probably the most Important :
the lack of financial resources was another. But beyond these obstacles
rooted In present conditions and partly responsible for the present crisis,
there Were others of a more permanent nature. They were less the product
of an Internal educational situation than of general political and cultural
conditions.

Linguistic obstacles.
Linguistic obstacles were among those. These Were, of course, to some

extent an "internal" aspect of university co-operation, since the practice of
such co-operation tended to reduce them, and communication between
cultures based on difierent languages was one of the purposes of co-opera-
tion. The multiplicity of languageswhether this was regarded as the
curse of 'label or ns a happy flowering of diversity--was something (Meeting
not only universities but ibunkind as a whole, and would do So for a long
time to come. it was only too obvious, however, that it handicapped
exchanges of teachers. 'There -was only one way of overcoming it in the
long runthe raising of the linguistic standards of students and teachers,
especially in the main International languages.

In the meantime, to face up to urgent needs, some members of the
working party, particularly Dr. Porter, suggested that there should be no
hesitation in using the techniques of simultaneous interpretation or ordinary
consecutive Interpretation where necessary. This solution was obviously
useful in a number of cases, particularly where the language used by a
visiting professor and the content of his subject were sufficiently known
for translation to be effective. Such a system, however, could only be
systematically employed by a university which already had people able to
operate it, and that was in many cases to beg the question. Professional
interpreters, highly enough qualified, to be able to translate lectures at
university level were stilt rare, rarer in fact than teachers themselves and
certainly not less "expensive".

The problem was less difficult in the case of the exact and natural
sciences than In the humanities. Ilw former employ at language which is
largely international and deal In concepts and terms which can be exactly
'translated from one language to another. Yet, as Dr. Parikh stressed, it was
in these tat ler fields that exchanges and, above all, the diversification of
exchanges were most desirable. For natural sciences and technology one
could, if necessary, be content with the kind of exchanges that arose from
traditional linguistic affinities oucli as those between India and the United
kingdom). ln the humanities, on the other hand, in far wider range was
coiled fur and even a universit y which was well equipped in all fields of study
needed to seek the co-operation of university teachers from other cultures.
This was all the more true because of the real difficulties mentioned by
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Dr, S4111011, who stressed that "linguistic" obstacles are not limited to
language In the narrow sense of the word, but involve a number of Intellec-
tual processes and systems of cultural reference more or less explicit, as
well as methods of presentation which are of the greatest importance in
communication and which are distinct from the language itself, even
though they impregnate it. Against* such difficulties of comprehension
there seemed to be no other remedy than actual exchanges themselves, for
which the knowledge of foreign languages was a necessity.

For these reasons the working party expressed the wish that universities
should be more systematically concerned with extending and deepening
the linguistic, formation of their students and, above all, their young tea-
chers and research workers who would later undertake activities in the field
of Intermit tonal co-operation,

tiorshkov gave an Interesting illustration of this. Foreign students
arriving in the Soviet Union with no knowledge of Russian were able to
achieve a sufficient knowledge of that language In the course of one year of
intensive study to be able to follow normal university teaching.

Parikh pointed out, however, that one could only learn a foreign
language well if one had a strong inner motive for doing so. Courses in

'foreign languages as such were inadequate if they took place in an atmos-
phere of IIIIIIfference. Their real value could only be achieved if universities
tried to animate students with the interest, curiosity and real desire to
know a foreign tongue.

Lc 01 and administroilve obstacles.
Legal and administrative arrangements In a number of countries consti-

tuted more obvious external obstacles to co-operation,
In the first place, restrictive regulations adopted by governments in the

granting of entry and exit visas were often a source of difficulty in exchanges
of university teachers and students. In these circumstances, the working
party considered whether the establishment of a kind of Laissez-Passer
similar to that which the United Nations issued to some of its collaborators
and experts could be envisaged for certain categories of teachers and students.
For students, such a proposal was quickly seen to be. utopian in present
circumstances, and even for teachers it seemed unlikely that such a step
could be quickly achieved in the present climate of distrust existing between
certain governments, together with the suspicion some of them showed
towards intellectuals.

Titus the first task scented to be the changing of this climate and
obviously this would need a great deal of time. A change for the bet ter
had appeared in recent years, but the extent of what remained to be done was
obvious if the present situation was compared with that found in fairly recent
periods of history. In the eighteenth century, for example, during the
wars between England and France, eminent literary and scientific figures
were able to travel freely from one country to the other. More remarkable
still, British warships in the Pacific were under orders to give support and
assistance to French vessels engaged on scientific voyages there. Circums-
tances were very different in our age, but it would scent possible for univer-
sities, both individually and collectively, to try to press governments to
adopt more liberal policies regarding the issuing of visas lo university staff.

The working party hoped that the secretariat of the LAU would keep
in touch with Unesco in any measures that could he envisaged for the
granting to university teachers (and possibly to students) of an intern:A-
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tional document which, though it could hardly be a "universilyeitssportm,
might assist in their applications for visas. As Dr. Porter Wmarked,
however, it was trot advisable to seek to multiply privileges -i.e., prero-
gatives beyond those of other citizens-- for members of one group or section
of society simply because they belonged to it, rather than to assist them in
accomplishing a spedflc task. Obviously university people had spedfle
tasks to perform, but any facilities accorded to them could only be justified
because they furthered those tasks.

Another obstacle of a legal and administrative nature affecting the
movement of teachers was that of double taxation, which meant that In
some eases they were required to pay taxes both in their countries of origin
and in those they visited. A number of measures had already been taken
among certain governments for the elimination of double taxation, The
working party felt that it would need to dispose of more detailed information
on these arrangements before it could offer any suggestions by which they
might be extended and systematized.

Import duties and other customs charges affecting the movement of
teaching and research materials constituted another obstacle to co-opera-
tion. Here again, a number of measures were already in force, such us the
Agreement for Eacilitating the International Circulation of Visual anti
Auditory Materials of Oil Educational, Scientific and Cultural Character,
together with others negotiated under Unesco's auspices. It seemed,
however, that this convention was not always respected, even by govern-
ments which had ratified it, Not enough efforts had been made to ensure
I hat junior customs officials were fully informed. Ihere again, the working
party believed that the first action to be taken consisted of a critical exami-
nation of the arrangements already in force, so that an informed opinion
could be reached 1)0111 on methods of making these arrangements as effective
as possible and of identifying further measures which might appear neces-
sary or desirable.

Lastly, the working party dealt briefly with the question of travel
costs, particularly by air, which were high enough to constitute a serious
obstacle to the movement of university people. In this matter students
appeared to be in a better position than leachers since most airlines accorded
them special facilities. This situation was not In itself unfair, as the
financial resources of students and their organizations were generally even
more Ihnited than those of teachers and universities. It remained true,
however, that there was a need for systematic examination of what could
he done to help university teachers.

On all these points the working party suggested that the next General
Conference of the Association (as completely informed as possible on the
situation) would doubtless oiler the best opportunity of considering common
action which could be undertaken or recommended by universities collec-
tively.

At the same time, being fully aware that the liberalization of adminis-
trative practices and rules largely depended on the climate and mental
attitudes of any given country, the working party underlined the responsi-
bility incumbent on each university to assist in improving these attitudes
and recommended that they should see what could be done at a national
level by governmental negotiations.
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ii) Student exchanges.

In the course of its survey of problems of a general kind affecting all
categories of people engaged in cooperattoo, the working party had fre-
quently referred to students. its discussions tinder this heading could
therefore be limited to questions directly concerning them.

That study abroad vas In general an enriching experience was a truism
that no member of the working party wished to contradict. At a (lute of
ilfe when people were still receptive, study abroad not only widened the
cultural and human experience of the principal beneficiaries, but was
important for their fellow-students and the university teachers in the
countries where they worked. In the long run, and perhaps mote effectively
than many other kinds of co-operation, study abroad contributed greatly
to international understanding and peace.

Such ,studies would not raise problems but for the fact that they were
expensive in terms of money and so otter of time, and obliged to take place

a world so marked by socio-economic disparities. For these reasons,
however, they were a rare privilege and it was important to allocate thent
as well as possible amoral{ ieneficiarles who could draw 11111X1111UM advan-
tage from them, both for themselves and for the societies to which they
belonged.

These problems occurred with Very different degrees of acuteness
depending on the country and its level of economic development.

a) Student exchanges between developed countries.

Obstacles were not particularly serious in the ease of exchanges of
students among the developed countries. Because of the heterogeneity of
university programmes and systems, periods of study spent abroad could he
difficult to integrate With normal studies without loss of time and perhaps
some Initial confusion. it could be held that, In many cases, loss of time
of this kind was largely compensated by the Intellectual and cultural
benefits which were obtained hi the course of study abroad. Difficulties of
adaptation were probably less important hi the case of advanced studies
and research work, but the working party did not fcel,that it could recom-
mend the limitation of exchanges to this level, since ninny young students
certainly benefited greatly from it.

b) Exchanges between countries 01 different economic kiwis and regional
exchanges,

A very large part of student movement was from developing countries
to developed ones, and it was here that difficulties were most serious.
There was a real risk that developing countries would use their tragically
limited resources in sending students to developed countries who would
then, seduced by the better working conditions that they found, decide to
remaia permanently, in this way increasing still further the gap between
the two types of country. Given this danger-. not at all a theoretical one-
a policy had taken shape in recent. years which could be summarized as
follows: students should prepare their first degree in their own countries,
and only go abroad for more advanced NVOrk.

Experience seemed to show that it was the younger students, still
immature, who yielded rOnst easily to the attractions of the "developed"
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world, and who encountered the greatest difficulty in readapting them-
selves to their own countries whose problems had not been of much convent
to shear in their earlier years, Advanced students, on the other land, gave
evidence of a greater feeling of responsibility towards their own countries,
since the necessary awareness of social and other problems had been formed
in them before they left home.

'though it did not dismay the gelierid validity of the formula mentioned
;Move, the working party baevoi that it was over-simptilled and needed
closer examloat

In the first place, caution was necessary in using expressions like
"advaneed studies" or "postgraduate similes". They could be used in
reference to systems of very ditTercnt levels; in some cases they bore Ill ;le
relation to any clear structural articulation of programmes of study, and
were quite vague, So long as this hick of clarity was recognized, however,
they had enough indicative v.,lue to he useful in a general discussion. An
important reason why this division "undergraduate postgraduate" could
not be too rigidly used was that certain types of teaching were completely
lacking In the "Adversities of a considerable number of countries, and that
In stone cases their character was too marginal or too specialized for than
to he organized economically In those countries in the immediate future.
Though the numbers involved were not large, It was essential to send
undergraduate students abroad in such cases, so that they might receive
teaching of this kind, so often necessary for their own countries. A second
reason, perhaps the most important of alt, was that the systematic sending
of postgraduate students abroad would deprive the universities of the
developing, countries of the possibility of forming their own departments
for advanced study and research, thus condemning them to a degree of
permanent backwardness,

The working party therefore believed that it was the precise needs of the
country and university in question which should be the determining factors
in the choke of students to be sent abroad.

The term 'abroad', however, was a very wide one, and In order to avoid
the difficulties which arose from this at different levels of development,
the working party, adopting a suggestion made in Dr. Prondies report,
strongly recommended that universities should try to arrange their coope-
ration and exchanges at a regional level. Since all the universities of a
regionand particularly a developing region could not cover all disci-
plines, it would be useful for a degree of specialization to be established
among them, each one concentrating its efforts on the disciplines and level
of advanced study and research in which it was already best equipped.
With the help of other universities of the region, both in staff and resources,
some of them could thus reach the highest rank in a given discipline and net
as magnets for the most gifted among the research workers and advanced
students of the other countries concerned. The Cardiological institute of
the University of Mexico was cited as art example of what could be done in
this way. The working party felt, however, that it would be wrong to
hold to a single formula of this kind too dogmatically. Particularly at the
level of fully-trained young research workers, it was necessary for contacts
to be maintained beyond the frontiers of regions, and lastly, It was stressed
that the dangers of periods of study abroad would be greatly reduced if
universities tried to guarantee posts to returning students.

Where necessary regional co-operation at the level of advanced studies
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could also he extended to undergraduate studies, particularly in certain
disciplines affecting only a small number of students.

liere the working party again believed that it was better in many cases
to help universities to organize their own teaching, rather than to make up
for gaps in their own programmes by means of awards for study abroad,
It noted, moreover, that the awarding of grants could raise delicate pro
lems in some rises, particularly when they were administered by selection

committees or other services which were nut necessarily very familiar with
the educational systems from which candidates came. Far front being the
best students, these were sometimes those who had tailed to obtain a
university place in their own countries, and were seeking to make up for
this by securing admission to a foreign university. This was often a real
difficulty and it was hard to see any general remedy for it. It could
simply be emphasized to those responsible for the award of study grants or
more generally for the admission of foreign students. The working party
finally mentioned the importance of the exchanges and programmes
organized by students themselves In different countries, usually for short
periods. 'Else value of these activities largely lay in the fact that they were
not controlled by the university authorities and there fore kept a high
degree of spontaneity, and the working party for these reasons felt. that it
could not formulate any recommendations concerning them, but believed
that they deserved to be encouraged, though not In a paternalistic way.

c) The "Equivalence" problem.

The problem of study abroad raised the issue of the recognition of these
periods of study and of foreign qualificationsthe problem usually referred
to as that of equivalences.

A university degree had sometimes been viewed as a kind of currency
a way in which knowledge could be "calculated". This "unit of value"
in knowledge could be transformed (some would say degraded) into a unit
of exchange, but one which was not recognized everywhere, a currency
which was quoted only within limited frontiers and which was not freely
convertible. Students who had carried out lengthy studies abroad thus
ran the risk of seeing part of the results of their work unrecognized, and
this was obviously not a minor problem if it was borne in mind, as Mr. Tra-
per° pointed out, that the number of persons undertaking studies abroad
had risen from about 156,000 in 1955 to more than 360,000 in 1966.

A distinction had to be made between the civil effect of university quali-
ficationsthat is to say, the rights they conferred with regard to the
exercise of a profession, and their academic effectthat is to say, the value
which was given to them with regard to access to a higher level of study.
In practice, the one influenced the other and the Secretariat of the IAU,
for example, received many requests for information from government
departments wishing to evaluate a university qualification so that its holder
might be placed in a relevant professional hierarchy. The two, aspects
were distinct, however, and an organization like the IAU obviously could
only be concerned with the academic one, though this raised problems
enough. Moreover, because of this complexity, Unesco had also decided
to concentrate its present efforts on the academic aspect of degrees and
diplomas.

Sonic of these complexities were more or less subjective In nature.
How could it. be expected that personal pride would'not be involved In this
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question at Mthtrsit Y tit glk'es, fur.. there very Pnst vt.sion tnsivvvti Ode in these
holding them'? Moreover, if the notion of a "currency" were token further,
people were suspicious of "coins" unfamiliar to them. This led to genuinely
objective difficulties, arising essentially front the diversity of university
systems. Must of the Moils made on the national, hl- lateral or Interna-
tional level to solve this problem had failed because of this diversity, and
because of the difficulty of cstabilsIthg vulitt comparisons, The partial
and disappointlog results achieved so far were due to them. Vor example,
many of the attempts at solutions which were recorded in the Collection of
Agreements published by the had never beta followed up. For these
reasons the working party approved the decision taken by Unesco to carry
out a systematic examination of this maim, and to prepare for measures
which could eventually be taken in the form of conventions following a
series of studies anti meetings as outlined in the discussions by Mr. Trapero.
As a sequel to the study carried out in 1065-66 by the IAU on "Methods of
Establishing the Equivalence of Degrees and Diplomas for Academic Pur-
poses", Unesco had decided to prepare a glossary, which would be issued in
French, and would try to define some 1,500 university terms used in
60 countries'as well as a pilot project on the comparability of mathematical
studies. In addition, Unesco was developing a documentation centre
which relied frequently on the !AU when consulted about individual cases,
but which was also intended to aid governments in the organization of
equivalence services rant in the negotiation of agreements. Seminaries
bringing together specialists from equividence centres In various countries
were .also foreseen, anti finally, in order to help it In planning a general
policy and strategy In this question, Unesco was holding a meeting of
experts in Moscow In June 104 at which the IAU was invited to he repre-
sented.

The working party noted with interest Unesco's plans in the tquiva-
knee field and in view of these, with which it hoped that the JAU and
universities would be closely associated, decided not to tCcctummi other
initiatives at the luternational level. It believed nonetheless that univer-
sities should therureives continue to tNilitille this problem, and expressed
the hope that the IAU secretariat could maintain t he consultative services
which it afforded In this field.

It must be recorded, however, that Dr. Gorshkov wondered whether the
problem was not being mode unnecessarily complicated, mid whether it
would not he possible to reach rapid agreement among universities on the
basis of relatively simple criteria, such as the nutut.er of ears of study
required fur a particular degree or diploma.

ill) Co- operation with regard to study programmes and te,t11o(,ks.

a) Study programmes.

It had frequently been maintained, particulcily by Dr. fleii..cev in the
Development Committee of the IAU hoard, that the universality of certain
natural sciences, like physics and tin mist! y, out lit to niche It possible to
draw up common study programmes, and that this could 1 e done by
specially qualified scientists from different countr les.

The advantages of common programmes were Immediately obvtau.--
they would solve the problem of equivalences by practically eliminating it,
and they would make it much:easier to pass front one university to another.
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Moreover, since they would Involve co-operation between specialists from
different countries, they would incorporate Very wide experience and offer
guarantees as to their quality. These arguments, however, did not con-
vince some meinbers of the working party. In the first place, it seemed an
illusion to imagine that universities with long experience of autonomy
wood follow programmes which had been drawn up outside theft own walls
by on 'oligarchy" of experts, even If, us Dr. Parikh suggested, they Were
merely put forward ns stigtsstions.

Furthermore, despite the evident importance of the equivalence problem,
it could be questioned whether its solution should dominate all university
leaching. would it he worthwhile to sacrifice to it all the invent ionouitiative
and experiment which a university could show in the organization of its
own tvavithig which, higel her with the fact that these things stimulated the
internal life of an institution, could also be very useful at a time when the
rapid evolution of knowledge required Constant adaptation in study pro-
grammes

Lastly, as Dr. Myers observed, a study programme on paper did not
mean very melt: everything depended on the teacher, the taught, the
methods employed, and the resources available. The homogeneity intro-
duced by common programmes would perhaps he a fallacy, loathe source
of misunderstanding rather than clarity.

Did this mean that any form of Intent:atonal co-operation was to be
avoided in study programmes? The working party did not take this view.
obviously universities could derive benefit from exchanging their expe-
rience and, as Dr. Myers and Dr. Porter stressed, the International exchange
of teachers is one of the best ways of ensuring this mutual fertilization,
particularly when foreign teachers were asked to take a direct part. in the
drawing up of programmes.

Moreover, even if programmes were not worked out in common, univer-
sities certainly needed to know what was being done in other places and to
borrow and adapt for themselves everything they found useful. Thus the
exchange of information about programmes was certainly useful.

Lastly, if it was not unanimous concerning the value of common pro-
grammes, the working party was able to reach agreement on these latter
points and recommended that universities wishing to improve their study
programmes should use the experience of universities In other countries as
widely as possible through the exchange of documentation, and above all
by making the fullest possible systematic use of the help of foreign teachers.

b) Textbooks.

Linked with the question of common programmes was that of the
editing of common textbooks by int erna tiooal teams. If common pro-
grammes were tulopted, common textbooks would he a logical conse-
quence and the same arguments could be used in favour of both of them.
I however, the two questions were not at all identical, since the same text-
books could he used in different study programmes, their primary purpose
being to set forth certain basic areas of knowledge. It could not be denied
that textbooks written jointly by excellent teachers from different univer-
sity horizons would otter particularly useful and interesting syntheses, and
there was certainly no reason to discourage initiatives of this kind.

the main question was to know whether they should be encouraged as a
priority, and the working party seemed unconvinced about this. The most
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urgent problem Was not so much that of editing new textbooks as that of
making those already In existenceand which were often excellent- more
widely available, particularly In the universities of developing countries.
"I he accent task in which international co-operation timid be useful was
that of a wide distribution Of up-to-date textbooks at reasonable prices for
he poorer untivrrsitics and, in Stalk' cases, their traursialtoo,

A distinction should be lunatic, moreover, between the editing of conmion
textbooks and the attempts ntade to harmonize the outlook and to correct
errors of perspective due to national prejudices In various social discIPHiles
and the humanities. Various consultations which had taken place In
Europe concerning history textbooks and the elimination of over-nationa-
listic interpretations were a useful example of this. It was clear that
Initiatives of this kind, serving both bout and peace, deserved encourage-
ment and the working Party approved or them unreserYtallY.

Lastly, textbooks were obviously not the only books of Importance In
university teaching. Certain scientific and learned publications, by their
very nature, conld only be produced by international teams of scientists
and scholars. This was the case with the History of 3Thakitut---- Scletrlific
and Cultural Doelopmenf, undertaken with the help of linesco, and equally
with the flis(orff of Arica, also due to ttw initiative of that Organization.
These were two somewhat spectacular examples, but co- operation between
university colleagues of different countries on more limited projects had
also been most successful, and the working party unanimously agreed that,
nitiatiVes of this kind should be supported and extended,

13. RESEARCH

Co-operation with regard to publications of the kind which the working
party had just been considering allected research as mucit as teaching, and
these two activities were so inter-mingled that many of the points examined
by the working party with regard to co-operation in teaching were equally
relevant to co-operation in research, and the conclusions reachcd.could be
applied to both of them, particularly with regard to exchange and travel
restrict loos.

The place of research in programmes of co-operallon,
The unity of teaching and research was the first principle which the

working party wished to reaffirm in dealing with this point of its agenda.
There seemed to be a tendency in some countries to move research away
front the universities on the pretext that their leaching work was urgent
and should be given priority. ft was not possible, of course, to forbid
universities to carry out research, but the method used was that of withhold-
ing the necessary financial resources and a vicious circle thus arose, for
the more research. \Vas neglected In universities the easier it was to find
excuses for excluding it altogether.

The working party felt that it should lie continually repeated that
teaching not kept alive by research would decline in quality, and that
research, was stimulated by leaching. This, of course, did not imply that
universities should monopolize all research, and still less that they should
consider their teaching responsibilities as secondary or subordinate
(as sonic perhaps tended to do), but it did mean that there would be the
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greatest danger It universities ;Mowed themselves to be deprived of real
research facilities.

The working potty Insisted that what was valid for university work in
general was also valid for that part of It devoted to co-operation, and this
should not be eottsideted lr. any way 0 separate category, except In the
mono+, required for it. In other words, it was vital for cooperatIon
programmes to be integrated into those of research us well us teaching, for
without this they would lose their drive and their trite university character.
In particular, it was desirable that teachers working hi foreign universities
should not confine themselves to giving lectures and courses, but should
also play a Willa), part in research activities.

Difficulties arose to the appiication of this principle, however, both in
detail and in general Icons,

Among the detailed wineunics, Gonzalez mentioned one which
arose particularly in the political and social sciences, In countries where
"imperialism" or "neo-colonialism" were sensitive subjects, public opinion,
and above all student opinium were most reluctant to see researchon matters
closely affecting explosive political or social conditions carried out by
foreigners, particularly if they came from countries suspected of wanting
to exercise pressure in their internal affairs, In these cases certain precau-
tions were necessary, the most important being that foreign research
workers should form part of competent local research groups. The project
in any ease should be clearly under the ausptecs of n university Itself, and
not be the responsibility of an

Dr. Porter stressed the wider danger of "neo-colonialism" in research
matters. It sometimes happened that foreign scholars and scientists
Ihnited their work abroad to research which interested them personally
(or their own universities), and gave little attention to local tteedi and
priorities. They were sometimes interested in foreign situations simply
because these offered particularly clear "laboratory" examples of problems
they were concerned with. When they left they took with them the whole of
their documentation, tape-reeordiags, perforated cards and other research
materiats. The university which had welcomed them sometimes received
nothiug more in return than copplimentary copies of a book based on the
research done. All the raw nfaterial, so to speak, was used to enrich the
"sending" university and the whole procedure was dangerously close to
exploitation.

The working party therefore emphasized that it was not enough for
foreign visitors to "do research".. Their research should lie integrated In a
co-operative plan. It should arise from and belong to such a plan. Arising
from a plan meant that research projects should he covered by a clear
understanding between all concerned and should ',actinic participation by a
local research team. Belonging to a plan meant that its results should be
of genuine benefit to the host university which should be able, where
appropriate, to carry on work of its own in the same field and Isith the aid
of research teams trained by visiting colleagues.

The host university should also be able to put the necessary material
and equipment at the disposal of its visitors. This touched on a material
difficulty connected with the financing of co-operation, a subject already
examined by the working party. One obvious means of securing this was
the greatest possible increase of funds for co-operative work, and the working
party stressed this once more in this connection. It returned also to
another of its earlier recommendations concerned with regional co-operation
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among universities. If calain universities of a region, by agreement with
each other and in terms of their various resources and capacities, developed
special competence In particular fields of knowledge, regional research
centres could be increased and more adequately equipped. Established in
this way, such regional centres would he in a better position to apply for
help coming from outside the region itself, on the principle that one only
lends to the rich, Finally, they would be able to carry out co-ordinated
research programmes of value to several countries, Examples of this kind
of regional co-operation were already in existence and the working party
recommended their systematic extension.

Co.operation with regard to scientific and scholarly injornmallen.

Regional research centres could form a basis for regional centres of
scientific and scholarly information. An important aspect of co-operation
In research was in fact not concerned with research workers as such, but
with the scientific and scholarly,information communicated in the !rad).
tional and still predominant way through publications. There was some-
thing of a plethora of these. The output of publications, and particularly
periodicals, was a serious problem for universities in developing countries,
which lacked the necessary foreign exchange for buying them and were
unable, because of the comparative penury of publications of their own, to
operate exchange agreements on a large scale. Unesco coupons were one
way of acquiring cultural and scientific publications without foreign
currency, but these coupons Nvere chiefly designed for individuals for whose
benefit governments had agreed to waive their normal currency regulations.
They were not suitable for the more massive purchases which universities
needed to make. Even though a number of well-established universities
were generous in their gifts and loans to less favoured institutions, even if
the organizations financing co-operation increased their aid, as the working
party hoped they would, it seemed unlikely that all needs could be satisfied
except by the systematic organization of information exchanges through
competent regional centres.

Centres of this kind could not only facilitate the flow of publications,
but could also be gradually equipped with the electronic and computerized
machines which allowed information to be both stored and quickly avai-
lable in ways which have no precedent in the past. Experiments of this
sort had already been carried out in Europe, notably at the CERN in
Geneva. As Dr. Jankovic pointed out, there was also an information centre
for international law in Geneva which used a computer that was of the
highest value. Information techniques of this kiiid gave every promise of
solving a large number of problems of documentation, and the working
party recommended the urgent creation of centres which could be rationally
used in this way.

C. UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION

Administrative Structures.

As universities were starting to play a more and more decisive role in
social life, they were requiring larger resources in men and money. They

. were complex enterprises, often established in countries which had few
resources to give them but at the same time looked to them for ever-
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growing services. In ,,tnne vonnttles it could tic s:dil that bread was :limos(
literally taken front the mouths of the people to feed this illma Muter, and
it was not surprising that their performance was walvhed most critically.
This implied that eillelent university administration was now 0 vital matter
in the already developed as 11111(.11as in developing countries. In university
matters, howeva, r;101:11,111,11iiy 41414111i ti) deline efticicucy, and
pc 11:111% still more difficult to be "efficient". In the traditional universities,
the fact had to be faced that little attention had been given to such a
notion. Their administration was entrusted to thstlugulshed scholars and
scientists, or to committees of thou, unit from outside these could give
Impressions of amateurism aml lack of rigour In their managerial processes.
Many universities in developing countries had Inherited these structures,
though their need for tight administration was particularly strong. The
principles of economic productivity, however, could hardly he applied to
education and research, even though it was true that some of the financial
and accounting procedures used in commercial firms, for example, could
help to rationalize those used by UlliVCrSiiit'S. Dr. Porter felt that too
much virulency had a dehumanizing tendency and it was a necessary part
of intellectual life to keep renewing and changing the structures within
which it was maintained. Intellectual life might be harmed it it was
constrained within bureaucratic procedures worked out by professional
administrators, however rationally conceived. Students, in any case,
seemed determined not to be reduced to the status of "perforated cards"
in the name of efficiency.

The problem here was obviously an enormous one, 11 also seemed clear
that international co-operation concerning it had been far more sporadic
and fragmentary than in matters of teaching and research. This was
perhaps because university administrative structures and methods were
sometimes closely linked to general national and institutional structures,
and to the particular mental habits which were bons the origin and the
consequence of these. The it was noted, had begun some compara-
tive work on this in its first study on the administration of universities, anti
although this was only a first step, the working party hoped that it would
be continued.

Unesco was also active in sending expert teams to help in the organiza-
tion or reorganization of a number of universities. These teams were
composed of university people from different traditions, and could thus
help in working out new and original methods. The working party hoped
that this work could be continued and expanded. both by Unesco and by
other bodies engaged in co-operative activities.

ii) Special administrative areas.

The problem of university iiihninistrat fon was not simply that of esta-
blishing and operating institutional structures, but involved a number Of
highly specialized activities where the multiplication of exchanges would
be useful. The working party listed some which seemed particularly
Important to it:

a) Methods of financial administration and accountancy.
b) Libraries. The management and organization of libraries had

recenlly been enormously improved in a number of countries rind it was
important for this progress to be generalized: meetings and exchanges of
librarians were therefore necessary.
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et Social services for
students, particularly health services, Metuding

mental health. Neuroses and sometimes psychoses 'scented specially
frequent among students. A number of international meetings and dis-
cussion groups had already been organized In these matters, but many
universities In the developing countries WerC 1101 Closely connected with
them and it WaS ittipOttatit to help them to lake part.

d) Linked with the preceding problem, but nonetheless distinct from it,
was that of student guidance and counselling services. A number of inter-
national meetings on these subjects had been held but they scented still
too limited in scope.

e) University architect are and campus planning.
For all these matters the working party recommended the increase of

exchanges and meetings of specialist teams. It was aware that its list of
problems had left out the most urgent problem of all with regard to modern
universities---Abat of participation by students in university affairs and
government, This was considered to be so important a question that the
working party felt that it should be studied separately, and not as part of a
rapid. survey of the various fields of international co-operation in adminis-
trative matters.

The working party noted with interest that Unesco was intending to
call a meeting on this problem. It stressed the need for such discussions,
both internationally and regionally (as the Conference of Rectors and Vice-
Chancellors of the European Universities proposed to do at its Assembly
in Bologna in MO), but did not formulate precise suggestions on this
subject.

II

PATTERNS OF INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
CO- OPERATION

A. BASIC PRINCIPLES GOVERNING A GRUM/I:NTS

The various patterns of international university co-operation, together
with the various kinds of agreements negotiated and the ways in which
they were put into effect, were quite fully described in the reports prepared
by members of the Administrative Board. The working party did not
undertake their detailed examination or offer opinions on the virtues and
vices of the various types. It tried instead to establish criteria that were
desirable for all of them, and to show by one or two examples how these
criteria could be adapted to different forms of co-operation.

Universities, in any ease, could hardly have a free choice among all the
possible patterns. Their choice was determined by their own charter or
constitution, by their relationship with governments and the societies
around them, and by the Institutional habits of those societies generally.
In a number of countries, for example, the government usually intervened
in all quest ions of foreign affairs, the foreign relations of universities included.
In others, even though universities could freely make agreements with univer-
sities in other countries, they could not finance them without government
aid, so that such agreements sometimes remained mere declarations of
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good intentions if State aid was not forthcoming. In some cases, moreover,
universities were unable to ask directly for governmental help. Given
these facts, there could be no question of, for example, advocating over-
generalized regulations or of declaring a preference for purely university
agreements as opposed to inter - governmental ones.

The patterns of co-operation were not at nil irrelevant, howeverthey
determined its content and spirit. It was important, therefore, to pay the
closest attention to these patterns, above all when thay involved two
contracting parties of very unequal power and resources. Even between
universities there could be agreements which camouflaged a kind of intel-
lectual exploitation under the guise of assistance.

The working party thus insisted that every pattern of co-operation
should be based on outhentie mutual consent. With this principle esta-
blished, It drew a number of conclusions,

13, METHODS FOR FULL UNIVERSITY
PARTICIPATION IN AGREEMENTS

In the first place, whatever kinds of agreement were In question, it was
necessary for universities themselves (or their faculties and departments)
to be closely associated with their negotiation, if possible train the very
beginning. Only in this way could there be a guarantee that the clauses
of the agreement were freely and with full knowledge accepted by those
who would carry them out, and who would thus be personally concerned,
ensuring the subjective motivation necessary for full success in co-operative
enterprises. "Consent" should not be understood as a passive attitude,
the mere acceptance of methods established by others, but as active invol-
vement and the will to seek success.

This kind of participation was clearly most difficult to ensure in pro-
grammes supported by outside organizations or arising from inter- govern-
menial agreements. But even in these cases solutions could be found and
Dr. Sirinelli drew attention to two types of agreement concerned with
different fields, but ensuring co-operation between governments and
universities,

'the first type was that of an agreement made between two govern-
ments foreseeing vu- operation between oniversilies, but expressed in
general terms which simply constituted ft fraMework. Once this framework
had been laid down, the universities themselves decided in detail what they
were able and willing to do, in this way Pztjviding detailed content for the
agreement in the form of a protocol generffIly established for a period of
one year. This formula seemed particularly useful where two countries
were linked in programmes of general asshlance within which university
co-operation was inserted as one of its elements. But it was equally sui-
table in the case of countries where universities were fully developed and
established on both sides. The governmental agreement was then limited
to an engagement to co-operate and to the placing of specific resources at its
disposal.

The second formula consisted of requesting the governments concerned
to ratify an agreement made between two universities, and to provide money
for its execution. This method was specialty helpful when two universities
wished to help each other but their countries had no general agreement for
mutual assistance.

Dr. Afoursi mentioned a third variant, which consisted of asking govern-
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Meats to allocate some of the funds they made available for co-operation
ton enti(Wil of universities or of rectors, which "1(114155"m"

res""slb""for the application of intergovernmental cultural agreements.
The question of mutual consent and real participation by both parties

could arise, however, even in relation to agreements negotiated directly
between universities, particularly when one of them was \re:111111er and more
powerful than the other. Dr. Thompson and i)r. Porter both emphasized
this danger. ilooperative programmes were sometimes "distributed" by
rich universities to poor Imes and carried out in Will a way that they were
of greater advaetage to the "donor" institution than to the "recipient".
Choosing the persons to he sent, and retaining sole linancial control of the
programtne, the former could thus benefit from the facilities of the hitter
in order to carry out Work of interest to itself and to strengthen Its position
in the region, while the hiller 'Teel\ ed only the crumbs. here again
cultural colonialism could arise, attempting to pass itself off as generosity.

Such activities could properly he called scandalous and to avoid them,
tns De. Thompson suggested, the presence of a third financing agency could
lie Very useful. Such an agency could net as a mediator and remind the
donor university of its obligations, in this way strengthening the position
of the recipient.

In this context the working party expressed some hesitation about the
free-exchange system recommended in the American docuMent submitted.
This could he desirable among universities of roughly equal resources, but
free exchange seemed premature in situations still marked by imbalances
and distortions. It might make these still worse by contributing to that
enrichment of the rich mid impoverishment of the poor which could be
observed in the present world situation. Though it was an ideal for the
future, for the lime being It needed to he accompanied by the idea of service
and planning. iteviewMg systematically the recommendations it had
already formulated with regard to other points of the agenda, and recogni-zing the value or free contributions to collaboration among the university
community all over Hie world, the working party put forward the following
desiderata for agreements made between rich and poor universities:

t) that they should he as clear and precise as possible with regard to
the undertakings and the arrangements for their application and should
mention if possible, as Dr. Jankoeie suggesled, the persons responsible for
carrying them out ;

that they should involve responsibility for both parties in the choice
of these persons and in the financial administration of the programmes,
whatever the sources of the funds provided for them ;

fit) that the programmes should not be foreign initiatives within the
receiving university, but that the latter should us far as possible take part
in them with its own staff and its own resources, so that tater it could
follow them up on its own ;

iv) that programmes undertaken should he of adequate duration even
where a definite date of conclusion was fixed. In some cases they should
in fact create the very conditions In which they would no longer need to be
continued. With many govenimental agreements, annual State budgets
were an obstacle to long-terni financing, but general agreements could
often lie made and annual details used by special protocols. To these
general conclusions Dr. Porter added that in sonic cases universities in
developing countries would prefer to dispense with inter-university agree-
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melds and hi their place receive supplementary funds directly, \stitch W011111
enable them to take their own initiatives in recruiting research workers and
teachers needed for their development.

Finally, the working party stressed that the same principles of mutual
consent and authentic participation should, mufniis mu/am/is, apply to
programmes carried out motor the auspices of international organizations
like l'neseo, Witt) and mothers or the working parry who had had
personal contact with sotto, of these programmes valued theta highly, tint
were particularly impressed witls the advantages arising from the Interim.
Ronal composition of the teams and missions sent out. The only reserve
formulated was that sometimes the universities involved did not take a
close enough part in the choice of their members.

The great agencies of the failed Nations were not the only Interna-
tional organizations helping to tinaure co-operative programmes. some
of them ;irose from regional initiatives, and the fact was that there were
many institutions of great diversity which were helping in the work of
cooperation with a multiplicity of programmes In consequence. The
working party Wondered whether proliferation of this kind did not lead to
waste, anti if it ought to recommend sonic rationalization of these elTorts.
It decided, however, to support the view of Dr. Cionzalez. who felt that In
general the more programmes there were the better, so long as they were
the result of genuine goodwill on the part of both (heir promoters and their
beneficiaries. Their very multiplicity was a source of useful experiment,
and any attempt to group these initiatives too systematically might lead to
a kind of central bureaucracy, reducing still further the margin of initiative
and negotiation left to universities in developing countries.

The working party recognized, however, as Dr. Sirinelli pointed out, that
the multiplication of inter-university links and "jumelage" agreements,
when they were not accompanied by adequate financing, inevitably led to
a certain dilution of co-operation. In extreme cases such agreements,
what there was no money to back them, were merely a kind of gesture of
courtesy which universities ita different countries made to each other,

One kind of agreement, not often encountered but which seemed to
Dr. Parikh to need mention, was that which united a group of universities
in several developed countries in helping to set up a university in a deve-
loping one. Recognizing that universities had a natural tendency to create
others in their own image, the working party agreed that this kind of colla-
boration could be particularly useful in the setting up of an institution
attempting to answer special needs and thus wanting to profit from a
variety of rivulets.

L'N/i'MS/T Y A GENWES AND AGTI1'I7'1ES
The main bitterest of the working party was concentrated on agreements

and arrangements concerned with mutual university programmes, but it
did not overlook the fact that other forms of university co-operation existed
and in particular membership of international and regional university
organizations. Since it was helping to prepare for a Genet at Loorereoeo or
the TAU, the working party felt that it had no need to stress to such a body
--which was itself certainly the best judge the value of these forms of
collaboration.

Nonetheless, it wished to mention sonic original arrangements for uni-
versity consultation which were permanent in character though they did
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not involve hultrldual membership in a particular group. An excellent
example of this was the seminar which under the title "The University
To.day" was organized every year by the League of Yugoslav Universities.
This provided an occasion for the teachers and students invited from
various parts of the world to exchange views on important university
problems. Drtatikovie gave additional details of these seminars and
invited his colleagues of the working party to conic to see for themselves
how they operated,

ill

EFFECTS AND I'llIPOSES
OF INTEIINA'110NAL l'N Y CO- OFFItAT ION

A general dchntlion of the purposes of international university co -ope-
ration N5051101 &Mina 10 agree upon. There was complete agreement that
its purpose was on the one hand to help universities in different countries
in their essential tasks of leaching, research and development and, On the
other, to reinforce illientalional understanding and thus contribute to the
maintenance of peace. These purposes in fact were so self-evident that
they had beets implicit in all the discussions of the working party.

An abstract discussion of them at the opening of the meeting, even
though it might have seemed logical to begin in this way, would have been
of little interest. On the contrary, it seemed much more rewarding to
return to a critical re-examination of the purposes of co-operation, hawing
considered some of Its actual effects. Only by a comparison of purposes
and results was it possible to re-define them. In any case, this was the
method adopted by the working party, which attempted at this stage to
evaluate the aleets of co-operation.

A. THE EFFECTS OF CO-OPERATION

General effects.

It was obvious at once that no exact balance sheet of the effects of
co-operation could be established. In sonic cases those effects were strictly
speaking imponderable, and the most profound of them were those which
affected the minds of individuals. Some sort of measurement or at least
evaluation could be attempted, but co-operation was so integral a part of
the whole of university activities (though not always widely enough prac-
tised) that it could hardly be calculated, so to speak, In a separate account.

Throughout all Its discussions, moreover, the working party had been
constantly dealing, explicitly or iniplicity, with the effects of co-operation,
since it was on the basis of the experience gained in a particular field or
form of co-operation that it had formulated its recommendations. Despite
this, it wished to recapitatate them and to examine closely some of the
pitfalls to be avoided it co-operation was to yield its best results.

Firstly, on the credit side of the balance sheet, it was beyond dispute
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that co-operatio was Ind merely lieneficial but in the strictest sense.
necessary. WIthont It ninny universities would have been unable to live
or develop, others would have sunk into provincialism-all would have been
worse oil. The number of universities directly involved in systentatic
co-operative activities was perhaps relatively smll, but since comunica-
tion was a funtbmiental element of till university life, co-operation produced
results of benetlt to evLryoite, nu atmosphere felt by all and which extended
across the entire world community which universities formed. 'lids was
often a slow process, however, and the working party had several times
stressed the need for a quantitative Increase In co-operation, It was also
sometimes affected by distortions, and this meant that there was also
need for qualitative improvement,

II) Special elfeets: the "Brain Drain"

One of these distortions had already been frequently mentioned by-the
working party. Programmes which were badly conceived or too much
under the influence of the stronger party led to a sort of Intellectual exploi-
tation and thus to lingering resentment, and this, of course, was the last
thing desired both on practical and psychological grounds. In the long
run a multiplication of thoughtless or harmful programmes could actually
increase the troubles existing between rich and poor countries and present
even in Intellectual circles.

A second difficulty was more specific. This was the phenom enon
known as the brain brain, and the working party gave special attention
to it. It agreed first of all that this phenomenon was not Inherent in
co-operation, neither was It an inseparable consequence of it. Co-operation
involved the movement of persons and this in fact was one of its purposes,
but it did not imply a kind of one-way traffic and the draining away by
some countries of talented individuals from others. Sonic essential lis-
t inctions were needed in discussing these matters.

There was a purely university aspect of this problem affecting university
teachers and research workers ; there was also an economic aspect affecting
technologists, doctors and various professional people.

a) On the purely university level, most members of the work tug party
felt that the problem was not excessively grave, at least on the world scale
and except in'one or two special situathms. They believed that any res-
triction on freedom of movement and residence within the world-wide
university community would have far more serious consequences in the
long run than the brain drain itself.

With regard first of all to young research workers of really outstanding
ability, it was inevitable and even desirable that they should seek out the
best possible conditions for their work and that they should go abroad and
stay abroad if these conditions could not be found at home. Their work
was of benefit to the entire learned and scientific world, and their talents
would be stultified if they were obliged to remain in countries where they
could not be fully used,

With regard to what might be called "run of the mill" teachers and
research workers, there were undoubtedly those who settled abroad when
they would have been able to do useful work in a university of their own
country. But it seemed that this happened comparatively rarely when the
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sending universities guartniteed posts On their return for people whom it
sent abroad, in eases where such study was carried out within the franc.
stork of clear and coherent agreements related to genuine needs, and in
eases where the stronger university did nut seek to use its co-operation
programmes as a disguised furor of recruiting. In these matters the working
party reiterated the recommendations 11 had already inade.

It hoped that. all universities would in time be able to offer posts to
their younger stall which would both attract them and retain them, but it
recognized that this hope partly assumed that the problem had already been
resolved. In any ease, lids objective could only he reached through a
general reinforcement of co-operation.

b) The brain droin seemed a much more serious matter in a number of
sectors of active professorial such as technology and medicine, and In
some instances the losses were extremely grave. This Meet of the pheno-
menon, however, was caused by economic and social factorspartieuhirly
ditlerent levels of prosperitywhere universities as such had comparati-
vely little influence. As Dr. JankovIc pointed out, the brain drain also
occurred not only between different countries but from one region to another
within the sonic country. Only in cases where universities trained students
for careers in which there were inadequate openings within their own
country could they be held at least partially responsible for the brain drift.
When they did this, of course, they were in effect encouraging a number of
their graduates to emigrate, and this raised some delicate problems, parti-
cularly in the developing countries. As Dr. Parlkh emphasized, projec-
tions of manpower needs were often based on unjustified hypotheses.
These projections, he believed, were usually inaccurate. In any case
universities were not merely professional schools and it was normal that
they should be concerned with scientific and other disciplines which Were
not Immediately useful on the labour market. However, In this matter it
was one thing to prepare the foundations of the university's own future and
quite another to give too important and too premature a place to studies
which had no real outlet, This, at least, was the opinion of Dr. Porter and
Dr. Sirinelli. The forecasting of manpower needs was certainly precarious
and required constant revision, but it could give indications often corrobo-
rated by common sense. An extreme example of this was quoted. it
could reasonably be asserted that Africa had no priority need of large
numbers of Greek or Sanskrit scholars, but it was desirable that the should
have some.

The other side of the medal was that universities in the developed
countries sometimes educated students coining to them from the developing
areas of the world in specializations which could not be used in their own
countries. 'this happened in medicine for instance. The ultra-scientifie
aspects of medicine, relying on costly equipment and methods in the most
advanced countries, were irrelevant in the primitive conditions of many areas
of the world. This, hove- et', was a delicate problem, since the institution
of special training for students from developing countries, however excellent
in itself, could look like "second-class" training if it was carried out in the
same institution alongside more "normal" training. Dr. Gorshkov said
that this problem was perhaps most easily avoided in tin institution like
the Peoples' Friendship University in Moscow, which had been specially
set up for students from the developing countries.
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11. THE PURPOSES CO.OPERA7'10N

How could the double purpose of co-operation--the mutual strengthen-
ing of universities in their own tasks and the deepening of international
understanding he clarlfled at the close of this detailed examination of its
areas, patterns and effects'?

In the first place, some general formulation embracing both the univer-
sil y and social aspects of co- operation seemed to be called for, and Dr. Parikh
proposed the following, which the working party approved: tit peaceful
development of human abIlliles and resources Is n C01113110/1 responsibility
for all universities, and the discharge of this responsibility through common
action is the fundamental purpose of co- operation.

If there was a single fundamental purpose of co-operation, however, It
had a dialectical nature, or one which gave rise to a dialectical movement.
Co-operation aimed at the development of human resources, but did so In
its own special way. It sought to bring about conditions lit which every
university (particularly those In developing countries) could base itself
primarily on men and women from its own country. When this stage was
achieved, however, another immediately would take its place, for these men
and women could not reach their full cultural, scientific and human develop.'
meat without integration into the world-wide university community, in a
fill and 1101 merely an abstract sense. There was a "technical assistance"
stile to university co-operation which would decline In importance in the
long run, and a permanent and regular one which would, on the contrary,
be intensified in the future. The working party insisted that these were
not two entirely different kinds of co-operation, but two stages of a single
movement. Even if differen Met buds were needed iu these Iwo stages,
each of them needed to be animated by the same spirit -- the university
spirit.

THE PLACE OF INTERNATIONAL til-ii'VERS1TY
CO-OPERATION IN UN I V ERS I FE

In the light of the working party's discussion of purposes, the conclu-
sion was obvious that co-operation should not be viewed as a marginal or
extraneous university activity, still less as a luxury which could only be
afforded when more necessary things had been provided for. Co-operation
must occupy a central place in university activities: it was an integral part
of a university's functions.

The working party had no difficulty in agreeing about this, but readily
recognized that such generalizations required more precise definition,

In the first place, it would be an illusion to Imagine that all universities
could play an equal part In active co- operation, and the fact was that many
of them remained more or less outside the present international exchanges
and programmes. Even in these cases, however, they received innume-
rable outside contributions for their own activities; and could only function
effectively by drawing regularly from the common fountain of knowledge
and culture. They were involved in co-operation even if they did not
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realize It just as Monsieur JImuttain wrote prose. It was Important for
them to realize this, and become more consciously aware of what they
()wed to co.uPecattun and thus be prepared to cultivate the International
spirit more intensively within their own precincts- what night be termed
university internationalism.

It had been argue,' that universities should seek to he the most interna-
tional of all institutions within a given country, and if this axiom were
generally accepted, many 'universities would doubtless find It easier to
obtain funds for international co-operation from their governments, or at
least create a more open ittlitude. towards It, The interhothmansm of tt
university should not be measured necessarily by the number of nationalities
represented in its academic staff and among its students, Primarily this
was an attitude of mind, Mot a concern for thinking and living In terms of a
world where new communications were creating tt new unity even while
they revealed its diversity, The working party readily agreed that many
universities in developing countries should, devote their essential resources
to national tasks. But It was vital for them to preserve and develop the
international spirit, and to make every effort to give their students know-
ledge of foreign languages and foreign cultures.

Universities in developed countries, the working party felt, and as it bad
insisted In all its discussions, should encourage more active, more carefully-
planned and mare deeply-integrated international activities in every sphere
of their work.

It agreed also that university co-operation should not he limited to
activities within universities only. More and more, universities were co-
operating with other educational Institutions, with governmental, hulastrial
and cultural bodies and could net as Intermediaries in bringing these into
contact with similar institutions in other countries (for example, in practical
terms, in finding places in Industry for foreign visitors or in arranging the
re-tralritng of secondary schoOl teachers).

Finally, some members of the working party recalled that the Interna-
tional spirit Involved not only co-operation in common tasks, but also the
shared determination of universities to resist the oppression, hostility and
deliberate misunderstandings which some of them faced in their relations
with the governments of their countries. Universities by definition were
strongholds of the critical spirit, but some of them. felt very Isolated In their
struggles and might well abandon all resistance to unjustified governmental
Interference If they were not given moral support. International solidarity
in fact seemed greater among studentssince they were not so lied to the
established order than it was in any other sector of academic life. This
was perhaps a field in which students were setting an example to the institu-
tions whkb taught them.

In closing the discussions, Dr. Zurayk thanked the participants most
warmly in the name of the IAL7 for the practical example of co- operation in
action which their participation bed given. The participants in turn
expressed their gratitude to the IAL: and its different services for having
organized the meeting,
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PAPERS ON THE PRESENT STATE
AND FUTURE NEEDS OF CO-OPERATION



AUSTRALIA

Sir Philip liAxrit

Utee-Ctemeellor, University of New South Wales

Australia has fourteen universities and three university colleges, each
of which is closely associated with one of the universities. All Australian
universities arc State universities that is to say, they are established by
Acts of Parliament of either the State Governments or the Federal Govern-
ment. There are no private universities in Australia. The universities
tire lin:weed by State and Federal Government grants, by fees, and by
benefactions and donations. The Government grants make up the largest
part of university finances. All the Australian universities are members of
the Association of Commonwealth Universities and a number of them are
members of the International Association of Universities.

Co-operation between the Australian universities and universities In
other parts of the world takes a number of forms, Some of these operate
on a nation-wide basis and tire common to all universities, while others take
the form of individual arrangements between particular institutions In
Australia and particular institutions overseas. It is proposed to deal with
the general arrangements (mainly concerned with facilities for travel in
both directions) first and then to deal with the individual universities, so
far as is possible in a short memorandum.

There is a number of important arrangements designed to facilitate
overseas travel by the staff and to some extent the students of the Austra-
lian univvrsitirs. Such travel in most cases involves visiting universities
in overseas countries, and some of these arrangements also facilitate a 110W
of the saute kind from overseas universities to Australian universities.

First, and perhaps most important, is the acceptance in all Australian
universities of the principle of study leave, tinder which members of the
acaileink stall after six years of service are eligible to apply fora year's
leave with full pay, such leave to tie spent normally overseas. In most
cases it study leave grant to defray additional expenses involved in travel is
also provided. In this way most Australian academies are able, if they
wish, to make regular visits to universities overseas and a substantial
proportion of them do avail themselves of this opportunity.
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The AustratbmAmerka Foundation, which has replaced the Fit Wright
plan, provides travel expenses for Australian academies and students at
various levels to visit the United States of America, and for American
academics to visit Australia.

The recently established Australian Churchill Foundation, though
directing its grants mainly to non-academies, does provide for overseas
travel for a limited number of Australian academics,

The Commonwealth Universities Interchange Scheme, under the
sponsorship of the British Council and supported hy contributions from the
Australian universities, provides for -a- ninbor of travel grants for the
promotion of interchange between universities in British Commonwealth
countries. There are several categories of award covering university
teachers or officers on recognised study leave, distinguished university
scholars invited by universities for short visits and post graduate university
research workers holding research grants.

The Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan supports tinker-
ity co.operation in several ways, The Australian Government offers each

year a number of postgraduate scholarships which are available to students
from other commonwealth countries and are tenable in Australia. Other
Commonwealth countries similarly offer scholarships for which Australian
students may apply. The satin, scheme also provides a limited number of
visit lug professorships to Australia annually. This covers the cost of first-
class air travel between the Professor's home country, which must be
within the Commonwealth, and Australia, in order that the Professor may
stay at an Australian university for one academic year and engage In
leaching and research. Ills expenses while in Australia are covered by the
Australian university which he is visiting. Visiting fellowships are also
provided by the plan to enabte distinguished academics from Contmonwealth
countries to visit Australia for periods of from two to three months and to
visit Australian nolversities and other educational establishments.

The Australian Vire-Chancellors' Committee provides for a limited
number of distinguished academie visitors to Australia from any part of the
world, the Vice-Chancellors' Committee coveting the travelling expenses
and the university concerned providing for maintenance during the period
of residence in Australia.

Assistance with overseas travel Is also provided In some eases by the
Nuffield Foundation.

In Mlles the trustees of the. Leverhulme Trust Fund in Great Britain
Made aVailable to the universities of New South Wales, Sydney, Melbourne,
Adelaide, monash and the Australian National University, a sum of money
whereby each university would be enabled each year to send a senior member
of its academic stall to a university in one of the following countries and to
invite a senior member of staff from one of these countries to visit the host
university in Australia. The countries are Itong Kong, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, and Thailand.
The grants cover all expenses, including travel and the scheme is at this
stage to last far five years.

The Government of France has provided funds whereby a distinguished
,icadeinie visitor from that country may visit Australia each year. The
visits are to be paid to those Australian universities which have schools or
departments of French.

The National union of Australian University Students arranges each
year for a considerable number of students, mostly undergraduate, to visit
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countries and universities in As la. These visits are financed mainly by the
students themselves and are aimed at increasing student knowledge and
awareness of conditions in Asian countries and of Asian universities and
their students.

An important part of Australian university co-operation with other
countries is the reception within the Australian universities of many
thousands of students from overseas, many of whom either have or inter
develop affiliations with universities in their own country. Some of these
students are sponsored wider the Colombo Plan but the majority of them
are private students who come to Australia la their own cost and alter
obtaining their degrees return to their own countries. Since the Australian
universities are henvilysubsIdised b the taxpayer, student tees covering
approximately of the full operational cost, and since these visitors
pay the saute fees as Australian students, there is a substantial scholarship
component Involved in this arrangement.

Turning now to individual arrangements in particular universities, for
international co-operation, it should be said at first that none of these are
very extensive,

The University of Newcastle is planning a staff exchange arrangement
with the University of Newcastle -on -Tyne in Great Britain and also with
the University of Christchurch in New Zealand.

The University of New England has a student exchange arrangement
between one of its colleges and an American University College. The
University has special co-operation programmes In the held of external
studies and is developing n relationship with the University of Zambia.
The University Is also Interesting itself in the establishment of external
studies in Papua and New Guinea, in co-operation with the University
recently established In that country, Through its University Extension
Department the University has co-operated with several Indonesian univer-
sities and has organised seminars for Australian students of Indonesian
language and culture.

In the University of Adelaide the Department of Animal Physiology has
arrangements with Washington and New York Universities in relation to
undergraduate and postgraduate students. like Department of Mathe-
matics makes regular short-term appointments of academics from East
European countries within its existing establishment. The Department of
Obstet rks_.and Gynaecology accepts visiting Professor's and sends Research
Fellows overseas. Several other university departments do this also The
Department of Plant Pathology has close links with the Plant Pathology
Department inn the University of California and the University of Wisconsin
and at the Rothamstead Experimental Station in England.

The University of Queensland has established a scheme to provide travel
grants for the promotion of interchange between it and other universities
in Commonwealth countries. The University is active in the Heron Island
Research Station on the Great Barrier Reef which is controlled by the
Great Barrier Reef Committee affiliated to the University of Queensland.
Many members of overseas universities, mainly from the United Kingdom
and North America, visit this Station regularly to take part in the research
studies which are proceeding there. Columbia University in particular has
maintained close liaison with the station, The University otters special
courses for students from Afro-Asian countries to meet the particular needs
of these countries.

In the University of Melbourne there are many areas of co-operation
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hetwoca departoicats and universities overseas. The School of physics
has a number of projects with universities in the United States and Great
Ilritain. The Department of Commerce and nosiness Administration Is in
regular contact with the Harvard School of Business Administration, the
!toward Hort*. Laboratories of Experimental Physiology are studying the
hormone secretions of patients undergoing treatment with an artificial
kidoey at Ilnrvard.

Monash University has a formal agreement with Leningrad University
fur the exchange of scholars which enables each University annually to
sea' Ott senior member of stall to give lectures and one postgraduate
student for research work to the other Institution. The University has also
set aside funds to enable distinguished academic visitors from abroad to
visit monasb for periods of up to three months, and it seeks generally to
encourage visits to 11w University by academies from overseas,

The University of Western Australia has no formal arrangements for
co-operation but welcomes visitors from overseas universities and uses
vacant positions on the staff to provide support for such visitors In appro-
priate cases. Considerable numbers of members of the stall' of the Univer-
sity 1111%1,, visited overseas universities inn recent times, particularly to uni-
versities in South East Asia where they have frequently been sponsored by
bodies such as Seat() or Unesco. They have gone to conduct teaching
programmes and to engage in research.

The University of New South \Vales has set aside a full professorial
position to he used oninially to bring a distinguished Asian academic to
Sydoey. It also Invites annually a number of visiting professors front
various countries In the world, financial arrangements varying from case to
ease. The University has had in the past a working relationship with the
Uo 'vastly of Iowa in the Held of hospital administration and is currently
seeking to establish an arrangement under which stall' from the University
will visit the University of Malaya In Kuala Lumpur and conduct teaching
programmes there In engineering. The University provides a number of
graduate courses in fields of particular interest to students from South
East Asia, notably in hydrology and food technology. The University has
established in association with the Australian Atomic Energy Commission
the Australian School of Nuclear Technology which provides formal courses
in this area each year which arc attended by many students front Asian
countries and from New Zealand.

The Universities of Macquarie, Flinders and La Trobe, which hvve been
quite recently established, are all anxious to create arrangements for
international co-operation, but have not yet been able to develop anything
of a formal character.

Although sought, no information has been received front the University
of Sydney or the Australian National University (1).

It will be apparent from the above that arrangements for international
co-operation between Australian universities and others which are overseas
are active but tat, very extensive. Traditionally there have been close
links between Australian universities and those of the United Kingdom,
but since the war these links have undoubtedly weakened mot have been
replaced to some extent by growing connections with other parts of the
Commonwealth, with the United States of America and particularly in

(1) See Addendum.



recent years with the countries of East 01141 South East As Ia. Several
universities are making a real effort to build up relationships with similar
institutions in this latter area. The limited success which has su far
attended these endeavours is due mainly to the high cost of travel between
Australia and any other country in which universities exist. Australia is a
big cannily and internal distances are substantial and travel even to its
nearest neighbour, New Zealand, is expensive, while the distance to the
universities in South East Asia is likely to exceed 3,000 miles. Travel to
the eountries of Europe intd North America Is proportionately more expen-
sive. Anstrifflint ncailennes probably travel more than most mainly
because of the sabbatical leave scheme, but this does not generally lead to
formal arratigenwats for co-operation, though it does provide In an Informal
way for considerable two-way Ilow of knowledge and ideas. White exchange
sehemes appear at first sight to be highly attractive, in practice they ore
hard to administer between Australia and countries in the northern hemis-
phere, partly because the academic years do not coincide and partly because
of the high cost of travel.

With regard to suggestions for overcoming these dIfficulties and bridging
the gap, it is easy to say that the answer is a greater provision of nnancial
resources, but this is of course no practical solution. The Australian
universities have expanded enormously since the war and the growth
continues unabated. Australia is a country in which many other things as
well as universities arc expanding and the demand for resources far exceeds
the supply. Where Australian universities must choose between providing
greater resources for international co-operation and providing much needed
facilities for teaching and research on their own campuses, the choice
naturally tends to go In the second direction. Judged against this back-
ground the overall achievement is perhaps acceptable and there is little
doubt that as the financial position improves the universities wilt make
greater efforts to expand international co-operation, since there is every
desire that this should he done, The most urgent need is to improve
co-operation between the Australian universities and those in South East
Asia, as a means of improving understanding between the peoples of these
countries. Universities arc devoting their own resources to an increasing
extent to this purpose and it was particularly encouraging when the
Leverhulme Trust offered the Leverhulme Scholarships Scheme to the
Australian and Asian universities with this specific object in mind. It
must be hoped that further opportunities of this kind will occur hr the
future.

ADDENDUM

The Australian National University and
International University Co-operation

I. Patterns and methods of international nniversily co-operation.
a) Types of co-operational agreements,

i) This includes Australian participation in the Commonwealth
Scholarship and Fellowship Plan and the Commonwealth Uni-
versity Interchange Scheme generally, and also in the privately
sponsored fellowships such as General Motors-Ifolden, Lever-
imbue, Nuffield, Churchill ones.



I') The Australian National University-Moscow State University
agreement provldes for the exchange of a maximum of three
scholars at any time, normally for periods of one year. The
sending university pays overseas travel and the receiving uni-
versity a stipend and internal travel on research work.

Ill) The Australian National University Is also participating in an
exchange scheme with the nation government (as are several
other universities) which provides for an exchange of one scholar
each way each year on financial terms shnilar to (I1).

h) Infernal arranyentents etc,
No systematic attention is given to questions of international co-
operation If, by this, centralized control is meant, The University's
policy encourages inter-unk'ersity exchanges In accordance with the
principle expressed in para. 1 above. Except for an Asian fellowship,
under the terms of which distinguished Asian scholars are invited to
undertake teaching or research at the University for n period not
exceeding one year, no posts are speeincally reserved for foreign
oendeinie staff. Itowever, about 10 of the academie staff of the
University is recruited from outside Australia.

1 I, Areas of international twiversity co-operation.

a), b) In 1066, the University provided facilities for 75 visiting
research workers from 15 other countries and, at the end of the
year, 11 fellowships were held by academics from six different
overseas countries.

ii) Itetween 1060 and 1066, about one half (136) of successful
Ph.- 1). graduates came, on scholarship, from overseas cowl-
tries.

Id) The University promotes seminars and conferences and gives
financial assistance to members of other universities to come
to Canberra to take part in them, e.g. the David Nichol Smith
Seminar in Eighteenth Century Studies.

u) The University is a member of the Association of Commonwealth
Universities and. the International Association of Universities; and,
at the national fecel, of the Australian Vice-Chatieelfors' Committee.
Together with emitacts at the personal level, these institutions
provide an adequate base for Cooperation in administration and
organization.

It The effects of international university co-operation.

a) The University's steady stream of visitors and of members of its
stall \Nilo spend study...leave in overseas universities contribute
substantially to an internationalization of university lik which is
genuinely prized.

h) A recent survey of Ph. 1.), graduates covering the years 1060 to 11166
indicates that there is no overall "brain-drain" from the Australian
National University. About 52% of these graduates were recruited
from within Australia and, at the end of 1966, about 51% held
appointments here.
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VNITED STATES OF AMERICA

teller from Kingmna Brewster, .fr., President, Yale University,
lo the President of Me International Association of Universities

December 28, 1967

Dear Mr. President:

I herewith transmit a memorandum in response to the request of
the President to the members of the Administrative Board to provide
information about national experience with the Development of
International University Co-operation.

Since tug study and its writing have been the work of my assistant,
Mr. J. .ilorgan Swope, formerly of the staff of the Institute of Inter-
national Education, I transmit it under his signature. II carries
my grateful endorsement.

I should like, however, to use this letter of transmittal to register
one or two personal judgements which may well be at odds with some
01 my colleagues. I would hope that they might receive attention from
the working party when it meets In discuss these papers.

First, I have a strong predisposition in favor of the "free trade"
in contrast to the "ronlractual" or "programmatic" approach In
internaliotod academic co- operation. Individual and instilutional
self-determination seem to me the essence of learning and its advance-
ment. For the institution it is our old concern for " autonomy" ;
for the individual it is the even older principle of academic freedom.
Bilateral arrangements, or even multilateral programs, run the serious
risk o/ forcing the institution into relationships which may not be the
most fruitful over time. They also run the risk of marking off lines
of opportunity for individuals which may exclude the path which
would he mast productive for him.

Second, in line with my "free trade" bias, I would put considerable
emphasis cn the removal of obstacles to the free flow of people and
scholarly materials. These obstacles may be legal (travel restrictions,
lax laws, copyright laws) ; political (travel restrictions or ideological
requirements) ; institutional (discrimination against outsiders ;
limitations of enrollment, space, faculty, facilities) ; and, most
pervasive of all, economic and financial.
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Some of these obstacles ran he dealt nit the simple net of
removal by reform. The most fundamental one the financial
obviously requires affirmative action.

Third, still in line with my tree trade bias, I would hope that the
day Wf 1,1 cunt,' Wilett the fUlfinetrit obstricte was opereome not by
programmed grunts or technical assistance contracts or restricted
international fellowships but by an unrestrietett allocation of the right
to °Hain refilibursettectit, within specified tinills, for eoleyortrs of
t'osts ent,tileet by the process of educational development, a sort of
Mink for Educational Settlements, or Educational Payments Milton.

Then if this happy (lay is Jar off, i believe strongly that right now
steps should be taken to inuitilateratize more substantial international
educational assistance than is envisaged or appropriated for
Uneseti. The unilateral approach suggested by the United States'
International Eilvacat ism Act of 11.103 seems to me pith/irony ets uvti
as educationally naive and unwise. Analogies for the nitillflatera
1i:talon of aid timardiotefg tome to mind in the post-war history of
ilevelownental assistance through the World hank and its affiliates,
the United .tenons' Spccial Valid, the 0/Xl: as co-ordinator of
Marshall Plan assistance ; the Inter-American Development Bank ;
and the speciali:ed reg(otted branches of the Economic and Social
Council of the United Nations, Obviously one host, Unesco, is
close to the center of this experience.

1 would. hope, 31r, President, that :the working party would be
able to give some attention to the very difficult firoblern of devising,
perhaps on a regional basis, arrangements for international educa-
'tonal assistance which would be as free as possihie from the shadow
of political interference and as consistent us possible with institutional
autonomy and scholarly sell-determination,

Thank you for the privilege 01 transmitting the attached paper in
company with these few general comments.

Respectfully,
Kingman Brewster, Jr,

fiEPOIST

J. Morgan Swope;
,ssisiont to the President of Yale Cniversilit

le The purposes of international university co-operttlion,

Programs of international university co-operation in the United States
are coming of age, not U11110111, the usual growing pains incident to ado-
lescence. Two decades ago, in 1916, the FuThright Act mode possible the
first major U.S. commitment to international exchange of students and
scholars, a co-operative effort by the United States government, foreign
governments and institutions of higher learning. 'flits commitment has
progressed front a "pioneering adventure", as noted by one authority in the
field, "undertaken front the vague, if benevolent reason that it contributes
to international goodwill,.." to "an instrument of economic and social'
progress, a tool in manpower training, it means of educational develop-



stmt" (1). in the past decade alone, the number of foreign students and
scholars in U.S. Institutions has risen from 12,000 to 111,000 in 1966-117
tt hilt' the number Of U.S. students and scholars studying abroad has inceas-
ed front 11,5no to liivino 2).

There have been foot' major to in Interno lioual exchange or
1;flowledge:

1. to girt= foreign stodeok an opportunity for higher education not
available in their own countrles ;

'2. to give U.S. students alt 1)1111011tinitY 10 St 1111Y hi foreign instittillous;
3. to assist emerging countries in the development of their own insti-

lotions by providing teaehers, techniques mid funds while receiving many
of their students in our instilUlio»s to help with ln»aediait, needs for
higher education ;

4, to .exchange professors to further their professional development by
research anti study in another country, at the same (line establishing
continuing contacts.

llow well these purposes haVe been carried old in the coMitry at large
is difficult to assess, Quantitative data is available but qualitative Infor-
mation is not.

We have now reached the moment for a critical review by U.S. educators
of the purposes and methods for programs of international co-operation.
On the basis of experience, capacity, 4111(1 financial capabilities, Universities
must articulate their commitment, They must also decide on education
for whom, when, how, and according to what priorities,

1 would suggest that there are two concepts of internatioiud university
co-operation:

a) the one, a free flow of students, scholars and teachers from one
institution to another who in the best classical tradition seek to broaden
their professional pursuits or share their specialized 1;nowledge for brief
periods of time in a new scholarly environment. This is consistent with
the very definition of a university ;

b) the other, a systematic approach on the part of the individual U.S.
institutions to the problems of education in developing nations. First,
there must be a commit meat by the president and trustees of what the
university can and should do, and what it cannot and should not attempt
to do, consistent With its competency, educational goals and resources.
There must (hen be a careful and critical review of its existing programs
and co-ordinated planning of future programs to assure against misem-
ployment of resources while at the same time providing assistance of the
highest quality and of most direct relevance to those who seek it,

II. Patterns and methods of international university co-operation.
Since 1951, the number of U.S. Institutions engaged in itrogrants of

international exchange alone has increased front 184 to :196. 'Thirty' -nine
institutions, each with an enrollment in excess of 8,000 operate 58 (;° of the
total of international exchange prograins (3).

(I) Kenneth Ifollarni, President of the Institute of International Education, New York
(lily, in Open Door 1967, Iteport on International Exchange, ord. p.

(2) Statistics in this section taken front Open Mors! 1067.
(3) Statistics ht this s.ectlott arc taken from l'he Ittiertkttional proyrams of American Ifni.

versilies, published by the Institute of .dvaneed Projects, East -West Center, llonolult, IlaNN ail
In co-operation International Programs, Michigan State l'inversity, Analysis and Suer
;nary, p. 21.



There arc relatively few programs of direct co-operation between insti-
tutions in the U.S. and abroad. More frequently, one or more will co-ope-
rate vith a funding agency, either the U.S. government, U.S. or foreign
foundations, business or industry, to advise on a program of educational or
technical assistance and to supply the necessary manpower to Implement
the program. With regard to the hater point, universities are finding it
inermsingly desirable to form consortia for spedllc projects which permit
a greater division of labor, economy of Mort, mid generally maximum
results. The U.S. Office of Education reports that there were 1017 consortia
in 1960 ; most of these, It k believed, came into being as a result of their
involvement with international programs,

Let us examine some of the more noteworthy examples of international
university co-operation.

Brandeis University,University of Sussex. One example of bilateral
agreements between institutions Is that of Brandeis and Sussex. Two
undergraduates from each institution study for one year at the other, The
British students receive a scholarship front Brandeis which covers all
expenses except travel, At Sussex, the two U,S. undergraduates receive a
waiver of tuition fees.

Bilateral agreements, which were prevalent immediately after 'World
War II, have in recent years become less common. With a greater degree
of sophistication in the U.S. about overseas institutions and their faculties
and the growth of direct and frequent dialogue between our professors and
their colleagues throughout the world, there has been less of a tendency for
U.S. institutions to allay themselves with a single institution abroad.
More and more, our professors are receiving students on the personal
recommendation of their foreign colleagues, and vire versa.

Harvard University and (he University 01 Istanbul.. The Harvard
Business School, at the request of the University of Istanbul, is assisting In
the development of an institute of Business Administration by training
Turkish faculty in Cambridge and sending U.S. faculty for teaching and
research there. Harvard and Ford Foundation support have been phased
out as the program in Turkey has become self-supporting. The Harvard
Business School is working out a similar program in India and in three
institutions in the Philippines.

Michigan State University, the University of London and the University
of Nigeria (Nsukka). Nigeria's first university, the University College of
lbadan, was established in by the University of London. In 1960,
a regional university in Eastern Nigeria was founded, primarily through the
efforts of the Premier of the 'legion, who later became President of the
Itepuldie. Ile was determined to develop an institution which would
meet the needs of the emerging nation's population. Hiving received his
higher education in the United States, he wanted an institution modeled in
great part on the land grant university of the United States, with its blend
of scientific and vocational as well as classical studies. The Agency for
International Development assisted the developing institution financially,
and at the suggestion of the Chancellor, Michigan State. was asked by A.I.D.
to become the sponsor. The University of London later accepted Michigan
State's invitation to become joint sponsor of the University of Nigeria at
Nsukka.

Under the terms of Its A.I.D. contract, Michigan State was charged with
(1) providing advisory service to plan, organize and administer the univer-
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sily ; (2) seeking out indigenous staff to replace :Ilehlgan State advisers as
soon as properly trained ; (3) organizing and teaching courses adapted to
Nigerian students ; (.1) encouraging research on Nigerian problems ; (5)
expanding the bridge between the university nitil the region's secondary
schools, government agencies and agricultural and business groups; and (6)
extending the services and resources throughout (lie Eastern legion (I).

African Scholarship Pro !gum u/ American Universities (ASPit V). The
purpose of the program is to enable African students front developing
countries to study at U.S. Institutions. These students are nominated by
their governments on the basis of their potential contribution to their
countries, and are selected In Africa by teams of U.S. college admissions
officers on the basis of U.S. college entrance standards. This program is

. an excellent example of many- faceted co-operation. Funding has come
from four sources ; international transportation by the local African country,
tuition costs provided by 215 participating U.S. colleges and universities,
the student's maintenanre coos paid by the A.I.U. of the U.S. government,
and additional administrative costs of the prograia by foundations.

With the proliferation of programs of International co-operation over
the past twelve years, university presidents must give consideration to four
major problems:

1. Co-ordination. In practice, it has been the Individual departments
and professional schools in American universities which have had responsi-
bility for programs of international co-operation. They have recommended
the appointment of foreign scholars, have decided what foreign students to
admit, and have made possible foreign study and research for their own
students and professors. As a result of this tradition of independent
authority, departmental programs in International cooperation have not
been inter - related. Given total institutional involvement, co-ordination
and direction, of the international dimension should become major respon-
sibilities of the central administration. In collaboration with the chief
educational officers of the various schools of the university, undergraduate,
graduate and professional, the following should he undertaken: (a) assess
existing programs in terms of the institution's goals and objectives ; (h)
establish realistic priorities for all future programs to Include allocation of
funds, material and manpower ; (c) achieve total campus co-ordination ;
(d) consider the need for inter-institutional co-operation to carry out stated
programs ; and (e) provide for a systematic feedbackthe process by which
institutions analyze their overseas experiences and evaluate the results,
particularly as they are applicable to on-going programs of teaching and
research In the university.

2. Communication. Communication in a university is on three levels
-- internal, national and international. Academicians are inclined to
communicate within their own disciplines, and through personal contacts
with scholars in the same discipline elsewhere. Internal university co-ordi-
nation is therefore essential. On the national level, ideas do not move
naturally from one 'institution to another, except in the same discipline.
Generally, an impetus such as a foundation or government grant Is respon-
sible for transferring ideas. On the international level, U.S. educational

(11 The University looks Abroad: Approaches to World Agairs at Six American Unisocesities,
a report front Education and World Affairs, Nov York, 106.1, p. 62.
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institutions often lack knowledge of their counterparts abroad, especially
of the requirements and standards their diplomas PIld degrees represent.
We need new, imaginative mechanisms for communication within universi
ties, among universities and between the universities and institutions
abroad (1).

3, Financing. The financing of programs of international co opera-
lion In the ELS, as noted earlier, comes from a variety of sources: the educa-
tional institutions themselves, the LS. nod foreign governments, founda-
tions, business and industry. I would note here that there will have to he
tremendous infusions of founts if educational programs are, in the words
of liichard I hunphrey of the American Council on Education, "to begin to
keep pace with the aspirations Imposed by the undeveloped countries for
'instant' progress" (2).

U.S. business and industry must make increasingly larger contributions
to the educational process both in the United States and in developing
nations. Clearly, they benefit from its effects in no small mett-are. The
t'.5. government also must, as suggested by Charles Frankel, former
AssIst""t Secretary of State for Educational and Cultural Affairs, "get out
of the middle of international exchange activity and get behind It (3).
The present state of the internotiond Educational Act of 1900 is 0 case lit
(mint. This dramatic and far-reaching legislation was enacted to strong
Eisen domestic programs of International co-operation lit American univer-
sities (to the extent of $ 1 million in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967,

.10 to it ion In the second year and 00 million in the third year). Not-
withstanding the enthusiastic support of the academic community at large,
Congress has yet to vote any funds to the Act.

. Fonhttion. There is a dearth of information about the quality of
programs of international co- operation III which our universities tireengaged.
I suggest that an organization like Education and World Affairs in New
York or the Commission on International Education of the American
Council on Education to be charged with an extensive critical review of the
1300 exchange-type programs at American Universities to provide substan-
live information out those which have been most successful and under that
conditions.

I It. Areas of inter-natio:la/ university co- operation.

Assuming Mat an indiscriminate increase of people coining from abroad
to our institutions is not the answer to international university co-operation
how best can we, within our limitation of space, money and manpower,
provide assistance of high quality and of direct application to those who
seek it ?

Teaching.
Academie Shaft, There is a distinct need, by means of a central co-

ordinating office, to relate the international dimension of our institutions

(I I The Untversily Looks .1broad,"The l'illversity in Wm-141,111%as: Questlijos Ati,wers",
p, 1205 I/.

C21 "1'1101441as on Politics of International 1.:(bication", peeelt (Hivered on No \-cmler
10117, Massachusetts by It foltarft I fittoptiro., Director of the Conunission na Internal vital
EakLcatiott. all Council on PAneatikm, p. 9.

(31 .crio York runes, Sunday edition December 3, 1967, 1r1 an /,rtleb) by fret NI. I kel;Ing4,r,
"Poor Mark for Wa,h1nuton".
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to the entire curriculum of the university. This refers particularly to the
fpwstion of "feedback". A professor In the field of agricultural mmmies,
on an assignment front A,I.D. to a new institution In Africa for the purpose
of assisting hi the development of a new curriculum In that field, should
on his return to his own hist itutiois systematically relate his observations
and experiences to appropriate areas of the curriculum, fur example the
African Studies Program of his university. At the same time, not enough
has been done to relate the area knowledge of many of our fordgu visiting
scholars to fields other limit their owe' specialization.

it is also clear that those U.S. professors who are asked to assist in the
development of new institutions must have a clear untlerstaites;ng of indi-
genous problems in order to adapt their product to local requirements.
Mass exportation of American technology and educational methods,
klitioult niTropriate adaptations, cannot wive the `subtle problems of lire
in the rural areas of Africa, Asia and Latin. America.

Students and postgraduates. The present trend of emphasis on graduate
and professional education for foreign students should continue,allowing
for the undergraduate education of only those \vim are unable to obtain
such education in their home institutions. As developing institutions are
able to strengthen their curricula, the now of undergraduate students to the
U.S. should decrease. In this regard, programs such as the Laths American
Scholarship Program of American Universities (LASPAL') are particularly
effective in terms of their direct contribution to developing institutions.
Students are selected for study in the Visited Slates by their own univer-
sities on the basis of ability and field of specialization. The objective of
the program Is to help developing institutions strengthen those programs
of instruction which they deem dedeleut. The students, who are admitted
at the advanced undergraduate level and remain through the M.A. degree,
are tinder contract to velum to teach for four years, upon completion of
their programs in the United States.

The United States incds a larger cadre of knowledgeable area specialists
who can bring their talents to the challenging problems of education in the
emerging nations. U.S. universities, offering graduate area study programs
should require degree candidates, as an integral part of the program, to
undertake field study in the area of their concern. At the same time, there
should be a concerted effort on the part of universities to make effective use
In these programs of appropriate foreign students and visiting professors.
In addition, a more determined effort should he made by universities to
attract Peace Corps returnees to area study programs. Many of these
young Inca and W011101, who have made valuable contributions to teaching
programs both in universities and secondary schools in developing tuitions,
are eminently qualified for these programmes.

A few U.S. universities have established overseas campuses to enable
their own students to become more aware of foreign affairs and more pro-
ficient hi foreign languages. Notable among these Is Stanford University
which operates no less than five European campuses for small groups of
carefully selected undergraduates, and in co-operation with about a dozen
major U.S. institutions, two advanced study centers in Asia. The Euro-
pean programs for Stanford undergraduaVs are of six months' duration,
and may be undertaken during a student's sophomore, junior or senior
year. Language prerequisites are kept to a minimum so that it is possible
for students in virtually all academic fields to attend. The inter-university
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centers In Taipei and Tokyo provide intensive language instruction for
advanced undergraduates anti graduates and prepare specialists in Asian
studies.

Materials. Textbooks and teaching materials are still in short supply
in developing nations. Their institutions are forced, therefore, to purchase
these materials abroad, and to adapt them for local purposes. The United
States has a dual problem: one, training specialists who can help local
educators to adapt foreign materials to their specific needs ; the other,
finding funds to help developing nations to produce these materials locally.
Foundations, the U.S. government, as well as universities, have already
made considerable investments in this process, but In terms of current and
future needs, substantially larger sums will he required which must come
from foundations and government with a greater participation by business
and industry.

Programs of study and of teaching methods. Establishiug and co-ordina-
ting programs of study and teaching methods is still by and large in (he
province of foundations and U.S. government (A.1.1.) particularly as they
relate to a developing institution's need for a particular type of program.
In view of the increasing number of demands and the short supply of both
funds and trained manpower, it becomes important to consider the need
for a central clearinghouse in the U.S. similar to the United Nations Deve-
lopment Fund, which would review requests, establish priorities, investigate
possible means of financing and identify and approach the appropriate
institution or group of institutions for implementation.

Research.
Research personnel. The area of research deserves high priority, it is

Important to maintain a free flow of scholars and young researchers In all
areas of investigation who for their own enrichment or development, or for
the development of their own 11)Stiltition, find it necessary to go to other
world centers for the pursuit of knowledge. It Is important, in;this context,
to note a problem which appears to be arising with greater frequency.
Researchers, whether graduate students or professors, who undertake
investigations in developing nations have sometimes lost sight of the fact
that a two-way situation should exist. When concerned with the accom-
plishment of his own'research, the visiting scholar may be oblivious to the
educational needs of his hosts, towards which he ntight otherwise make a
significant contribution. 'We must urge and support the affiliation and
co-operation of our scholars with institutions and individuals in the host
country.

For co-operative research, the communications gap will have to be
more effectively bridged. U.S. universities generally lack an intimate
knowledge of their counterparts abroad, particularly as a result of the rapid
growth of developing institutions. At the same lime, it must he difficult,
if not impossible, for foreign institutions to keep abreast of new emphases
in higher et,ication in the United States. It would therefore he highly
desirable to have-a more frequent report by the International Association
of Universities, of changes in facilities, curricula, and personnel in the
institutions throughout the world.

Equipment. Proper and modern equipment is one of the least attain-
able tools of instruction for developing institutions because of its cost.
From time to time, primarily because of enlargements of laboratory fact-
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lilies in I,',S. Institutions, sutplus materials become available, Nlittli e011111
he shared with developing institutions if funds could he found for packing
and shipping. government and foundations have, occasionally
assisted in this endeavor. A ventral reserve fund, supported by founda-
tions viol 111111101y, would better provide for a systematic depto meld td
these tank:Fiats.

Co-ordination of research. University-whit', co-ordination of reward'
programs of international co-operation have been effectively undertaken
by only a few institutions in the 1'01441 Slates. Traditionally, professors
with similar Interests have developed their own programs marl have found
financial support for them either in their own institutains, gavel nment;or
foundations. .s available funds do not begin to tints Ii (Ai ii the most
'worthwhile research proposals, cilectke university-wide co-oldie:Aloft is
Imperative.

Adininisfrofion and Oryani:ulion. Comparatively speaking, administra-
tion awl organi7ation have redelted a high level of development lit U.S.
universities. While it may appear to some that U.S. institutions ate over-
administered, it is also true that some of the developing institutions are
under-administered. Perhaps our universities, because of their preoccupa-
tion with administration, are More adaptable to change, which is vital if
education is to keep pace with the O'er expanding hilts Of knowledge.
Programs of international co- operation in this ficht are rare. This is an
area in which our universities can make a distinct contribution to developing
institutions.

IV. The effects of internalitimit university eu-pperation.

0. Meredith Wilson, former President of the University of Minnesota
and currently Director of the Center for Advanced Study in Behavioural
Sciences at Stanford Univetsity, staled recently that "we are emerging
front, not relapsing Into, savagery, tribal blindness, communal insularity
and bitterness. This evolution tins been spurred on by scholarship and the
universities. By its nature, the university is international as is knowledge
which constitutes power over nature. A mixture of MU is essential to
gain an understanding of man, ltis nature and govetument (1).

Institutions in the U.S. have become truly international since the end
of World War If. Our students in this decade are a dillek nt bsced from
their fathers and mothers of a genet:Ilion ago. Today, students are much
more aware or the world in which they live, voicing articulately their assent
--- or dissent out the major issues which face our society the war in \let-
Nam, Civil Bights, U.S. foreign policy, the relevance of education to
today's world. The university as a result is a mole tut buient place than
it was twenty -live years ago, but certainty a more interesting and thalleng-
ing market-place of ideas.

As to Ilw brain-drain, Education and World Affairs in New York
received a major grant from I he Rockefeller Foundation last stinittler for a
two year study of its dimensions, characteristics 4111(1 consequences. This
report will give its valuable information on the scope of the problem. While

its StirIrit L.rehaft,p, Pr.qrarr,g, of a oil 11w Nhiinge
Program alit in V1iscomiin, Seplcuther 22, ompareil 141,04, SiSl huger, Herons of the
(r;t4itiate School, ci.,ity of Ni. Mexico, c. 2.



it is true that the brain-dr:Mt tends to flow In the direction of the resources,
it is also true that emerging nations must make a place for their returning
young men and women in positions which not only contribute to the deve-
lopment of the nation or the institution in question, but which also provide
opportunities for continuing intellectual growth,

onr universities have three responsibilities In this process; (a) they must
assist in the general development of educational opportunities du the
emerging institution ; 01) they must work actively with emerging nations
to develop professiooal opportunities and intellectual challenge for their
people ; and (e) they must Insure that students who come to the United
States mulerlake educational programs relevant to the needs of their home
countries.

Perhaps one day we eon, in the words of iiiclitird IfilloPhreY, "search
out Tesillillsilde ways ht which lo employ the educational instrument on
Wider horizons.., to titiliolistrille in practical terms what we have long
preached in theory --that learning and scholarship are non - national ; and
we must do so in order to bring learning and scholarship to hear on the great
'core' problems of man which are also non-national... race, population, food,
urbanization, inure ViAlik 1101111CA (1).
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Vice-fawned/or, Coiversity ojpartount

General C911.01CrOnotIV,

The African Universit y is a child born of a European mother and adopt-
ed by African parents. Its adaptation to the African way can only evolve.
In the process, it has to be gradually acclimatized and carefully nursed.'
If suddenly denied its native requirements it becomes a weakling, if not
gradually adapted It is eventually disowned by the new parent. To
flourish happily it needs the benefit of joint experience. Thus, for many
young African Universities- and they total forty-oneinternational
co-operation is nut only desirable, but also essential. With the exception
of universisilles of the U.A.11., nearly every one of the African Universities
(nut counting South Africa) has a majority of expatriate staff. Although
conditions and links vary according to the history, language and politics of
the country (English, French or Arabic) and the nature and disc'olines of
the university (secular or religious), the fact remains that m hal obsesses all
of them is that their effective survival depends on an inflow of staff from
overseas sources. 'Him' is also an awareness that for their healthy deve-
lopment and broader outlook they should in the process of growth seek to
assimilate it variety of cultures. For the type of university they have
acquired, though it has served and is serving great educational needs,
does not necessarily offer the shortest route towards indigenous assimilation
and world understanding. thrice the added importance of international
co-operal

I laving said this, I should add that the influencing factor in determining
links between the African Universities and the outside world was the
controlling powers which imported. their systems and cultures at the time
of occupation, and that both the systems and languages which the African
Universities acquired still retain the greater part of their itupertance in
determining the direction of co-operation, even now alter political independ-
ence. However, the recent prodigious expansion of higher education in
Africa produced demands for teachers which the traditional sources, with
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their even thort 110)(0;4140s leXpahtiloll in this held, could not completely
meet. 'fills situation together, as I said earlier, with the wakening of a
wish to explore other fields of culture, have imposed the need to seek for
staff beyond the traditional countries and this has stimulated further co-
(Taal kol hi other !IA's.

The forty-011e 1;111cerSittes can be divided into the Arable-
eomluising, lelt universities in the r(A(IC and North Africa,

some of the latter with a Elwell bias ; the English speaking, comprising
nineteen universities in six countries In East, \Vest 1111(1 Central AfriVit

"I`' constituting we've university institutions in
eleven countries south of the Sahara, and one Itahan-speaking institute in
Somalia.

x,.h,tuge betveelt these groups is largely hampered by the language
harrier even to the extent of virtual absence of commintivation. Para-
(toxically there is a more intimate contact. between African and European
t)iiversities on a fairly wide scale than between the African Universities
themselves, i'acluiling members of the same language group. Apart from
the language barrier, which does not explain the latter, the reasons for this
indito-enee stein from certain obsessions, First is the inevitable staffing
problem which absorbs the greater part of the energies of the African
University administrator and constantly makes him turn to the source of
supply rather than towards his competitive neighbours. Second is the
obsession of search for the prestige of famous Western Universities. Third,
but not the least, the financial problems involved in schemes of co-operation
are more readily resolved when the richer countries of Europe and the
United States are connected with them, resulting in the impartation and
IltStiellthhiti011 of their IMIlelltiltre. As a consequence, co-operation between
African and advanced countries, particularly in the fields of Science and
Technolog-y, have developed fairly well. A UnOSCO publication (Unesco/
NS WI' 81-15 'March 1905) dealing with links between advanced and all
developing countries In the fields of Science and Technology includes a total
of 88 links het \veva African countries and some advanced countries in the
following manner:

France 39 with 17 African Countries
... 28 15

18 10
Others 3 3

Total 88

The above represent formal written agreements and do not include
other arrangements for co-operation, which would certainly raise the figure
for the U.K. it is also certain, as evidenced by the case of the Sudan, that
the number of links and countries involved have since increased.

These are broad considerations operating in the African scene, The
picture will, however, be incomplete if I do not mention two recent deve-
lopments which aim at encouraging co-operation between the African
Universities without detriment to international links, The first is the
creation of the Association of African Universities formally established at
Rabat in November, 1967. Among its aims arc the promotion of inter-
eh:Ingo, contact and co-operation among university institutions of Africa
and the encouragement of increased contact. between its members and the
international academic world. The Association includes all African Uni-
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yersities (except in South Arlie:) irrespective of language or politics of the
country.

the second deVelopilielit IS a move on the part of the scholarship donors
and foundations to olio undergraduate scholarships to students from one
country to study in the universities or other African countries. Examples
;ire recent etlork by the Arrie.mAmeriean lostitote. Important though
yet quantitatively minor aspect is Brit some African Universities are offer-
lug some schoLisliips to European students to do postgraduate
work in A.frican Universities,

This brings me to the end of my general continent. 1 now come to
consider siili some detail aspects of interitalional co-operation lit the
University of Khartoum.

The purposes of international co-operation ois envisaged by the University of
Kihirbaun.

1. To facilitate the recruitmeitt of. expatriate staff for leaching and
research and guarantee as far us possible continuity.

2. 'to facilitate the placing of students at the postgraduate and under-
graduate le\ els it overseas universities for qualifications at high levels for
service in their countries.

3. To make available high calibre examiners to guarantee the mainte-
nance of internationally acceptable standards.

1. To hell) the University mini the assessment of the quality of research
by the stall for the purpose of promotion.

5. To help the country or University with advice front individuals or
commissions on problems on education, research or any other field of
development needing expertise, advice nr service.

'I'ii help resolve the financial problems facing universities in the
fulfilment of their training and research missions Ly donations of funds and
equipment.

7. help the University, through exchange of its staff and students,
to develop an awareness and understanding of the world and its ordinary
people with a view lo acquiring the concept of peace through direct contact
and knowledge.

8. To enrich knowledge through the exchange of literature.
These are the objectives we have in mind in pursuing international

co-operation. Despite our young age as a University, we have managed
to go sonic way in achieving with Varying degrees of success it number of
these objectives.

Patterns and methods of schemes of co-operation between the University of
Khartoum and other oryanizalions.

Co- operation as conducted can be elassifled under the following headings:
1. Between University of Khartoum (or one of its faculties or depart-

ments) mid other university institutions. Examples, British Universities,
e.g. London and Reading ; United Arab Republic Universities, e.g. Cairo
and Alexandria; United States Universities, e.g. North Western University
and University of California Los Angeles Campus ; Charles University,
Prague ; Leningrad University ; Yugoslav and Hungarian Universities and
1 fanover College of Veterinary Medicine in West Germany.

2. Between the University of Khartoum and organizations which have
direct contact with It group tot universities in other countries, e.g. the toter-



University Council for tliglrer Education Overseas, United Kingdom,
Dentscher Akinientischer Austausehdienst MAAD) in \Vest Germany.

Between the University and governmental institutions in other
countries, e.g. Ministry of Overseas Development in the United Kingdom,
Ilnistry of EdtivatIon in France, Alinistry of Higher Edueation in the

t Aral) Republic.
1. Between the University and private foundations, e.g. the Roche-,

feller and Ford Foundations.
5. Between UniVersity of Khartoum and regional University Associa-

e.g. the Association of Arab Universities, the Association of African
Universities.

i/etWeen the University and international Organizations, e.g. IAU,
Uneseo, W.11.0. and \VI'S.

Co- operation in these patterns is either regulated by written agreements
as is the case with North Western University ; Los Angeles Campus of the
United States University of Reading t the Charles University in Prague ;
Leningrad University or it has spontaneously developed as a result of older
historical and cultural links as with littlish and Egyptian UnIvvrsilks.

Types 4,re/144)cm/ion schemes and Their evaluation.
Co-operolion UniVerSilieS.

The earliest scheme of co-operation was between the University of
London and the University of Khartoum (1951-1956) by which the then
Gordon College, representing a collection of higher schools In Arts, Science,
Engineering, .Agriculture and Veterinary Science, was elevated to the status
of University College which made it possible for students to take special
London degrees. The University of London appointed examiners and
supervised examinations. Students could take either the Bachelor exami-
nation of London or the Gordon College level diploma over which the latter
College had the full say. The scheme had a far reaching effect in shaping
the pattern of education, the structure of the degree which was COlitIMINI
by the University of Khartoum when it came into separate being in 1951)
with a recognized degree. At the same time the School of medicine which
is as established in 1921 developed separate relations with the Royal Colleges
of Physicians and Surgeons of England, and had obtained through invita-
tion of examiners and assessment by Visitors from the two Royal Colleges,
their recognition. When the University College became University in
1956, the School of Medicine joined it. The Association of the Medical
School with the Royal Colleges had a great effect-- professional as well as
ethical on medical education in the Sudan. During this time and ever
since, the University was brought into close co-operation with the Inter-
Uiversit Council which has continued to this day to help the University
with reeruittnent ti,e. publishing advertisements, processing records of
candidates and convening selection boards), The Secretariat of the Council
also helps by advising on possibilities of useful connections for purposes of
scoindment of stall as well as uttering the advice of the Council on educa-tional matters when requested by the University.

Taking oilier universities as a whole, co-operation has been largely for
recruitment :mil training. Agreements generally emphasised secondment
Programmes either at full or part salaries paid by the University of Khartoum,
They also stipulated the training of postgraduates at the seconding univer-
sity. The scheme which proved most successful in the latter respect was
one with North Western University, U.S.A., and which had been in opera-



lion for eleven )e;11, until it (.,.:1,01 whit the rupture of diphimatle relations.
As a model It would greatly so.. the Arrieon Universities. The basic
feature was that North Western University provided staff selected by the
University of Khartoum which in exchange sent ten graduate students to
he trained to the level of Phi), on American scholarships al American
Universities. The idea was to relieve immediate slat hug cidIlettillrs ontit
nationals have been trained to replace them.

An interesting feature is that though the scheme operated directly
between the two universities without apparent government Intermediary,
it was financially supported by a contract between North Western Univer-
sity and U,S.A.I.D., to which the University of Khartoum was not a party.
But convenient as this was while it operated, the scheme nevertheless
failed to survive diplomatic difficulties between the two countries as a
result of withdrawal of supporting funds. This was injurious not only to
cultural charts built over eleven years, bud even more so because of the
political suspicion It unwittingly cast over the objectives of what we consi-
dered a model scheme. The moral to be drawn from this is that if cultural
co operation is to serve the purpose of establishing and deepening human
understanding, it is important that schemes regulating them should have
maximum possible immunity against political intervention. In many
situations this would be a pious hope. Nevertheless piety derives its
existence from Ideals embodying a sense of mission which the university
must pursue.

Another interesting agreement in the fleld of recruitment was between
the University of Khartoum and the University of Reading. Vacancies
which we have found difficult to fill are Jointly advertised on the unders-
tanding that the selected candidate will be employed by the University of
Reading and immediately seconded to Khartoum for four years during
which Khartoum pays his full salary. The fifth year is spent by the staff
member at Reading as a temporary member, writing up material accumu-
lated In the course of his research. During this year he is paid by Shell
International (no conditions). After the fifth year, or during it, he is
considered for an appointment in Reading should a vacancy occur. Dy
militial agreement the stall member may spend more than four years in
Khartout*

The scheme attracted several stall members to the University, of whom
two were at professorial level. Its limitation is that it would work when
there Is a freelance looking for a post, or a junior member not well-esta-
blished in his own university. It fails to attract staff who are well-esta-
Wished in their own universities. Serious thought Is now being given to
the possibility of improving the scheme by creating supernmnary posts at
Reading University which would provide more incentive. We are also
considering the Inclusion of direct secondment in the scheme of the esta-
blished stall of Reading University.

Relationships with the five universities of the United Arab Republic
take the form of secondment of stall and exchange of short visits by stall
and students. Stall either apply in response to advertisements or are
nominated in response to requests by the University of Khartoum. When
finally selected by us, their secondment whenever possible is granted for a
period of two years which may be renewed for one or possibly two more
years. The salary is met in full by the University of Khartoum. There
is no written agreement between the universities. This arrangement has
been very useful. Its limitation is that the period is relatively short,



because the post 11t the Egyptian University remains vacant White the stall
member is away am! there is ako great demand an Egypt by other Arab
and African Universities,

Co-operation with Charge! University in Czechoslovakia and Leningrad
'inversity 11t (he l'.S.S.U. darted with secondment of staff who are selected

ht response to advertisement, this year (1 1167) formal agreements have
been signed to help Iodinate such secondments (generally for two years),
ns well as allow exchange of stall for short periods on agreed financial
nreangements, most of which would come from the Charles and Leningrad
Universities, The schemes also provide for exchange of postgraduate
students. It is yet too early to evaluate them but the prospects ore very
encouraging.

The above examples serve to illustrate the patterns between universities
In I he light of our experience, now wish lo deal briefly with co-operatio
\viu,, regional and international

Co-operation with regional university associations.
The important ones are two and both are new: the Association of Arab

Universities created in April 1965 and the Association of African Univer-
sities created in November 1967, Their constitutions stipulate co-operation
in teaching, research through exchange of teachers, students Materials and
studies of common problems In conferences, but it is too early yet to eva-
luate action,

Co-operation with international organizations.
The most noteworthy co-operation directly affecting the University

and country iti the field of education was the establishment of a Wither
Teachers' rraining College through the help of Uneseo. This is now being
affiliated to the University'. Apart from this, co-operation has been on a
limited scale usually taking the form of visits of staff members to study
particular projects. The field of co-operation is open and tremendous but
the Ihniting factors are that International organizations work through
the medium. of governments and schemes are subjected to governmental
priorities,

Another notable piece of co-operation sponsored by Uneseo was the
development of the archaeological excavations in Nubia. It was and
continues to be a splendid example of international co- operation in research.

Being a member of TAU the University is truly privileged to have wider
access to international community and derive the benefits from advice,
studies and contact through conferences and committees.

Finally, there is very useful co-operation in regional organizations and
the parent body of World University Service is encouraging youth to collo-
telrate in social projects.

Cobiuding ifemarks.
Of all the links that we have developed, the ones which have had the

strongest impact on the University after the special relationship scheme
with 1,0,00n, are those connected with recruitment of expatriate staff.
The training of Sudanese at overseas universities for teaching posts and
visits by external examiners who not only assess examinations, thereby
guarantee standard, but alsi help us in the placing of graduate students.
Other so, ful endeavours hap been in the field Of receiving !ladled
financial assistance for providing em4mcv.I. fur tel.'''-g and research.
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The Rockefeller 01111 Ford Foundations have been active In tans fleld and
have assisted its With library facilities, Improved some of the equipment In
the departments and financially encouraged research, Where we have
been less active is In the field Of student exchange, In this Reid the one
notable example Is the faellity extended to time University by the Fre.' 11
ministry or rdoeation which provides sidisistance for one year in France
for those students taking French language at the University for their
degree, We have also been receiving Arable language students front
Yugoslavia and front Nigeria. Exchange of sluff in Its real sense of two-
way traffic has been even more limited, mid one reason for this limitation,
apart front the financial one, is that the 'nimbi.r of national staff, though
steadily increasing, is still very limited, especially for each specialization,
This would limit the channel of action, confining it to those holding similar
specialities among exchanging universities i.e. a athematiclon for a ntathe
matician mid so on. This will continue for some time until the number of
national stall' allow for more freedom of manipulation.

With regard to the brain drain, we have not suffered appreciable losses.
With only two exceptions, all 1St scholars who successfully completed
their postgraduate training abroad have returned to work In the University.
Also, so far, we have had no threats from any of the 203 prospective mein-
hers now doing postgraduate work overseas.

The picture would perhaps be different with those who do all their
undergraduate training abroad. Al this early susceptible age, students
who mature in an environment so different socially, economically nod phy-
sically from their native one, are very likely not to accommodate themselves
to the realities of their home, and hence the danger of their seeking to live
elsewhere. This makes it important that whenever possible undergraduate
students should study either hi their own countries or in countries tradi-
tionally nearest to their own. 11 will be very rewarding if scholarships
odered by overseas governments and international organizations for this
level of education are directed as far as practicable to this end.

Finally, the possibilities of research in the humanities and social studies
In Africa are Irementlous-7 take Social Anthropology, Archaeology, Custo-
mary Law and Local Languages as examples, Co-operation in investigation
and research in these fields cannot fail to be most rewarding, not only for
better international understanding of the traditions and values of the
Africans, but also for better utilization (through wider understanding and
acceptance by the African) of modern methods of Science and Technology
for the development of Africa, and hence its contribution to the prosperity
And well -being of



Translated from the French

MOliOCCO

ltiliatinned Es. V.ssi

Rector, Mohammed V University, 11if of

1 lie purposes of co-operofion.

1. Present situation,
Morocco receives illitnittal amount o$ assIsl once, mostly la' the form of

bilateral aid.

2. Evaluation.
a) Co-operation in the provision of academic stag.

i) The following figures clearly Indicate the inadequacy of the
assistance at present being received by forocco.
Hach year Mohammed V University receives, under programmes
of co-operation, a total of:
.1 to 5 titular professors

10 to 15 senior lecturers and lecturers
10 to 15 professionally qualified engineers.
Hut its Vacuity of Medicine alone, for example, has the following
vacant posts:

Vacancies for Titular Prufessors
l're.rnectical year.

Chemistry
Physics-mathemaiics

liasic Sciences.
1. Illocheridstry
.. .Anatomy 9
:3. Ilistoloo-Entbry.ulugy 1

1. 1'a t hology 9
3. .Nlicrobtology .t

0. Phy%lology 9
Phrtrinneo/ogy. I

7, Physics I

Electricity and Ittoliolog). I

19
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(:ti/tell St' leill'eN.
1. NIVtlit'llIt' :

19

Semiology, , . , , ...... . .................... , . 1

1%0 itology
t:1014 1'alim1014,
ihvrai4i01ei .., ,

. , .................... ..

........ ...
1

1
I'flv(11310(1(400 . . ................... ... , ... I
1'11110.1110)4y ..., , . .. 1

1)ernatiology , . 1

1.11,N.kol NICAlkili ......... i

Noraerg,

2, Sentlidogy
1'alhidl9 y ....... , ................... .....
Child Surguly
I Iplhill1111)10gY
MU. I thinn-latr) .1.4%
hic,1(.111csa ............. ..............
Sent.ovah.,,ery ...... 1 .....

Traumatology
Intimpedies

Speeiatire,/ t'irbtx,
l'ettfatry
\ouralnKy-
l'syeho0tctry

I. Hygiene
Preventive Medicine and Epidemiology
Forelede Medielne

2

1.0:11 fltillther 17( Vlirallt r0

Number of lo be (Wed h9 auxiliary academic staff,
1 lochaer per htlitklItS
1 smwrviser per 25 student.;
1 avNistant sit ice iser per 2;. tuticaI

..ted,l'enite Year 19CA-19(0
Pre-me(Sical year
1230 students)
First year (180)
Second year (110)

1.frilira9

5
4
3

SIVrojsfr.1

10
8
6

Asiisfarti Suyervisers

10
S
(I

Third year (81) 2 4
Fourth year (21) 1 1 1

Valli year (910 .. , , ........ 2 4 1

Academic Year 19694070
Pre-meateal year
(230 student.) :I 10 10
First year 118111 1 8 8
Second year (170) 1 7
Third year 1110) 2 4
l'ukalli year (80) 2 1 4
HMI year (201 1 1 1

..4eaotemic Year 1970-1971
Pre-medical year
I2,;0 stuae0 k 1 :1 10 10
First year (181) 4 S 8
Second year (180) 4 8 8
'Third year ((70) 4 7 7
Vomit' year (100) ..... 2 -1 4

Valhi Via* (7() 2 3 3

Aradernic rear 10711072
Preinedicat year
(500 shah:M.41 , ........... , 10 20 20
First year (3001 6 12 12
Second year (160) 3 6 I)
Third year (170) 6 11 11
Fourth year (160) Ii 6
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Academie ear 1972.1973
Ite-med teal year
IWO thlent%) . , , . ,,,, 29
l'Irst year (3,I)9 , , , , , 7 11 1,1
Second year (230)
Fourth year (17o) ........
Nth year 4,1;,)(/)

11) Any appraisal must also take account of a particular characle-
visite of Progrluolnes for the provision of neadende staff, namely
the clement of instability which results from staff not slaying
long in their posts.

h) Pinatieful and material assistance.
title Hie lloolefloncY Of foreign aid Is even more marked.
The funds available al present only permit the award of scholarships

and the organization of training courses, both on ton small a scale.

3. Sue:Nes/ions.

a) The expansion and intensification of co-operation.
The figures under 1.2 a) above clearly demonstrate the need for Increased

co-operation.

11) Internalionati:ation,
Some of the Deans of Mohammed V University believe that co-operation

should be Internationalized anti carried out under the auspices of Interna-
tional organizatiml, notably I'mleseo,

e) ( ?ualification,
It seems desirable for foreign assistance to take the form of sending

units which, starting with the nucleus of a team, can develop by progressi-
vely incorporating large numbers of local staff.

The receiving countries, it only be noted, are not the only "beneficiaries".
All countries receiving assistance, particularly those in Africa, offer a vast
and rich range of new opportunities (e.g., for the study of certain diseases,
of the flora and fauna, of climate, of geology...).

d) Stability,
A way should tie found to stabilize the staffing sitnalit n so that foreign

professor may remain for at least five years in the same university.
t) Scholarships and !raining courses.
The remarks made under 1.2 h) above are stressed, and co-operation In

these fields should be greatly increased.

14,e wren Niueletwes .I.Asisfunt Saperpisets

Patterns mai melhods co-operolion.

I. The present siluulion.
Under the terms of most cultural agreements at present in force, the

salaries of overseas slaty are paid by the (;overnment of Morocco.
a) This constitutes a heavy burden.
b) It also tends to too large a differential betueco the salaries of the

co-operating stall and those of nationals with id,ndleal degrees and quail-
fleations.

There is thus a legitimate feeling of bitterness on the part of local stall
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utut embateassitieut for the co operating stuff. 'Hits slate of affairs may
also be seen ;14 one Of tile causes of the "britin.dralii" to 11111c11 reference is
mode below,

'2. Su q./e.stionv.

The total cost of cooperating stall could he login, by their home
count 0'.
The cost could he shared between the 1%10
The cosi cotIld lie biltile enlhcly by the receiving country.

.\Illuitudi it is unlikely that Ilie first formula with lie wIiieiy nituple(1, it
ssimlit be desirable at least to allopt the second. This could be dune lu the
hilioNving May:

An expert could be paid by the recipient country at the same rate as its
own natiomils of similar rank Iu similar posts, and receive the remainder of
his salary fron> the assisting country.

Egrets of internalitnal university en-operation.

The effects of such co-operation are generally favourable.
Only one disadvantage need be mentioned, and even this is only an

indirect result of co-operation:
1) Scholarships and training courses which take students and members

of academic stall abroad sometimes provide them with incentives and
opportunities to remain in countries in which the rewards for special
competence arc more lucrative than can he offered by their home countries.

ill The salary differentials men! limed above evidently tend to encourage
Ibis brain drain. The oily remedy appears to be for the developing
countries to raise the salaries and status of posts in public serviee

particularly in education.

*

In conclusion it may be affirmed that programmes of co-operation
are most valuable and that to achieve maximum effectiveness they should
be developed to the fullest possible extent.
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ARGENTINA

It. EtIONDIZt

Fortner Iteetor, University (I Buenos .1 Tres

Thu purppses a( international university co-operation,

u) It is very difficult to identify the main purpose of international
university co-operatiol in the case of Argentina, because the present
situation Is the result of unto-ordinated efforts rather than the product of a
rational approach with clear Ideas and aims in mind.

In fact there have been different purposes at different times. !toughly
speaking, the purposes can be classified In reference to the cultural area
to which the foreign institutions belong.

Wien the relation is with European or American institutions the basic
purpose is to get sonic benefit from universities that have higher standards.
When the co-operation is with sonic Latin-American universities that have
not reached the level of the .krgentlne institutions, the main purpose is to
help these sister-universities. When dealing with universities of the same
level the cooperation has a double purpose: to help and to gain sonic
benefit. The true idea of co-operation, namely, to strengthen hiternat lanai
understanding, is always present.

The existing co-operatkin of Argentine universities is restricted to
Latin American, European or American universities. Very little has been
done to establish sonic kind of permanent link with Asian or African
universities.

b) As there is no dearly defined purpose of international co- operation
in the case of Argentina, it is more advisable to evaluate the purposes after
describing the actual situation later.

Iligher education and learning are becoming every year more interna-
tional in aim and more universal in attitude. It is fundamental that
university professors should know what is going on in their fields in other
parts of the world, and be open-whiffed enough to accept the contribution
made by people from a different area. Unfortunately this is not always
so. The lack of knowledge of what is clone In other parts of the world
explains the parochial attitude of professors who give credit and pay



attention only to uollearoles id their own cultural arca. If one looks at a
bibliography either Ili sciences or humanities, one realizcs how short-sighted
ate smite authors in fields Unit are universal by their ver,v nature. Mention
is made only of hooks in their own language, To put these university
(ooressors, who have the responsibility of training ioight yonng 1111'11, Iii
01111ilri 111111 14:0111V 1111d itit'aS of a ilinerent cultural ;ova, is not only a way
of enlarging Illcir vision but also a means of helping students. Exchange
of professors, scientille meetings and exchange of literature and of students
at the gladtlaik. It'vvii are sin of I he ways la pat ail end to cultural

tit the case or Latill.maican universities, co-operalion should have
also the particular purpose of bringing schol;u:sofMusecountries together,
and of giving them a real feeling that political houndalles count very little
when One has culturally grown enough 10 SO: OVCE the fence. One of the
purposes of university education should he to help younger people to be
able to see over the political fences, and to experience what is done on the
other side.

c) Besides the suggestion that I submit below, here is another regar-
ding the need 11 01 common university terminology.

Front the point of view of the vocabulary used, the present situation is
really chaotic. The saute thing has different names In different countries,
or the saute term is used to denote different things. This is true nil along
the scale from terms used to grade the students to the names used to &note
institutions of higher education,

It is true that, in some eases, different words are used because the
institutions are different. Such Is the case of the traditional North Ame
Wan Liberal Arts College (or College of Arts and Sciences), (lint has no
equivalent in Latin America and Continental Europe, But that is the
exception and I know there are solute others. The great maJority id what
Is done in the universities of the world Is common, but has no terms to
designate it.

The advantage of a common terminology is obvious. It facilitates
revalidation of degrees, equivalences, evaluation of material, and makes it
possible to have common statistic's, stmt has unto} other "v"1""'

TO implement this suggestion, a group of experts 011 comparative higher
education could be appointed to tha op a questionnaire (hal the !AU
could send to rill its members. Once the information Is received, the same
experts could suggest Changes of terms and equivalence among different
terms used in itifferent areas. Only when all the material is gathered can
it be cslimatcd whether it is passible to do it on o w,,r111 ...wale, or whether
it should be restricted to four or five different areas that uorresponil to
different university traditions. Even if done on this restricted scale it will
be a real Iwip, since the act Ind situation is chaotic.

The recommendations could he circulated and 1 11111 Mill,' many univer-
sities Ilitourdlion Lite world, particularly in developing countries, will lie
glad to adopt a nna term for it common thing.

Pull ins and Methods of ilitertudiomd university eo-operttlion

There is not an identifiable pattern of internntional university co-opera-
tion in the case of Argentina. As has idready been pointed out, the present
situation is the result of a long and bet erogenous process of tmeo-ordinottut
efforts.

-- hG



For the sake of clarity, the present iuncenients in this field could be
thvide,1 into two groups;

t) ( iivernment-to-go"etilliivi'l "1-Ijcvnivl
ii)
1 mill briefly discuss the two types in the order mentioned,

I) (lovernment-fo-governmen1 ilyreetnents.
the twist 1111110111111 ligreeniclit on this level is the Treaty Or muffle-

video, subscribed oil 1 tNt), I,y which the universities of the
following countries (Icctdc(1 to voiidatc ilie toilversfly Idles of each other:
Argentina, Itty, Paraguay, lioliria, Peru, Veitinbie and C.oloilihia.

This agreement \vas modifier] and oniplitled iii 1 9:1(.1. again in Alonte-
video, and was open to other countries ;port front those ;Moody mentioned,

.1s it has been improved by :mil the other countries by taw
of the National Congress, ev'er:s; university sheadd abide by it.

According to this ogreetnent (usually called "Treaty of Alonlevidco"),
tiny graduate from a national university of any of the countries Him have
subsciibett to tl, con have his diploma or degree validated itt any one of
the either countries without any further examination of any sort. NI) fee
510 be paid, Apart from those countries menthmed above, any graduate,
of a university having the same standards of Ilie .\rgeriline universities can
revalidate his diploma or degree after lohing some specific examinations
set by the Argentine universities.

Ii) t afireetneolg,

As ltte Argentine iiiiiv'ersities were completely autonomous iii) to the
at time of the military coup (1Y1(11 in June 1906, international co-operot ion al
the university level has been mainly restricted to agreements between the
universities themselves.

The niost common agreements concern:
1. Credit for courses approved in foreign universities.

'2. Fellowships for students, mainly on an exchange basis, such as the
ease of the t7iliversity of (halms Aires with universities Of Nlexico, Chile,
Costa Men, Ecuador, and France,

:i. Particular fields, such as the ease of the 'tilversity or Buenos Aires
and Columbia t'itiversity (New Nt.oll:) in 1(1111illisi kw. ,\ceording to this
agreement, 0)1111101h) L'Iliversity sent, during several ,yeins, two professors
of administration to the Uttivers'ty of Buenos Aires, and admitted five
Argentine graduate students to its Graduate School of Administiation.

The saute type of agreement was subscribed between the University of
Buenos Aires and Rutgers University (New lirtinswick, New Jersey).

1. Special privileges given to students or graduates from universities
of countries under a dictatorship. (This was, of course, before Argentina
was tinder a military dictatorship lierseit). Hundreds of students and gra-
duates from Paraguay, Venezuela (under lite P6.e! JiniCliez regime),
I:Amtor amt other countries with dictatorships took advantage of these
special privileges awl ninny of those students graduated in Argentine uni-
versities.

Because of its purpose, \vide range and developing character, the most
important agreement On the international scale reached by Argentine
universities was the one subscribed by the l'iliv-ersity of iltienos Aires with
Ilie University of Chile and the University of Uruguay, on May 7, 1958.
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'1'111, agreement created the 'Regional Inter-university Council" (Consejo
Inter-universitario Regional) that channelled exchange of professors,
students, material and research on common problems. ilesides these
important progrownies,the Regional Inter-universlt yCounell organized every
.vear one-month eourses tin 0 uoninfon prolitem given by several professors
of the universities of the three countries. It was carried out ever,, year,
in Chile On January), ill Uruguay On February) and in lluenos Aires (in
July), All the foreign students attending this course (more than fifty
every tom.) enjoyed fennwslitps faTered by Ow sponsor institutions. The
students and professors lived together for the whole month and had all
Opp01411111ty ItittiSCIISS, within the classroom and outside, common problems
in many fields, from economies to literature. This experience of an inter-
national community was really resvarding find it has been carried on for
eight consecutive years.

Regional agreements of this sort we more likely to work than general
agreements in wind', since they are open to anyone, none really participate.

re( IS of internationid university co-operation.

a) Tear/day,- 'The most common co-operation in reference to teaching
is to bring professors from European and American universities with
C(i111111'1, I hal rttn trim two M1+101144 Inn whole academie yeer. There are
some exceptional eases of foreign professors who have stayed two sears or
more. Few contracts are otTered In the same way to professors of f.tion
AmclicIto countries, mid there have been only three eases of professors
front Japanese universities, six years ago (University of Tucuman).

11,w Uotv"s."y nuenus Apes worked out a Permanent agreement for
a professor of ..latheinaties from the University of Chicago who was sup-
posed to spend half his time in !therms Aires and the other half In Chicago.
A similar arrangement has been agreed between the Massachusetts institute
of Technology and the University of Buenos Aires. These and many other
International agreements were dropped after the coup (rend of June, 1966.

In the rose of students, the most common area of co-operation is fel-
lowships abroad, mainly in Europe and the United States. These fel-
lowships are olTered not only by Argentine universities but also by the
"Consejo National Ile investigaelones Cientilleas y T6cnicas" (National
Council for Scientific and Technological Research). The Vuihright Fel-
lowships and the Feilowships offered by OAS, foundations and foreign
governments, give Argentine university students a chance to spend one or
more years abroad, with the double advantage of Improving their knowledge
in their particular scientific field and also of having a type of experience
that is always enriching,

\\*Mr reference to teaching, bringing professors from a university of a
higher level is one of the best ways to improve it. Such a privilege should
not he restricted to students but should concentrate on instructors, young
post-doctoral and graduate students. In other words, it Is better to raise
the level of the teaching staff, especially those who are still adaptable and
are eager to move up, than to benefit a few students who arc not going to
have direct influence on future generations. (For a specific project see
below).

The exchange of students should be restricted to graduate students
working for the Ph.D. or to post-doctoral dissertation graduates, Young



hist ructors should be sent abroad also, to improve their teaching methods
and to participate In vorkshops or experiments in teaching methods.

Universities should regard as a serious problem the study and improve-
ment of teaching methods. Waste of lime, money mid energy is due to the
f,H i hot Mile or no attention is given to teaching methods, especially In
developing or underdeveloped countries that still use obsolete methods,

11 Tit.' Hysent state tits 41 /titan' net al ea-aperatian research.
A developing country, like Argentina, has to pay a tot of attention to

rescarell. There Is no doubt that It has Improved very much In the last
ten oars, specially through the efforts of the universities and the National
Council for Seicntille and Technological Itesearch, created In 1958.
Through both channels, ninny people have been sent abroad (mainly
Europe and the United Slates) to he trained In research techniques. They
are already hack In Argentina, bringing with them better scientific know-
ledge and experience of a foreign country with a higher cultural
'That experience will not only strengthen international co-operation through
personal and scientific links, but should also contribute to broaden the
mind of thy people working with the one who lias had experience abroad.

Very few programmes of actual research on an international basis have
been carried out in Argentina.

.t specific proposal in the field 01 research and training for advanced
leaching.

Scientific research, as we all know, is very expensive. Latin American
univeNities cannot afford research in many fields for that reason. But that
is not the only reason, money Is necessary but not a sufficient reason.
Resides laboratories, libraries and equipment, you need highly trained
personnel to be able to do research, and other factors that cannot be bought.

For this reason, research in Latin American universities is advancing
very slowly. None can deny that we have improved a lot. but, at the same
time, neither can anyone deny that a co-ordinated effort could improve the
situation very quickly.

With the financial resources and manpower available, Latin American
universities cannot reach a high level of research in every field as they are
trying to. The effort is frustrating mid the total amount of money spent
in research is very high.

At the same time, there have developed in the ten most important
Latin American universities, strong centers of yesearch in particular fields.
The idea would be to pick tip these centers as the leading Latin American
center for such a field, not only to carry on research but also to train
researtsh personnel of other countries. Focht eliding university may have
one or two of these research centers ; other universities will send their
bright graduate students, young instructors and post-doctoral people, to be
trained in these centers. In this way many universities will save money
that they are foolishly spending in low grade type of research without much
hope of real improvement. That money could be used for some other type
of research in the smile university, to contribute to a particular Latin
American leading center or to pay For the fellowships of people to he sent
to the center.

It is discouraging to see money and effort spent in a useless way, when
there is the possibility of using the some money and effort for something
that really counts. Lit me illustrate.



There are malty institutes of earth dogy all over Latin .\inerivan
versifies, Practically everyone would agree that the ono In Nlexico is the
hest. Could not the other institutes send their people to be trained hi
Ntexleo ;Ind, it the saute Ihne, share part of the expenses? The training
would lie butter and the money saved could b.. 11sc:1 i11 Softie 0111er

Lae is ;Mother eXi1111010. the' Ithh'Ile0thlrys
directed by Dr, Luis F. 'adult. of the University of Itutmos .Aires, has
interiattion 11 reputation mut is ono of the hest in Latin America.

\Vhy should not the other Latin American universities send their bright
to trained hi that Institute?

1 could 1111 up witty pages of my repur1 pointing situations
its Cdtilen, ltraziti,tn, Venetticialt and Colombian universities that would
offer an already eitablishod institute of research is a particular field that
is doiti,t pretty well, anti that could do ninch tel with extra financial
help from sister universities.

grant tint there are minor difficulties, but those difficulties could he
overcome with a snmtl etiot. it is clear that this could not he achieved
through a univecsity-to-nniversitY relation, neither could it be achieved
throag.lt govonmental agreements. It can only be done by some interna-
tional institution like t'nesco. But if Unesco is not prepared to do it,
maybe the 1.\1* should try. foundations could, he approached for smut,
linan:H 11,11,.

To minimke the possibility of failure, it is advisable to start with only
two Or list instituliun5 ;11(1 work out the details very carefully. This
experience would helpand encourage --the Lipplieation of the same pro.
cohnv to 'other cases.

Apart from the benefits already pointed out, the poposat has the
advantage of la commooL'Ailoist -1,:to4oige h is always been a
barrier. If a foreigner is brought to a Latin American university, only
those who knits his particular language can profit from his presence there.
The sant,: is true when young men are sent abroad ; many times they fall
because of lalignaea. difficulties. Besides, language communication could
he interpreted iu a hroadcr sense, 'tamely reference to the cultural and
historical hickgratind. This is very important in the case of the social
sciences, economies, administration, education, etc. Latin America, or at
least Ilisp.tnic .\tnerica, is a unity from the historical, cultural and lin-
guistic point of view. University people feel at home when they travel
;inning the universities of eighteen different coontrie;. On the other hand,
very frviontly they feel lust when they are in a European or an AlllefiCal
university.

To all these advantages, we. should ;old the fact that travelling eXpe:1SeS
\NANO Latta arc rather loN in COMpal'isint Wail travel to Europe
and the United States.

My proposal should not be interpreted in the sense that all universities,
except the one chosen to be the Latin American center of research, should
drop ;III research its lhal field. they may keep on, but not overlap with
whot is done in the center.

Th.; co-orditiatioa of research programmes is another point that should
be emphasized. Not only is there no co-ordination in many fields, but
there is not even infurnutlion nitwit what the other centers are doing in the
same Reid. There has been sonic improvement, but the general statement
is still valid that Latin American research renters are more acquainted with
1\ hal i.s goillg 011111 Europe and North America than with the work of their
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1.01 In American volleagues. Though it is a good thing to keep an eye on
centers of higher level, IL would he most useful to have n good knowledge
Of what the other Latin American centers are doing, with the 111101 idea of
developing sonic research o-ordinating plan to avoid overlappings and gaps.

e) The present slide and future needs ol ro-operolifm tot MInnIsIndion
told

Though there is a real need 111 this field, actual co-operation is almost
non-existent lit the ease of Argentina,

Experience lit this field has not always been very successful, the reason
tieing, in my opinion, that there have heen attempts to impose a type of
organization, taken from a different cultural area, and therefore Ignoring
the traditions and socio-cultural factors of the unive'rsity that was sup-
posed to he the lienellelary.

As at whole, Argentin,. and Latin American and some
European universities as well are badly administered. The overlapping
of different administrations in the various colleges (Facullades) of the same
universities, the little use made of mechanical organization, so common ht
the I`nited States, the bureaucratic procedure that turns everything into a
complex problem, show that there is a real need to Improve the Adminis-
tration and organization of the Argentine universities.

But when planning any kind of co-operation In this field, one should
remember that students and faeully are human beings, \Nall a cultural
tradition, with religious and political attitudes, and even prejudices that
cannot be eradicated overnight.

The elledS f international university co-operatio.

The effects differ according to the type of co-operation established. It
it Is the recognition of degrees, as in the case of the Montevideo Treaty,
the effect is completely different from the one derived from co-operation in
research programmes.

Two general statements seem to he valid. Firstly, that no matter the
type of co-operation involved, it will always have some good effect.
Secondly, if the co-operation is directed to a specific livid and is Intelligently
planned and applied, it gives prestige to the general idea of international
co- operation. A loose plan and action at random, or a good plan badly
applied, usually discredit co-operation and discourage university people
front taking further steps in Ihe same type of international co-operation

International understanding always comes as a result or consequence
of some particular relation, it is seldom achieved when it Is itself the only
aim of tlw activity. Scientific, personal or institutional relations usually
lead to a better understanding.

The coining amt going of people, information and literature from it
different cultural area always help to overcome any parochial atlitlIde, one
runny have and give the feeling of belonging to a wider world.

'There are people who believe that such exchanges of individuals, infor-
mation and ideas may endanger the moral and cultural values prevailing
in their own community. Two points could be made against such a belief.
First, that the winds of change will come anyway and it will be very difficult
to keep any community with a close set of values away Irma the general
world tendency. Secondly, that if there is such a feeling, it means that the
cotnmunity really needs international co-operation.
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hi iii. it111 111;00' i+11111 millers, Mt' have to keep the balame between
chan..;.; oa,1 continuity, We should aim at change anti progress, but within
the ge»crid cultural pattern, otherwise we will not Bove change but subsil-Niko),

'I ti the ,..zetter.11 balance will Ile for v,04141, Ihtlo f, the ptiNNINIlly !hal
cwoperation might Imse some bad side elfeels, therefore Akeshouht he prk.pmcd Iu lokt. Cart' of such t'acCiS and 111.11111111/c 1011.

UrdintIrain is nut the effect of iiiit.guathonal co-npt.n111011 in the case of
.1rgenthe1, It is a complex phenomenon that has been aggravated since
the mild My rtginrr took over the gOVC11111112tIt of the .Vgentine universities,
In the l.nisersily of Buenos Aires alone, one thousand three hundred
leathers, front full professors to instructors, resigned as a protest mid the
!.,reat majority of them are now In foreign countries. I MU myself one of
It

The lack of political stability is the main cause of the Imilodrain Iii
Argentina. Many people had left before the coup because they had the
feeling that anything might happen any time, At the present moment
there are t;,31:', Argentine unkersity graduates abroad of whom 5,000 are
in the I hired States.

is inn easy task to put an end to the brain- drain, but to he sure,
inkrnational co-operation is not one of the causes. Jo the case of Argen-
tina, politico! instability and economic inflation are the two main factors.
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ISRAEL

13, 'Ainz,sit

Pro-Weber, Ile brew University 01 Jerusalem

Se,tne ispeeis 01 international university co-operation in Israel,

lsrael's institutions of higher learning, on the one hand, have to their
credit considerable achievements In a number of fields. These enable
them to exchange freely personnel and knowledge with, universities of
similar standing and to extend assistance to those which have not yet
reached this level. As a result of the country's continuing development
needs, on the other hand, the universities of Israel frequently are required
to introduce new disciplines or to make forgoing changes In existing pro-
grammes, and thus have to look to other institutions for guidance and
assistance in this respect.

A Word of explanation might be called for with respect to the extension
of guidance and assistance. University staff who went on missions abroad
hi order to assist with the development of teaching and research of their
disciplines and to gain new Insight and experience, were confronted with
the need to consider accepted ideas and processes and to adjust to colleagues
and students W110 had been brought up along unwonted patterns. Uni-
versities which accepted students from foreign countries, enriched the
experience of their student populations as well as of their teaching stall.

Patterns and flirt/zeds 0/ international university co-operation,

1. Stall levz.l.

under the auspices of the Government, the universities of Israel arc
potentially or actively participating in the "regular" or "development"
programines of the United Nations and its specialized agencies. "Specia-
lists" and 'advisers" who often are actually' visiting professors, come to
help in the setting up of vital new teaching and research programmes, and
Israeli professors go abroad for the same purpose or to assist with actual
development programmes or in special Institutes.

Ike Israel tiocernment is also concluding cultural agreements or
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sirnilau irrfingenients with nninber of countries, NVinl the :lila
of facilitating and financing exchanges of scientific personnel. These
arrangements are In force, I.e., ailIi the E-.S1., France, Great 13ritttltr :mil
Iteigium. The kilns of these agreements ore not always en n Mists uf
coipjele reciprocity, iii consideration of ISraci's weaker positiotl.

Visiting professors in Israel are oil required to know 1 lebrew, though
this is desirable. All students are, as from their recital yeal. of sluilles,
required II) know English or French so that they can follow lectures of
visiting professors.

There exist few formal agreements mgotiateil Jul
anti foreign universities. Exchanges oil other, often verY dose, reln-
It,niships tire often the result of personal contacts between heads of depart-
ments or individual stall members, and appear to be at least its satisfat tory
as those that votifti he (Tented by formal contract. The financial disposi-
flouts all In most cases for the PitYment of re;ttilor salaries by the host
institution, \sloe travel evisciises sometimes are carried by the host lusilitt-
thin, stonothiles by the guest (front his continuing income at home, c,g.,
when he Is on sahlu (col leave), soutdinies by foundations or governments.
The budgets of the caCvorsitles of Israel Whale provisions for visiting
professors.

Exchanges are portienlarly encouraged on the post-doctoal level,
fl'illnyworli of posi-dictum al fellowships.

Shoftlifs.
For the (hue tst it u, (he universities of Israel me not encouraging their

undergraduates to spend part of their studies it foreign universities.
Adjustment difficulties and the resulting loss of time \could appear to he
the main reoson. Individual students, though, do go abroad, particularly
for studies in certain subjects tvlilch either are »ot bight in Israel, or
where fuluilsion to Israel institutions is limited fur lack of places. 'Mere
always hits been, however, a considerable influx of students from abroad.
Formerly, the majority were made tip of ,fewish students, mid most of
these students ref-11011ml in Israel. More recently increasing numbers of
students of various nationalities are coming to study for ditterent periods.

The rouge extends from (trienIal languages, archaeology and biblical
subjects, to niedieine, agriculture anal engineering, as required for developing
aml for sub-tropical countries. Access to study in vital dItiriplilit'S Is often
faeilitotett by multilateral or bilateral technical assistance agreements.
\\Aide I lebreNv Is the iongimge of instruct brit, special cOarses for nonresidents
are often in English or French. ['snails forci,,JI students ore given special
-high pressure" language courses a few nioutiiS before the beginning of
their regular studies.

Formal agreements are in existence hekveeil cetlahl Israeli and Alue-
ricaa "j1:1111)1' I " sloth in Israel, find credits ;ire
recognized in these cases. A number id Israeli graduate students, portl-
eutarty those studying towards the doctor's degree, go abroad both in.
order to specialize in specific subjects nil yet devehmed in Israel, anti lo
become :.iefitialtited with a different cultural environment, or different
methods if study. They avail themselves either of full or partial scho-
larships uttered by a nuniber of governments, or of research and teaching
assistantships or scholarships made available by individual lutiversttles or
hy foundations. The Israel Govt:1'11mM reciprocates with graduate
scholarships for foreign students, especially from .Asti and Africa. Indi-



%lanai universities also otter a certain, though rather limited, number of
full or parilal sciailarshIps. For graduate studies a knowledge of Ilehrew
is not required of foreign students lit sciences and In engineering, as any
course work can be replaced by reading assignments and individual tutor-
ing. Ity the time Isroril grodnate students go abrinui, they have a know-
ledge of English and at least a basic knowledge of a second foreign Ian-
guage, French, tierman,

As lo suggestions concerning the internal arrangements made by.
universities for systematic attention to questions of co-operation, it would
seem desirable that a senior diktat be specilleally charged with the task
of investigating and handling all remiests and oilers of outside agencies
and of assisting local stall and students in gliding suitable placement
abroad. AI the Technion tllaiftd, this post is designated as "Assistant to
the President hir Academic Liaison."

Areas of naYrnalional university en-operation,

t. Present (Ind future weds if co-operatiOn Ili teachiag.

Quansilaiively, exchanges of academic stall at the universities of Israel
Have ant yet attained the desktIble level. This sit out ion Is due to a number
of reasons: limited establishments and objective needs itf V011.011S depart-
ments otter do not allow mon to grant leave to their staff members, who
otherwise svould he able to lake up visiting posts beyond their sabbaticals
which invy :Ire supposed to dovole primarily to further studies and research.
Further olinicolly Is fore(' by a 111:Iti with a family: working wives often
cattnot otdahl leave at the same How as their husbaink ; children should
not change school al certain st;iges of their education, or cannot be accom-
modated ;it suitable schools at their father's station. Another reason is
that conditions al younger universities may not be favourable for research.

The number of visiting professors and of short-term visits of foreign
scholars and scientists at the universities of Israel, is limited less by the
lack of availability of suitable candidates than by the lack of funds.
Underskinilibly universities can earillOrk for this purpose only a small
part of their restricted budgets, as in most cases a NSUIllg professor does
not mill should not lit into an already established po..d. II would he
desirable, therefore. if in addition to governments ;111(1 United Nations
agencies \kith their necessarily restricted budgets and programmes, fonmia-
llons, voluntary agencies and private donors recognized the outstanding
importance oHnternat bond university co-operation by Way of the exchange
of teachia:; and research personnel, and allocated appropriate funds for
this purpose.

'2. The present ..'late and future needs of co-operation in research.

In the majority of cases there is at the universities of Israel no separation
between I imehing and research. lioth visitors to Israel and Israeli per-
sonnel who go to institutions or good standing abroad are likely to devote
a large part of their (line to active research or to its guidance, and to
co-operate with their local colleagues. Joint papers are often the result.

Research programmes at Israel institutions of higher learning are fre-
quently parts of large scale projects financed by government agencies or
foundations, while other pails are conducted at universities abroad. 'Tice
expansion of activities of this character is certainly desirable.



tuitional itikivccAly 0i-operation sttotit(1 not
(pvt.1.1m)kcil, um. is inicritaliotiA 1111(1 national conferences, colloquia,

s110),,,10, ctc., the majority of %those partielpants are selentlsts and w Melttai Mince on university campuses, 111111TI'Sit IC'S of ISIAVI play Rust
Heteasing number of such erills and 101W I utajor Purl ht their

"r,4"161,1ti"11. 'the shte.ctIccts arc obvious anti numerous.
I he oilier item is international 111'111111g and leaching ittliVitit'S 11111111A

111V sttututcr racnttntts. iSl'ilV11 sludcnts Milt teachers lake active part in
%tit yclits abroad, and similar events are organized at oil levels in Israel.

1;:xcliaiwes of students for practical training are provided tinder the
auspices of the International Association for the iNchange of Students, for
Technical Experience and similar organizations in various fields,

Tho-elleets u/ international university co-operalimi.

'Hu. history of the Israeli institutions of higher learning themselves may
provide the afISMTI" I() this question: since the opetthig of the first two, the
Ilchrew University of Jerusalem 00259, and the Technion in Haifa (192.1),
lidve attsorlied stall front many countries. Many newcomers naturally
endeavour to promote the academic tradition and ways of thought of theircomilr of origin, A high-spirited, but peaceful competition of Ideas and
ita.tlimis has resulted in today's developments anti achievements,



FINI,AND

V, NIririKosi<1

lirqessor of Lao, (*itiversily

The purposes of infernalional nniverstly co-operation.

Finland is a country with a fairly high standard of living but limited
matcrild and Intellectual resources. The country's special cireinnAlances
make, their mark in many \Nays on its participation In international cultural
exchange, including international university co-operation. Geographically
speaking the country Is remade, The Finnish linguistic area is strictly
limited to the one country. The second official language is Swedish, spoken
by approximately (I of the population. This opens tip natural, close
cultural contacts with the other northern countries, the actual countries of
Scandinavia. Politically, ('inland is neutral. It does not belong to any
you heal ideological front with rto expansive cultural policy.

These are I lw main reasons for Vinland being In the vosIlloti of a receiver
rather than a giver in the field or International university co-operation, t
This is particularly true of tridergraduate studies. There are proportiona-
lely very few foreign undergraduates in Finland. In postgraduate studies
and at the teaching unit research level the language barrier no longer has
the same force, In these fields Finland can strive for parity with better
success than is the case with undergraduate studies.

On the other hand, scone of the factors which make it difficult for the
Finnish universities to take part in International cooperation have a part
to play In considerably increasing the desire and attempts in Finland to
make contacts with other cultural circles, and accentuating the high value
placed in Finland on international university co-operation. This is par-
ticularly the case with respect to the geographical remoteness, linguistic
isolation and narrowness of the FinnIsh cultural sphere. Il is generally
understood that an essential prerequisite for keeping it country's culture
abreast of international developments is the creation of varied and lively
contacts with other cultural circles. The natural ambition of even a small
country is to play its own part in furthering tlw development of world
culture in "national sciences", rind in addition, to take part according to its
abilities in continuing advance in other fields of knowledge.



Int( 11111VelSil!' I'll Operation butlti5 personal talatacts
thy fr011t, 11111i has already
found more lasting forms than any other mode of personal Int( motional
contact. 11 Is vicar t11;11 it is of great importance for the strengthening of
iittctitatiomd tootcrsttoultiot. It is scarcely necessary to debate 'whether
strungthenimr of international understanding is the most important aini of
nnivur,,lty, co operation, silicr the striving rur this goat Is naitiraily tinhcct
wills each 4:011111VY's llitCM1)1 It) develop ft:U.11111g anti rrsrarelt at home silttI
to Oriel* services support to 111th'el'Sitit'S in other vountries. This
paratlefing of aims also means that the maintenance of contacts bettveen
universities has to be personal working contact between individuals from
different countries. \York. Nvlictlier studying, teaching or research,
and the personal contacts thus (Tented, form the basis on which general
siirns tacit us `,11.l'Illtilltql1111-1 or International understanding rise virtually or

little; lis und wellapls internationui university co-operation.

The oltIcs1 facia of keeping up contacts with universities abroad, and
one which is still in fairly wide use in Finland, Is the guest lecturer system.
These visits are usually short, covering wily one lecture. 'Flue main stress
is on I he creation and strengthening of contacts through personal encounters.
The loclares are of little Importance as means of teaching or conveying
results of research.

,

Teacher exchange agreements netWeen universities are of a later date.
These normally presuppose a longer stay at the foreign university. Some
regulations concerning co- operation between universities are contained In
the few cultural agreements which Finland has concluded with foreign
slates.

In the main, activities arranged by agreement fall within the national
budget, and thus suffer from those problems, lack of flexibility and tardiness
in putting new plans into effect that are always the consequence of close
budget tics. In bilateral agreements the expenses are divided between the
parties according to the principles of equality. The host university Is
responsible for 11w expenses of invited guests. The Scandinavian univer-
sities often co-operate when Inviting guests from more distant parts,
dividing the expenses between the hosts.

As regards foreign students studying in Hill:mil, it should first be noted
that Finland has made special cultural agreements with Illifigay and
Poland, and under these agreements several scholarships are granted to
Ilungarion and Polish nationals.

For the rust, the Finnish Government scholarship programme is mainly
based on unofficial reciprocal agreements with the bpllowing countries:
Austria, Belgium, Britain, Bulgaria, Czechnslovakiti, Denmark, France, the
German Denineratie Republic, the German Federal Republic, Greece,
Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway,
Rumania, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, Tunisia, 'Turkey, USSR and
Yugoslavia.

The duration of the scholarship is eight months, i.e. one academie year,
but it fluty be divided into two four-month scholarships. The scholarship
is intended to cover lodging, food and other expenses. Tuition is free, but
a small amount must be paid fur health insurance it the scholarship holder
does not have a valid health insurance policy from his owru COUllt .S(u-
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dents from outside Europe can apply for a special travel grant should their
own government not pay their travellIng expenses. Scholarship holders
from tropical countries are entitled to on extra in Finnish marks lo enable
them to hay the necessary winter clothes.

Vacti eocrnlry ',VICO!, its 1)W11 cultdld ttc s, Whit HMS' 110 llnully approved
by the Finnish Ministry of Valucation. Tlw applicant must have n working
knowledge of Finnish, Swedish, tierisian or French, The lint]
selection depends on !loss far Finnish universities or institutes can provide
facilities for the pursuit of the studies mentioned in the uppileidion.

Beyond the limits of these reciprocal agreements I'fnnilu university
vat'llilti 11111 especially postgraduate students find young research workers

have many opportunities for voriiing In foreign universities. Here special
mention must he made of the lively, partly one-shied, partly exchange -type
cotitiwts with the United States, In all probability Finland has sent
relatively more scholarship holders, considering the population, to the
'tilted Slates in the past twenty years than any other country. Vinland

is a recipient of the advantages ()tiered by the well-known Fullwight-Ilayes
law, ;111(1 (bell, has also been another factor influencing the extent of cul-
tural exchange, lust after the First \Vorld \Vat., in 1918-1.119, Finland
illejvcd 411)out rilitlion tionnis. worth of foodstuffs in aid Noon the United
Status. 'Ile amortizations and interest on the delft were to he repaid lit
regular Instalincots lip to 1981. Finland has regularly repaid these instal-
ments, not omitting them even in the hard war years. in 19411 a law was
passed In the roiled Stales pros iding that these amortizations and Interests
should he used for Promoting cultural exchange het \\col Finland and the
[Mh! Slates, This arrangement gives the ASIA -programme an annual
;;;Aili0-11)0,1)00 donors. The primary also of the arrangement is to give
Finnish students, leachers mot researchers scholarships to enable them to
won k cloicsponding American establishments and In provide corres-
ponding opportunities for Americans to study, teach and do research in
Finland. The funds can also he used for acquiring research material and
scientific literature, Thus the emphasis is on the inmIcinentation of a
varied alit iirogramine through academic and cultural exellange.

The acti 'dies of the Nordic Council provide an example of regional
international co.operation which has taken an cslalflis4iid form. flue
scandblavion guttural Fund ssas eslalflishrd im Iwc, by agrt.(111(.11i how.11

Finland, Iceland, Norway :mil Sweden, for cultural co-operation.
With its support It is possible, us well as its other work, to implement plans
for university co- operation.

.Strut of internationt41 university co-6peration.

.1s will have heroine clear Finland has, largely because of practical
reasons economic factors, etc.) concentrated mainly on the post-
graduate stage in both giving and receiving student aid in university co-
operation. II is only exceptionally that Finnish undergraduate students
study abroad. However, and quite naturally, attempts are made to
include a stay abroad as part of the study programme of students of living
languages. litt.iiuse of (telicient domestic opportunities for study, ahout
t100 medical students at the undergraduate stage at present have a period
of training abroad supported by Slate aid.

Thus I:inland lacks wider experience in the efficiency and expediency
of study at the undergraduate level. I lowever, it appears that imstgra-
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dilate students should, lit the m0111 because of their greater matority
be given priority In student exchange. This view Is supported by the Net
that the ditTerenves In curricula of universities of different countries cause
more difficulties to students switching Universities at the mate/graduate
111,411 the postgrottuttte level. The +Inferences cal,/ af, cotirk.ei be mini-
mized by continuing and Increasing work for tiw 'coordicithp of pro-
grmmes of study and leaching methods. 1 1ut even in the (Ware, it will
be rare fur different eountries to attain such uniformity of university
eurriculit that n lov.ng fromrom one emintry to another will not usually mean.
in Individual eases, a time-consuming stage of adjustment.

The free movement Of teachers from country to country 511001(1 be
regarded With favour. Attenipts should be nuide to remove obitades in
the way of doing this and to promote it actively.

Development of co-operatIon between university libraries and sclentille
libraries In general is an extensive question, of vital Importance, which can
only be Mentioned here. It cans for separate study.

The same is true of loternational co-operation In the entire field of
academie research. Tilts question is not limited to universities alone, since,
to a varying degree In different countries, research work is carried out
outside the universities, so that in many countries there are extensive
separate academic organizations existing solely for research purposes. It
is impassible to go into the question here, but there seems to be a good
argument for hiking note of various views concerning the position of the
universities and academie freedom.

The prevailing. concept In Scandinavia is that tvaeldng and research
should go side by side at the universities, the one supporting and enriching
the other. When this is linked with the idea of the autonomous position
of the university, the freedom of research to be carried out at universities
Is assured.

The fact that this kind of unity of teaching and research Is considered
an essential feature of the university, and Important to it, (toes not mean
we should take up an attitude opposing the university to other research
organizations. The assurance of freedom of research, especiaily from these
last points of view is, however, of great importance.

In international academic co-operation between universities or other
research bottles freedom of research seems to be in no danger. There is,
on the other hand, the threat of over-organization and bureaucracy. The
aim cannot and must not be world-wide research co-ordination covering all
fields of knowledge. Even a touch more moderate aim, that of attempting
to keep catalogues of all research projects in progress, could probably not
be achieved without difficulty. It seems that in international academic
co-operation and attempts at co-ordination we should limit ourselves to
much more modest alms within regional or subject bounds. And it is
certain that the international organs can offer valuable administrative
services for the promotion of this kind of co-operation. But the IAU is not
a suitable co-ordination centre, for the Very reason that academic research
Is not limited to universities and, further, because academic work pursued
in university circles is not of sufficiently singular character to demand
special arrangements for its international co-ordination.

As regards university administration, exchange of personnel does not
seem expedient for a country like Finland. Useful stimuli from the admi-
nistrations of foreign universities may be received through visits and to
some evicot correspondence. "Flie vital questions of administration ;not



organization may he taken up for tdarlficatIon through comparative Inter-
national study within the framework of the LAU. 1 -would refer to the
central theme of the 1963 Tokyo conference, University Autonomy, and
the investigation at present in progress on the relations between State and
university.

Ili eflecfs of Internatiomil aniversilq co-operanon.

The effects of international university co-operation, Inking the subject
in its entirety, are Collsillervd very favourable in Finland. luternatIona-
lizing university life is not, we believe, simply a Mat ter of the immediate
beneficial effects of teat-11111g and research ; it also has the consequence that
contact between universities ploys its port in improving conditions for the
preservation or peace 1111,1 for the undisturbed progress of material and
intellectual development oil national and International levels.

The brain drain is a phemptchon well known in Finland too. A very
recent example is the fact that one of the WO Nobel medicine prize winners
is a scientist who has moved from Finland to Sweden.

Finland by 1111 means IllidereStilllateti the signincance of the brain drain
question. However, the concept of freedom is so strong In Finland that
society is prepared to sutler the onfortunale results with the goad, rather
than take action to limit freedom. Naturally there is no halt in the attempt
to improve working conditions in our own country, but there has been no
other serious consideration of measures to stem the brain drain,
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Translated from the French

VlIANCE

.1, florin:

!ter l'nitPersity 01 Paris

'the administrative system of the French universities lays down certain
conditions for co-operallon with foreign institutions to which attention
should be drawn at the outset, The French re4tors represent the Minister
of Education at all levels of education within the jurisdiction of their
academie districts and in this capacity,',each serves as the chairman of the
ctitmell of the university in his district. A consequence Is that continuing
organic co-operation \Oh institutions in other countries can be undertaken
only by agreement on the govonment level ; specifically, with the approval
of the Ministers of Education (Directorate of Co-operation) and of Foreign
Affairs (Directorate-General of Technlcal and Cultural AfTairs).

This is true both fur eNcluinges of stall and the establishment of new
institutions, but this apparent lack of autonomy does not imply any
hindrance to international university co-operation. Far from constituting
an obstacle, our status actually enables us to co-ordinate our efforts and
action. Thus the "Maison de France" at Oxford, established in 1917, by a
joint decision of the Viiiversities of Oxford anti Paris, collies under the
Directorate.General of Technical and Cultural AlTairs of the linistry of
Foreign Affairs, but is administered by a board which includes a majority
of representatives of its two sponsoring universities as well as its director,
who is appointed by the Hector of the University of Paris with the agree-
ment of the Vice-Chancellor of oxford and of the Director - General of
Technical and Cultural Attains. Similarly, the initiative in appointing
foreign associate professors rests with the Faculties of the Universities, the
approval of the Minister of Education only being sought on the basis of the
recommendations of a committee of university professors attached to the
office of the Director-General of lfigher Education. Staff is made avai-
lable to foreign educational institutions by agreement between the Directo-
rate of Co-operation (.Ministry of Education) and the Directorate-General
of Technical and Cultural An'aiis (Ministry of Foreign Allairs), hi the
field of research, however, commissions of specialists' in each discipline



have full authority for the recruittneitt of foreign research workers by the
National Centre of Scientific Research (C.N.R.S.) or the Delegation-General
for Technical and Scientific Research (D.G.R.S.T.),

The objectives Of international university co-operation are nol identical
in research and in teaching, it may be helpful to consider them at the
same time as the resources at our disposal. In the case or research, the
amount of money available constitutes the main limitation. Fellowships
or research grants may he awarded to foreign candidates working in France
either on the basis of bilateral cultural agreements or directly by the Com-
missions of specialists of the C.N.lt.S. or the D.C.It.S.T. Only the cultural
agreements provide for an exchange of researelt fellows, since they ore
usually concluded on a reciprocal basis, but they cover only a fairly small
tounber or research workers lit the various The case of tent hers
is ollfth more compteN, since it differs from country to cotnary.

Tito main objective c,f co_opantion the developing Countries Is to
help them to organize their university Institutions and to operate them
eneetively. The first condition is that they should be able to recruit
students with a satisfactory general background, and for this a good secon-
d:ay education is indispensible. The 1)Irectoratc-Generni of 'Technical
and Cultural AlTairs and the Directorate of Co-operation inak a conside-
rable contribution to this, Approximately 15,000 secondary school
telacbers have been made available to foreign governments for fairly long
period, to vhont should be added almost 1,000 afirt'qt's, Wench's and
engineers performing extended military service (two years) as secondary
school teachers in French-speaking countries, The total mater of teachers
serving abroad in French schools, such as the 1pri'es in London Or Madrid,
and in foreign schools now amounts to 32,00i1. At the university level, the
object of co-operation with these countries is to train high-level manpower
for the future and to meet present teaching needs. The training of highly
qualified staff ,should preferably include a course of university studies in
the home country supplemented by all tAtelltled period of training abroad.
In this connection the French universities have a minimum enrolment of
8,000 students front French-speaking countries and a total of more than
18,000 foreign students. 'lire secondment of French staff to institutions
of higher education poses a specific problem of selection for each post.
The approach generally adopted by the French faculties is to propose
Candidates of such a level that they may be rapidly integrated into the
French system of higher education on their return from a More or less long
period abroad. A competent joint committee, including representatives of
higher education and of the linistry of Foreign Affairs, proposes the inte-
gration of these teachers in a "home" French faculty after a minimum
period of service outside France.

Other more general problems arise with respect to the part played by
exchanges of students and teachers. Equivalences of courses of study and
degrees will have to be envisaged so that students may carry out their
studies in an international framework and the exchange of teachers should
be greatly expanded, Some are already under way between France and
the Federal Republic of Germany.

A special provision should be mentioned: the appointment of associate
professors to French faculties makes it possible to invite a foreign professor
to teach in one of our universities for a maximum of three years and a
minimum of one. This provision, of great importance for international
cultural co-operation, now covers about fifty posts, to which appointments



tine oLolo ut the request or a faculty kinder the procedure (testi ihed tihoVe.
1:11 to IlioN1 exchanges Of students have been limited by the Impossibility

t'l orgalit/ing systems of equivalences of courses of study and degrees, Sake
ht a (.1, (m1)11011;11 cases, tbot. of the most effective means of actile%'Ing
Hos object I% e \\wild iippear to be by slimulating exchanges of teachers who
ore particularly \ct.11placed 1u discover ON/011MM it's for ticgotialion In lids
Ile 1(1. One of the few examples \Odell may be mentioned is the equivalence
or courses of study agreed upon between Clermont mid rrettelt universities
\\ ith respeel to the leaching of yoreek and LAM, It should be possible to
extend this easily enough to mathematics and lbe experimental sciences,
but such is not yet the east.. Likewise, no progress bevanut the study stage
has been made for several ,years In low and economics. It. will Certahlty
proN'e diftletIlt to bring into line the teaching of certain subJects, but the
mobleiti should be nitwit simpler for a number of others, both in the mathe-
matical or experimental sciences and in the humanities, 'floe tinixcrsal
nature of the problems studied is acknowledged by all, but tip to ilow
negotiations have ran into various obstacles: the particularism of tiniver-
sities anxious to safeguard autonomy of discussion in sonic VotlinrIeS, fear
of embarking on a course leading to au overno\c Of students in others, and,
uu 4Iotibt also, fear of opening the door to Hie uncontrolled recognition of
degrees.

In the present statt. of tilTairs, co-operation is relatively easy at a folly
high level, though the complication of language differences /irises (outside
the group of French-speaking you/dries. 'this difficulty is a minor one for
scientists who are practically all famliar with English ; it ran be muds
greater in the humanities /nal law. A campaign to promote kno\\Jcsige of at
least two international languages should therefore be one of the obJeti\'es

of those seeking to develop
fnternulional university co-operation. As for

the ways and means of fostering such co-operation, Ilia are above nil
tholocial and professional In nature. Fellow.ships or salaries at an adequate
level must be provided and suitable filennies for work made ortidtdde to
those engaged iii interoatioltal university co-operation.. This lattet p01111
Is esseldhd since, nn the ote hand, students can only be trained ht pl'OPellY

III1(1, on the other, teachers leaving their home envi-
ronment Temporarily are legitimately eaneerned with,_ pursuing thenr
reseoeh and maintaining themselves at an academie level high enough to

ensure their return under the best possible conditions.
'flic development of inlernational university would cer-

tainly receive considerable impetus if it could be cudiflesl, ai least insofar
as principles art. conct.roicd, and viewed as a continuing international
obligation, do long as this is nun (he case, university co-operation will lie

10111101ary (1101011ItCil by C(IIISidailtbillti
\\ hereas it should provide an (organic link between universities in

different e.ountties. Co-operation should go beyond the practical services
Mit can be rendert.41 to assume inereasing importance in international
tmiyersitc life and hence result in ton increasing awareness on the part of
leacher:; and students of their responsibilities in (his field.

It is true 111.11, as is stated in the last paragraph of 1he memorandum
sent to iis, the ''brain drain" may be an unfortunate result of existing forms
of cooperation. in fact this phenomenon, unimporlant for the French-
speaking \corld as compared \rills the English.speaki»g, has two main
causes: the inequality of salaries and regootmetation between the home olid
the host emontrics owl the disparity of working facilities. laced this
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situation, otte can only untie national aild international bodies to lake steps
to eliminate such factors Of disequilibritun. The problem Is particularly
serious for the developing countries which may lind their students aban-
doning thom or looking al to»ne for jobs other than those fur which liwy
havy two, trained and lbw .,landards of their universities failing to pro-
gress,

Everything treed to rake the level of dEscossion, loo often
held down 141 the immeMalely espedient and to specific eases, Hy creating
ivithin our Ay:m.1;00mi tt move to regard intermit lomat co-operation as a
continuing obligation of the university community, we shall ito doubt be
performing just as great, if not a greater service, as by trying to draw up
in the immediate rut DUO agreements which may prove very limited In scope
outside I he framework of lc:R.1011g aunt research,

-- Rfi -- -



Translated from the Russian,

soviET UNION

SEIWELV

Pro- Rector, Moscow Slate University

G.P. Gonsuxoy
Professor, lfoseow State University

The purposes o/ international university co-operation.

Russian higher education possesses rich traditions in international
relations whose roots go back to the 18th century and which were consi-
derably developed during the 19th. The tumultuous period of the revo-
lution, the civil war and the formative years of Soviet government disrupted
these relations temporarily ; subsequently, especially after the Second
World War, Soviet institutions of higher education strengthened and
considerably expanded their contacts with foreign countries.

For several reasons the universities have a special rdie to play in this
connection. In the first place, the system of university education is built
on a very broad-based collection of academic disciplines. In the second
place, universities constitute a type of institution of higher education in
which teaching Is Organically combined with research. And in the third
place, both the scope and the level of their educational, scientific and
public activities make the universities the most important centres of the
cultural life of society, and they are thus able to carry out systematic
international co-operation with the greatest responsibility and the greatest
mutual benefit.

In our age of extraordinarily rapid scientific development, the rOle
of university education is extremely important. The universities are
becoming the most important centres of national culture and scientific
progress and of national political self-awareness. The continuing oblective
of university educationthe training of highly qualified and broadly
cultured specialistscan be achieved in our time only by utilizing all the
accomplishments of world science. Itence the increased importance of
international contacts which become the decisive condition for success.
Not to separate nations into narrow nationalistic compartments but, on
the contrary, to bring them closer together, to enrich each people with the
cultural values of all, to promote ideas of technical and social progress--
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such is the luittumistie role of contemporary higher education, and especially
of the universities. universities have always been the most democratic
institutions in all countries. This timid ion, supported by the international
community, will continue to hear fruit in the interests of the broad masses
of the pei,ple.

The forthcoming General (inference of the fit', we arc certain, will
reaffirm the major objectives of contemporary higher education and will
deline the basic guidelines along which the universities may successfully
contribute to the ,development of international co-operation. The noble
task of strengthening and intensifying international ties in the field of
education, science and culture is assuming vital significance in this age of
unlimited technical possibilities.

It Is for this reason, in our opinion, that universities individually and
collectively within the International Association must consider the expan-
sion of their international contacts and friendly co-operation as one of their
most important tasks.

Patterns and methods of international university co-operation.

One of the most important ways of establishing international ties among
universities is par't'icipation in the work of the International Association of
Universities, which operates in connection with Unesco. Since 1960, the
Lomonosov State University of Moscow, founded in 1765, has been a
member of the Association. Somewhat later, the Shev,:chenko State
University of Kiev, the Belorussian State University (Minsk), the Tashkent
Stale University and the Patrice Lummnba Peoples' Friendship University
(Moscow) also joined the Association,

Another method of establishing and strengthening international ties is
the conclusion of bilateral agreements between universities. These can
promote the development of contacts in a very wide variety of fields.
Thus, by making use of official bilateral agreements and plans for scientific
co-operation, the University of Moscow has established ties with many
universities; since 1939 with Charles University, Czechoslovakia ; Hum-
boldt University of Berlin, German Democratic Republic, and the University
of Warsaw, Poland ; since 1960 with Cohnnbia University and the Uni-
versity of California. U.S.A. ; since 1962 with the National Universities
of CcincepciOn and Santiago, Chile ; with San Marcos University of Lima,
Peru, and with the University of I lavana, Cuba ; since 1965 with aseda
University, Tokyo, Japan, the University of Delhi, India and the Uni-
versity of I leisinki, Finland ; since 1066 with the University of the Republic
in Montevideo, Uruguay ; since 1967 with the University of Belgrade,
Yugoslavia and the University of Sofia, Bulgaria. Moscow University
also has bilateral agreements with other universities, such as San Salvador
and Caracik (Venezuela). There were 14 such inter-university agreements
in 1965, 19 in 1966 (including IleN agreements with the Universities of
Khartoum, Algiers and Paris) and 25 in 1967.

A third method of establishing and developing friendly international
ties is the establishment of special educational institutions to train specialists
for foreign countries. In this connection, it seems to us that the experience
of the Patrice Lumumba Peoples' Friendship University (founded in 1960,
joined (AU in 1965) is noteworthy. The university has eight, faculties:
preparatory ; engineering ; physical, mathematical and natural sciences ;
medicine; agriculture ; history and philology ; economics and law ; law
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and history. More than 3,000 foreign students are enrolled and the work
of the university is built up on a broad development of international ties.
In view of the special characteristics of this university, we felt that it
would be useful to include as an annex to the present report a memo-
randum on its activities seen front the point of view of the development of
international co-operation. This was prepared by the rector of the Uni-
versity, Professor S. ituntjantsev.

The specific forms of international ro-operation are extremely varied.
We shall at tempt to enumerate some of them, with illustrations from the
recent experience of the University of Moscow and other universities.

PurP.icipation of university scholars in international congresses, conferences
and meetings.

The mathematicians of the University of Moscow, for example, have a
well-established tradition in this respect. They began to organize their
international contacts systematically in tae 1020's, when many scholars
from Moscow (P.S. Aleksandrov, M.A. Lavrentjev, Luzin, 1.1. Privalov,
et al.) represented Soviet scholarship at international congresses. In 1934
an International Conference on Tensorial Differential Geometry was held
at the University of Moscow and another on topology in 1935. In 1956,
sixty foreign scholars took part in the Third All-Union Congress of Mathe-
nmticians which was organized in close cooperation with the University.

The physicists of the University of Moscow have taken part in tine
following international conferences: 1'155-Italy and Mexico ; 1950-United
Kingdom, Belgium and the German Democratic Republic ; 1957-Canada
and Poland ; 1058-German Democratic Republic, U.S.S.R., and Sweden ;
1050-Belgium, Italy, France and Czechoslovakia ; 1900 - United Kingdom,
German Democratic Republic and France ; 1061-Czechoslovakia anti
Japan ; 1962-Poland and the United States ; 1963-India, Italy and the
United States, 1965-United Kingdom, India, German Democratic Republic,
Poland and France ; 1966-Austria, United Kingdom, Bulgaria and Italy.

The astronomers also maintain the traditional forms of international
contacts and participate in congresses. The Soviet astronomers joined the
International Astronomical Union in :936 and since then have systemati-
cally participated in international astronomical congresses.

International organizations have also become an important means of
communication for geologists, geographers and geophysicists. Special
mention may be made of the International Union of Geological Sciences,
the International Association for Quaternary Research, the Carpatho-
Balkan Geological Association, the International Society of Sit Science, the
International Association of Geochemistry and Cosmochemistry, the
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, the International Geo-
graphical Union, International Speleological Congresses, the Scientific
Committee on Oceanographic Research and many others. In all these,
specialists from institutions of higher education, and particularly from the
universities, play an important anti sometimes decisive rale.

This is equally true of the representatives of other disciplines taught in
the universities: chemistry, biology, soil-science, philology, history, eco-
nomics, philosophy, etc.

In 1000 nine international congresses Were held at the University of
Moscow. Of these the most representative were those on Psychology,
Oceanography and Mathematics. Four thousand persons participated in
the first, and 5,000 in the last, including 1,500 mathematicians from the
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U.S.S.R., 500 from the United States and 100 from Poland. Fifty-four
countries were represented. The Rector of the University of Moscow,
Academician LG. Petrovskij, was elected president of the Mathematics
Congress.

There can be no doubt that the broad parlieipation a professors and
other university teachers in international meetings of scholars helps to
raise the level of research in institutions of higher education and to establish
friendly con, acts between specia;:sts of difierent countries.

'Participation of university scholars in the yorcrniny bodies of international
scientific unions.

Scholars of the University of Moscow (Professors A.A. Much), A.J.
Ichli»skij, Sedov and G.G. Chernyj) are members of the governing
bodies of international organizations on theoretical mechanics (ILITAM,
I FAC, IAF). Astronomers from tin University have been elected to high
office in the International Astronomical Union (A.A. Mihajlov, B.V.
Kukarkin, D J. Martynov, P.G. Kulikovskij, S.13. Pikerntr, et al.). More
than thirty members of the staff of the University and of the Sternberg
State Astronomical Institute are members of the Internationa) Astrono-
mical Union. The University's geologists play an active part in the work
of the International Union of Geological Sciences (the Dean of the Faculty
of Geology, Professor A.A. 13ogdanov, is chairman of the Committee for
the ureparation of a tectonic map of the world), of the International Asso-
ciation for Quaternary Research (Professor N.I. Nikolaev is chairman of
the Committee on Neolectonies), of the International Geophysical Com-
mittee (Professor V.V. Belousov is President of the Union), and of the
International Society of Soil Science (Professor E.M. SergeeV is a member
of the National Society.)

Professors I.P. Alimarin, 3.1'. Gerasimov, O.A. 'lento,: and A.N.
Frunikin are members of the permanent commissions of tA0 International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry. Professor G.V. Ntkol'skij is a
member of the International Council for the Exploration of the `,.;ea. Pro-
fessor V.A. Kovda was elected chairman of one of the commissions of the
International Society of Soil Science. G'ographers of the University of
Moscow are members of Unesco commissions and committees (Professors
A.P. Kapica, O.K. Leont'sev, K.K. Markov, A.M. 1ijaboi0v, K.A. Saliscev,
J.G. Sauslin et al.). Professor K.A. Saliscev is Vice-President of the
International Cartographic Association, and there are many other similar
examples. More than 70 members of the stall of the University have been
elected to leading positions in international scientific organizations. It
may be affirmed that this form of participation by university scholars in
the activities of international scientific bodies is of real help in developing
contacts between universities and other educational and scientific institu-
tions of different countries and in raising the level of research in university
institutions.

Secondment of professors for a period of front one month to a year or more
to give special courses of lectures.

Daring the period of 1959-67, fur example, emineni scholars came front
the Humboldt University of Berlin to the University of Moscow to lecture
and to exchange experience ; during the same period 58 scholars from
Moscow went to Berlin. Exchanges of academic staff with Charles Uni-
versity (Czechoslovakia) inciuded specialists in the fields of mathematics,
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physics, chemistry, geology, biology, geography, history, economics,
philology, philosophy, linguistics, legal theory and journalism. Scholars
from Moscow, Saratov and Leningrad universities and other institutions
of higher education haye spent long periods in Afghanistan, Burma, Bul-
garia, Guinea, India, Korea, U.;.R., Pakistan, Japan and other countries,
where they iectur,,d and participated in research. Such visits lead, as a
rule, to the establishment of firm links which are maintained after the
return of the specialists to their country.

Shur, visits of leading scholars to other countries.

In recent years the University of Moscow has received many eminent
foreign scholars who have come to lecture, take part in seminars and
exchange experience.

In 106n-62, the Faculty of Chemistry of the University of Moscow was
visited by more than 20 foreign scholars from Rumania, the United States,
Sweden, Canada and the German Democratic Republic. The geographers of
the University welcomed more than 200 colleagues from thirty countries
while more than 150 professors and 'other members of the Faculty of
Geography travelled abroad lecturers and consultants, and to exchange
experience and collect documents and materials. These are only a few
examples.

ht 1!)61-1965, Moscow received a total of 301 for :ign scholars from
25 countries: 15 front toe United Kingdom, 72 from Hungary, 81 front the
German Democratic Republic, 65 from the Polish Peoples' Republic,
22 from the United States, 1 from the Federal Republic of Germany,
16 from France, 26 from Czechoslovakia, etc. In theta turn, professors
from Moscow University lectured in the United Kingdom, Australia,
Burma, Denmark, India, Italy, Cuba, Lebanon, Luxembourg, U.A.11.,
U.S.A., Tunisia, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Japan and in all
the Socialists countries. During 1065, 38,1 members of the academic
staff of the University of Moscow visited institutions of higher education
in other countries.

These forms of academic co-operation prove in practice to be the
easiest to organize.

Joint Research.

Scholars of the University of Moscow are carrying out joint research
in the fields of tectonics, geochemistry, colloid and physical chemistry,
economics, modern history, literature, astronomy, micro-biology, soil-
science, agrochemistry, soil physics, spectral analysis and geography, with
colleagues in Guinea, India, United Kingdom, Burma, Japan, Belgium,
France, Czechoslovakia and many other countries.

One may say that the prospects for the development of joint research
work by the universities are particularly promising.

The participation of university research workers from all parts of the
world has proved particularly valuable in research undertaken in connection
with major international projects such as the international Geophysical
Year the Year of the Quiet Sun, etc. The results of these collective pro-
jects based on combined research are widely known. Credit for developing
them belongs in'the first place to Unesco. riey have provided considerable
stimulus for institutions of higher education, and strengthened international
ties between universities.
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Reception and training of foreign students.
The reception of foreign students and the provision of exei,ded courses

of sillily for them constitutes the most effective and widely practised
means of establishing links bet %Veen countries in the field of higher education.

Thus about 2,500 young men and women, representing more than
100 countries, arc studying or following practical courses at the University
of Moscow. In 10 years, from 1055 to 1965, 1,330 foreign students gra-
duated front the University of.Moseow and about 500 received the higher
degree of kartifidat nauk ("candidate of sciences"). The majority of foreign
students are now enrolled in the faculties of natural and exact sciences
physics, chemistry, biology and soil science, mechanics and mathematics,

geology), which is quite understandable in view of the priority needs of the
developing countries which send their students to the Soviet Union for
specialists in these disciplines.

About 3,000 foreign students, including a large number from Africa,
Asia and South America, are now enrolled at the Patrice Lumumba Peoples'
Friendship University (Moscow).

In all more than 21,000 foreign students from 130 countries are now
studying in almost 300 institutions of higher education in the Soviet Union.
Experience shows that this is a necessary form of co-operation which
should be further expanded.

Exchanges of young specialists trainees, "aspirants", research workers
to perfect their knowledge, improve their qualification, prepare theses and
become familiar with methods of work in laboratories, departments, seminars, etc.

Young scholars from Soviet universities have gone, for example, to
Australia, the German Democratic Republic, France, Japan and a number
of other countries. Similarly, the Soviet Union has received young specia-
lists front Bolivia, Vietnam, India, Mongolia, the U.A.11., U.S.A., Japan
and other countries. In 1966, the University of Moscow welcomed 463
research scholars from 30 countries, including 22 from the U.S.A., 19 from
the United Kingdom, 7 from Canada, S from France, 4 from Australia,
11 from the Federal Republic of Genially, 5 front Austria, 21 from Poland
and 31 front the German Democratic Republic. Among them were both
young research workers and highly qualified specialists. The University
has thus received two professors, fifteen lecturers and 100 young research
graduates from the USA during the past five years. Before returning home
the research workers usually present a report on their work to the
department or chair to which they have been attached.

Exchanges of student groups for periods of one to two semesters to follow
courses of study in special disciplines, or receive practical training in the
fields of education and industry.

Exchanges of Pds kind are being carried out successfully by geologists,
geographers, paleontologists et al. under the bilateral agreements referred
to above.

Exchanges of publications between nnivc.sity libraries and university
presses.

The Gorkij Science Library of the University of Moscow carries out
international book-exchange with 760 libraries in other countries, including
400 university libraries. A total of 20,000 "pairs" of books are exchanged
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annually. The possibilities in this field are unlimited. The exchange of
periodical publications is provided for in all bitateral agreements. 1300k-
exchanges should be further expanded, and extended to Include modern
information techniques: photographic documents, slides, maps, etc.

Preparation, translation into other ((manages and publication of moro-
graphs, textbooks and other leaching material.

This form of co-operation is particularly useful for universities and
other institutions of higher education in countries which, for one reason or
another, have experienced dilliclIRICS in producing their own textbooks.

Textbooks prepared by Soviet authors in disciplines such as mathe-
matics, theoretical mechanics, geology, astronomy, biology, have been
published in English, German, French, Polish, Japanese, Czech, Burmese,
Vietnamese, Chinese, Spanish, Rumanian and many other languages.

Many monographs and textbooks by foreign authors have been published
in Russian, in practically all fields of kiwi% ledge. Indeed by the number
of titles it publishes or translates, the Soviet Union may well occupy the
first place in the world.

Exchange o/ scienti tic material and equipment.
The Botanical Garden of the University of Moscow exchanges seeds

and perennial plants with the botanical gardens of 65 countries. Ninety-
three institutions of higher education in different countries correspond
regularly with the 3otanical Garden. There is a particularly active exchange
of seeds with the universities and other institutions in the United Kingdom,
Ilungary, the German Democratic Republic, Poland, Itlmania, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Switzerland and Yugoslavia.

The geological map-room of the Geological Faculty of the University
of Moscow exchanges maps with other institutions, and as a result it pos-
sesses one of the best collections in the world.

The exchange of scientific and educational material and equipment,
must be regarded as an integral part of the life of an institution of higher
education.

Exchange of scientific information.
This includes catalogues and publication plans, analytical abstracts of

research papers, teaching materials, collections of textbooks, films and sides,
of courses (on paper, film, records or tapes), curricula and syllabi, etc.
The importance of such exchanges is selfevident.

Collaboration of scholars from universities and other institutions of higher
education on the editorial boards o/ periodical ptibr,:cations.

This form of co-operation is not yet well developed, although there
are many excmples of extremely productive collaboration.

Participation in the planning, construction, equipment and educational
organization o/ new institutions of higher education in the developing countries.

This form of international co-operation must be considered as parti-
cularly useful. The construction mid equipment of the buildings of the
Polytechnical Institute of Rangoon (Burma) and of similar institutes in
Kabul (Afghanistan) and in other countries have bee). carried out with
assistance from the U.S.S.R., and have proved highly successful: the
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institutions have rapidly become Important educational, scientific, and
cultural centres of their respective cities and make a positive contribution
to the development of friendly relations between countries.

The Soviet Union has assisted or is assisting in the construction of 23
educational institutions in Algeria, Afghanistan, Burma, Guinea, India,
Cambodia, Mali, Tunisia, Ethiopia and other countries. The opportunities
available in this field are far from being exhausted.

Mutual assistance in language leaching both in training students and
young specialists for travel abroad and during their stay abroad. Assist-
ance to other universities in organizing language teaching, joint preparation
of textbooks and other teaching aids required for language study.

In Soviet institutions of higher education, foreign students, scholars and
research workers generally study itussian during their first year in the
U.S.S.11. at a special preparatory faculty. After this period of a year it
has been found that foreign students are able to follow the regular courses.
The preparatory faculty of the University of Moscow has alretuy taught'
Russian to many thousau'ls of foreign students.

The University also organizes international courses for teliehers of
Russian in institutions of higher education in other countries in order to
enable them to perfect. their knowledge of the language. More than 300
teachers front different countries have taken part in such courses.

Award of honorary degrees to foreign professors in recognition of their
achievements in science and in strengthening friendly links between uniuersities.

In this way the Council of the University of Moscow has co: !erred
doctorates honoris causa on eminent figures from many countries. Out-
standing foreign scholars are also honorary members of the Moscow Society
of Naturalists, attached to M. cow University. These traditions go back
to the beginning and middle of the I I1n cet fury when scholars like Darwin
Linnaeus, Pasteur, Humboldt and, later, Nausea were elected Yonorary
members of the same society.

Soviet scholars, in their turn, have also received honorary degrees...
About 70 professors of Moscow University have been awarded honorary
doctorates and academie distinctions by foreign universities, academies and
learned societies. Such practices contribute to the enhancement of rela-
tions between universities.

Exchange of cultural delegations, university choral and artistic ensembles,
of friendship society delegations and sports teams.

The University of Mosco choir, for essuuisle, has given very successful
concerts in universities and concert halls in Bulgaria, Hungary, Czecho-
slovakia and Yugoslavia. Student choirs front these countries have in
turn sung in the Soviet Union. Under this heading mention may also he
made of initiatives such as the international student theatre. The I rtiver-
sity of Moscow has brought together a company which includes some of
the best student actors from .10 countries in Europe, Asia, Africa and
America. About 100 foreign and more than 100 Soviet students parti-
cipate, and its productions enjoy well - deserved success. There is no need
to emphasize that working together can create genuine and strong friendship
among the members of a theatrical group.
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Exchanges of delegations of workers, school children and tourists.

One of the functions of our universities is to acquaint the broad masses
of the workers, including members of foreign tourist groups, with the
system. and methods of Soviet higher education, and more than 50,000
members of foreign tourist groups visit the University of Moscow every
year. Naturally, this type of contact makes a contritLitimi, if only a
modest one, to the development of international ties.

*

These are some by no means allof the methods of international
co-operation between universities. The improvement of teaching skills,
the carrying out of joint research, the exchange of experience, information
and material, assistance in the development of higher education and the
whole system of public educationthese are the most important areas
of international university co-operation,

The carrying out of projects for the development of this co-operation
may en.-ounter various financial, lingulstIe and political difficulties. Finan-
cial difficulties can be solveit in the following manner. In the case of
co-operation (exchange of teachers, students, etc.) between universities
in approximately similar economic situations, it is possible to organize
the accounting in such a way as to avoid payments in foreign currency.
Insofar as the number of exchanges is equivalent for the two universities,
there will be no budgetary implications for either of them. However, in
addition to these comparable exchanges the possibility of unequal exchanges
must also be borne iii maul or, In other w'brds, the provision of assistance
by strong universities to weaker or younger universities which is especially
important for time developing countries.

I.inguiAic obstacles can be overcome by the establishment of prepa-
ratory faculties within universities (teaching the language in one year).

Difficulties of a political nature may become serious when the inter-
national situation is compueated, but this is ad a matter for consideration
by the General Conference of the IAU. It is evident that persons travelling
from their own country to another should not be subjected to political pressure
from any quarter or in any form whatsoever.

Present situation and future requirements of co-operation.

The experience of recent years has shown that international university
co-operation has been useful, realistically effective and feasible. Our basic
task therefore is to develop this co-operation to the full in all its forms.
It is to be hoped that both the working party and the General Conference of
the [AU will emphasize the possibilities of existing tried and tested means
and methods of international co-operation between universities and will
find new and even more effective ways of co-operation,

1 'commendations.

It may be useful to formulate a series of proposals which the General
Conference of the IAU could recommend to universities for expanding
their international tics:

Considering the importance of university education, the role of uni-
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versities iii the (levelopment of contemporary society and the internationa
importance of the fundamental sciences in our time, all means should be
used to develop international relations and friendly co-operation between
universities.

The billowing should be used as positive methods for developing inter-
national university co-operation:

participation of university staff in the work of International confer.
enCes imd cloigresses ;

sending professors and teachers abroad for varying periods to give
courses ;

nut joint research by universities of different countries ;
increasing the admission of foreign students to universities ;
vXdlatIge of follows, research stmlents and young vcSearell workers ;
joint preparation by scholars of different countries of texth. elks,

curricula and syllabi ;
exchange of educational and scientific publications, periodicals,

leaching materials, collections of minerals and plants for botanical gardens ;
translation of educational literature into foreign languages ;

--- assistance to developing countries in constructing and equiping
their new institutions of higher education ;

co-operation in language teaching ;
exchange of cultural delegations.

It is essential to expand bilateral ties between universities on the basis
of special agreements. The Administrative Board of the lAU should be
requested to prepare model agreements including carefully drafted financial
and organizational provisions.

The Bulletin of the [AU should report regularly on the development of
hiternatIonal co-operation.

Tlw Administrative Board of the LAU should collect information on the
development of international co-operation in order to permit its analysis
011(i the use of valid experience by all tIlliVeiSiliCS.

ANNEX

Note on relations between
Patrice Lunnunba Peoples' Friendship rniversitu

and l'uiversity institutions in other countries

'the Peoples' Friendship University was founded in 1060. Its CtilF1-
blishment attracted the interest of large sectors of world public opinion
and of government circles in many countries. Since 1060 the University
has been visited by a series of statesmen, scholars and leaders of cultural
life including Dr. Itadhakrisbnan and Dr. Shastri (India), President Dor-
ticos (Cuba), Professor John Bernal (United Kingdom), Pablo Neruda
(Chile), etc. These visits themselves helped to contribute to the develop-
ment of scholarly and Cliff unit contacts between the Peoples' Friendship
University and institutions of higher education in other countries.

The Peoples' Friendship University has tried to establish and develop
these contacts in the following ways:
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Since its creation the University has received a large number of dele-
gations in which men of science and culture from 100 countries have par-
ticipated. The members of these deleotions have been able to acquaint
themselves in detail with tile activities of the University, they have visited
its laboratories, class-rooms, work-shops, library and its student hostels.
The visits provided opportunities for discussions during which questions
could be raised about the educational situation in different countries,
the level of development in particular fields of knowledge, and the esta-
blishment of academic and scientific co-operation with a number of tea-
ching and research establishments in other countries. Recently the Uni-
versity was visited by participants in the Inter-Regional Seminar organized
by the World I lealth Organization hi Moscow and attended by the deans
and deputy heads of schools and faculties of medicine in the Philippines,
Kenya, Uganda, Iran, Turkey, Argentine, Mexico, Venezuela, Sudan,
Brazil, U.A.11., Irak, Pakistan and other countries. The University has
also been visited by a delegation from the Council of Rectors of Chili,
representatives of Nigerian Universities (Lagos, Madan, Ire), senior mem-
bers of the Institute of Technology, Rangoon, Indian scholars lead by
Dr. D.S. Kothari, Chairman of the Indian University Grants Commission,
the President of the Pakistan Academy of Sciences, Dr. Raziuddin Siddiqui,
the Ministers of Education of Mali, Burundi, etc.

The University organizes seminars every year for teachers of Russian
from countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America and about 100 teachers
have taken part in them from Afghanistan, Algeria, Argentine, Brazil,
Bolivia, India, Iran, Columbia, Cuba, I.ebanon, Mexico, Nigeria and Japan.
These seminars helped to establish contacts with institutions of higher
education in a large number of countiies. The graduates of the Peoples'
Friendship University also make a useful contribution to the establishment
of co-operation with the foreign institutions in which they teachthese
include the Universidad mayor de San Simon, Cochabamba (Bolivia), the
Universidad central tie Venezuela, Caracas, one university in Bogota
(Colombia), the Institute politecnico nacional, Mexico, the Panjab Uni-
versity (India), the University of Dacca (Pakistan), the Institut de Techno-
logic, Phnom-Penh (Cambodia), the Universities of Madan and Lagos
(Nigeria), etc.

At the invitation of the Rectorate of the University a number of eminent
scholars from India, Czechoslovakia, Indonesia, Argentine, Chile, the
United States, the Democratic Republic of Germany, Nigeria, etc., have
given courses for students and young graduates and in so doing they had
opportunities to exchange experience and to become acquainted with
teaching methods in our faculties.

Between 40 and 50 of the University's professors and lecturers visit
foreign Institutions every year in order to lecture, to hold seminars and to
take part in congresses, conferences and international meetings on different
academic topics (India, Lebanon, Mali, Guinea, Senegal, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Dahomey, Nepal,' Czechoslovakia, Cuba, the United States, United King-
dom, France, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Burma, Japan, etc.).

The University corresponds and exchanges publications with a number
of institutions of higher education in Asia, Africa, Latin America and
Europe, notably with the Universities of Delhi, Nagpur (India), Khartoum
(Sudan), the Universidad Libre de ColoMbia, the Universidad de Chile,
Ihe universities of Oruro, Potosi and Saint SimOn (Bolivia), the University
Libanaise, etc. The University Library also exchanges books with the
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libraries of a number of institutions in the United States, Poland, Bulgaria,
the Federal Republic of Germany and other countries.

The University has concluded cultural and academic agreements with
a number of foreign institutions of higher education, including notably
the Universidad tecnica de Oruro and the Universidad mayor de San
Simon in Bolivia. Under these agreements the Peoples' Friendship Uni-
versity admits a number of itolivian students each year and exchanges
scientific and other publications with the other universities. Graduates
of the Peoples' Friendship University are guaranteed work in the contract-
ing universities and their qualifications are recognized on the recommen-
dation of the latter. The Peoples' Friendship University maintains per-
manent contacts (exchanges of scholars, fellows, and documents) with the
Indian Statistical Institute, the Faculty of Exact and Natural Sciences of
the University of Buenos Aires, the Universidad mayor de San Simon,
Cochabamba, the Universidad de San Marcos (Peril), the UniversidaVde
Chile, Santiago, the Faculty of Agriculture of the Universidad de Las
Villas (Cuba), and the Institutes of Cultural Co-operation in Mexico,
Colombia, Brazil, Uruguay and Chile. The University' regularly sends
these. institutes information about its courses and syllabi and other docu-
ments. They, for their part, play an active role in selecting students for
the University. The University is also in close contact with institutions
of higher. education in a number of Socialist Countries Including notably
the Universita 17 listopadu, Prague, and the Karl-Marx Universitat,
Leipzig.

The various chairs of the University are similarly in touch with the
corresponding chairs or departments of foreign institutions of higher
education (geology, petrography, mineralogy and cristallography, civil
and criminal law, etc.). Provision is also made for the establishment of
direct links between Faculties of the University and the corresponding
faculties of institutions of higher education in Asian, African and Latin
American countries, including notably an agreement between the Faculties
of Agriculture of the Peoples' Friendship University and the Universidad
de Las Villas at Santa Clara (Cuba).

Suggestions for the development of
international university co-operation

It would appear to be useful to develop university co-operation in
the following fields:

Solution of the problem of the mutual recognition of degrees and diplo-
mas on the basis of contacts established between the interested universities
within the framework of co-operation ;

Exchange of experience on the organization of research carried out by
students as part of their studies ;

Mutual assistance between universities in selecting their students ;
Exchange of information on the organization of the extra-curricular

life of students and young graduates ;
Fostering of a large-scale exchange of academic and scientific publi-

cations between universities ;
Organization of regional seminars to study key problems confronting

universities, including notably the various aspects of the training and
education of students and young graduates ;
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Extension of exchanges of academic staff for leaching and research ;
Large-scale organization of exchanges of students and young graduates,

particularly for practical work ;
Organization of regular exchanges of curricula and syllabi, text books,

teaching material mid equipment for leaching and research ;
Organization of consultations on academic problems of common interest

to 'iniversities ;
Exchange of information about the systems of higher education in

different countries ;
Increased aid to foreign institutions of higher education to promote

the teaching of Russian, notably by sending them coMpctent staff.
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UNITED KINGDOM

A.E. SLOMAN

Vice-Chancellor, University of Essex

'11w purpose of international- co-operation between universities.

The purposes which underlie the arrangements for international co-
operation in the UK anti the fields they Meer, as set out.in the later See-
lions, may be taken to include the free exchange of ideas, and the contri-
Milton which universities can make to international understanding, the
need to make universities and their members less provincial and parochial,
and the meeting of relatively short -term needs in teaching, research or
ml ministrat ion.

Patterns and methods of international university co-operation.

&I) A 9reements for international co-operation.

i) Agreements negotiated direct between universities.
Because universities are free to make what arrangements they think fit,

these agreements in the United Kingdom take a variety of forms. Some
are arrangements between universities, many more are arrangements
between departments. Some are with European universities, others With

outside Europe, tlw great majority with universities in the
Commonwealth, because of the special role played by British universitie.;
in the development of Commonwealth universities. Sometimes the orron-
gement:, are informal, representing little more than practices which have
grown up over a period of years, sometimes they are more formal, either
at the outset or when informal arrangements collie to be accepted as a
regular pattern. Sometimes Ihe arrangements Concern slanicnts, noire
often they are concerned with staff. II Can perhaps he said that, in general,
the approach of the UK. universities is pragmatic. Often a strong link
with a unftersity overseas is enshrined in no formal agreement. Much
of th,, co-operation which takes place is ad hoe, and arises front the personal
interests o f fiat-Hi:War members of staff. It can occur in a quite haphazard
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way. A member of staff, for example, travels abroad in pursuit of research
interests, or as an expert for some international organisation, or most
frequently of all perhaps as an external examiner. l le there meets members
of an overseas university, identifies some need 011 his return to this country,
and !mobilises the resources of his own university or of his own department
to meet that need. Alternatively, a department accommodates for a
period a visiting member of stall', and a link develops from this personal
association with the member's department overseas.

Where formal arrangentew.s exist, they take a variety of forms. Some-
times there is an official link between two universities as institutions.
A number of such links existed with Commonwealth universities.

For example, front 19 hi until recently the University of London had a
special relationship with several university colleges in Africa and in the
West Indies, and one still exists with University College, Ithodesia. And
from l87ii to I9Li7 Fourah Bay College was affiliated to the University
of Burham. Under these schemes overseas students were :Ate (0 work
in the colleges and universities of their own countries for degrees in a
United Kingdom university. Often the link is informal. Agreement is
reached vherelloy professors from a university in this country visit a par-
ticular univerity abroad, say, for a term or a year, and professors front
that university come to this country either at the same period or in alternate
periods. Quilt. often these agreements are faculty or departmental arran-
gements rather than with the university. They often end up by becoming
university arrangements, simply because the faculty or department in
question wants t access to university, as against departmental, funds, or
because the departmental interest spreads to other departments. The
exchan4e may be of staff and students, but also of books, journals, offprints,
teaching materials, as well as of information about research in progress.
A special situation arises with language departments who are anxious to
attract native speakers of the language in question. Usually these native
speakers arc appointed on a temporary basis for a period not exceeding
three. years. Often universities in this country build up particular asso-
ciations with universities abroad for the purpose of the recruitment of
native speakers, but in many cases these associations arc not formalised.

In respect of students, the arrangements may be for graduates or
undergraduates. A university may agree to exchange graduate students
with a university overseas, or give special preference to the graduates of an
overseas university, or to send its own graduate students to an overseas
university. Large numbers of undergraduates are also received from
abroad.

Nlany overseas universities, especially those with '0' level entry and
lacking a wide spread of facilities or specialised staff are becoming increa-
singly interested in the possibility of links with UK universities to transfer
students at a certain stage in their career to the UK universities for all or
part of their professional courses, e.g. the arrangement between the Uni-
versity of Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland and the University of Edin-
burgh in respect of law. Modern language and area study departments
often include a period abroad for a term or a whole yea! as an obligatory
part of the undergrailuate course. But universities are increasingly sending
undergraduates in other fields abroad, for example, for industrial experience,
as part of a sandwich course.

The financial pattern is similarly varied. Some visits and exchanges
are financed out of the university's general funds of from special funds
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earmarked for This purpose. Others are financed by industrial firms:
one university has for a dozen years and more been given funds by a local firm
to invite professors from two countries overseas, and in alternate years
to send two of its own professors to these countries. Others are financed
by foundatioas which, usually for a battled number of years, will provide
funds to enable visitors to and front a particular country or region overseas.
For short visits of staff the most common arrangement is for the member
of staff to continue to receive the salny of his own university. For longer
'visits, a visiting member of staff may receive the salary of the person
whose post he is temporarily filling. Student visits abroad are financed by
the Local Education Authority if the visit is an essential part of the course.
Otherwise the cost is met out of scholarships provided by outside bodies
foundations, industrial (lents, or organisations like Rotary, and sometimes
out of the university's own resources, perhaps from a special endowment
fund.

ii) Agreements negotiated through a third-party.
A number of examples can be given of the kind of arrangements that

are made:
a) The Ministry of Overseas Development has a Home Base scheme

to assist universities in developing countries (most, though not all, Common-
wealth countries) in fields where they have difficulty in recruiting staff.
The British university makes an appointment of a member of staff on
the understanding that he or his substitute spend abroad at least 75 per
cent of the period for which the Home Base post is established. The member
of staff can then acquire the valuable experience of service abroad and at
the same time have the security of a home base to which he may return.
During his service abroad he is paid by the overseas employer. Whilst
he is in the Home Base with no substitute abroad the :Ministry of Overseas
Development pays.

b) There are cultural exchange agreements at present in force with
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania and the USSR. The latter,
for example, contains five articles which provide for academic and specialist
exchanges in the field of science and technology, agriculture and fisheries,
higher and specialised education, and medicine. The organisations and
departments concerned with the administration of the exchange are the
Royal Society, I he International Scientific Relations Branch of the Depart-
ment of Education and Science, the Ministry of Technology, the British
Council, and, for the purpose of selecting university staff for exchange
visits, the Committee of \Ice-Chancellors and Principals. One article
provides for an exchange of up to three scientific workers from each side
for a total of six man-months and up to three scientific workers for visits
of not fess than two weeks for a tota: of up to six man-weeks. Another
concerns visits by academic stall and students to universities and other
institutions of higher education in the Soviet Union. 11 provides for annual
exchanges of twelve professors from each for short visits, the exchange
of Mtn- lecturers or teaching- assistants, two from each side, to assist in
teaching for one academic year, the exchange of 45 young scientific workers,
undergraduate or postgraduate, in the sciences and humanities for a total
period not exceeding 360 months, an exchange of language courses, 38
undergraduates front the Uli side and 15 teachers of English from the
Soviet side, each course lasting 30 days, and the exchange, for purposes of
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research, of from ten to 15 teachers from universities and other institutions
of higher education for a total of up to 30 man-months in each of the two
years. Another article provides for exchanges for short periods of small
groups concerned either with technological education or with the education
and training of scientists, and also gives general encouragement to diveel
exchanges to be arranged between universities and other institutions of
higher education.

c) The British Council makes arrangements for many visits and
exchanges. In respect of visits to this country it arranges visits for stall
at all levels, it provides scholarships for study in British universities,
usually to graduate students but sometimes to undergraduates, and is the
agent for such schemes as the Fellowship Scheme of the UN and UN
Specialised Agency Programme, and the Technical Assistance Training
Scheme of the Ministry of Overseas Development. The Council also
arranges 0 number of study' courses, for example one last year on university
administration and this year on new university buildings. In respect of
visitors from Britain, it finances or assists visits by members of universities
to overseas universities to give lectures anal seminars, to start up research
projects, or to advise on sonic new development. It also recruits for. poSts
in overseas universities, particularly in the field of English language
teaching.

all Other arrangements include, for example, that of one university
which has assisted the United States Embassy in 1.011d011 by nominating
African students for consideration for awards under the Department of
State's Educational Travel Programme for African students. As a eutiSe-
(invitee, a number of African students at the university have been awarded
a six-week tour of American universities with expenses, including travel
and subsistence, paid by the US Government.

e) The Vice-Chancellors' Committee has agreed to co-operate with the
West German Rectors' Conference in carrying out a survey of student travel
motivation. Information is being sought from five universities in West
Germany and five in this country. The purpose of the survey is to discover
the extent to which students travel abroad and their reasons for so doing.

f) Two organisations which have been prominent in promoting inter-
national co-operation between overseas universities and the United Kingdom
are the Association of Commonwealth Universities and the Inter-University

i) The Association 01 Conunonwealth Universities

The Association of Commonwealth Universities is a voluntary society
incorporated by Royal Charter whose members are institutions of university
standing in the various countries of the Commonwealth. The Association
has in its current membership sonic 170 institutions. The Association
works in a variety of practical ways to implement its aim of serving the
interests of the universities of the Commonwealth and in particular of
pronioting contact and co-operation between them. In addition to acting
as an agent in London for individual member universities on their direct
instruction,, for example in relation to stall appointments, it provides
general services such as those of its publications and information depart-
ment and makes secretariats available for various bodies dealing with
matters affecting its member institutions, such as the Commonwealth
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Scholarship Commission, the Marshall Aid Commemoration Commission,
and the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals of Universities of the
United Kingdom.

The main. aspects of the Association's work arc:

a) Appointments.
The Association provides an appointments service which gives university

teachers and graduates the opportunity of hearing about teaching and
research vacancies at universities in Commonwealth countries other than
their own and of registering their claim to consideration for any particular
post. It will arrange for public advertisement of posts and the circulation
of details of the posts to universities in the United Kingdom and other
parts of the Commonwealth. In addition, it can, if requested, arrange for
overseas candidates to be assessed, and for applicants from the United
Kingdom and from the Continent of Europe to be interviewed hi London
by independent committees of expert assessors who then report to the
university concerned on the suitability of the candidates.

b) Publications and Information.
From its inception the Association has regarded the provision of infor-

mation on matters relating to universities as one of its major tasks. Tic
main way in which the Association meets the need for facts about Common-
wealth universities is by the production of the Commonwealth Universities
Yearbook and other publications. The Yearbook, which is in its 44th edition,
contains 2700 pages. It has an international reputation as a work of
reference. It is issued annually to provide in a single volume in a form
suitable for quick consultation the essential facts about Commonwealth
universities needed by university teachers and administrators, students,
and others seeking detailed information about staff, organisation and
facilities, and admission requirements. Among the other publications of
the Association are the reports of the proceedings of the quinquennial
congresses of the universities of the Commonwealth, Higher Education in the
United Kingdom, a handbook for students from overseas and their advisers,
United Kingdom Postgraduate Awards, and so on.

c) Special Secretariats.
The Association provides a secretariat for any special operation requested

by its member universities or by a group of them. It is the administrative
base for the UK Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals, the Com-
monwealth Scholarship Commission in the UK, and the Marshall Aid
Commemoration Commission. In particular it provides the secretariat for
the Commonwealth Scholarship Commission in the United Kingdom, a
statutory body responsible for the administration in the UK of the Com-
monwealth Scholarship and Fellowshid plan.

d) International links.
The Association is in close contact with the local and inter-university

organisations in various countries of the Commonwealth and is in regular
contact with similar national bodies in Europe and in the USA, 1111(1 with
UNESCO 1111(1 with the International Association of Universilies.

The Association exists as a manifestation of a wish on the part of
universities of the Commonwealth for co-operation in various aspects of
academic activity, but front its beginning the principle was laid down that
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the institution of a central bureau must not involve any attempt to stan-
dardise academic practices, procedures and methods of universities.

ii) The Inter-University Council for Higher Education Overseas.
The Inter-University Council for Higher Education Overseas is a

representative organ of the United Kingdom universities:
to encourage co-operation in so far as such co-operation is mutually

desired between the universities in the United Kingdom and university
institutions in East, \Vest and Central Africa, Botswana, Lesotho and
Swaziland, k he Sudan, the West ladies, Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singa-
pore, Malta, and such other countries as may be determined, and

generally to assist in the development of higher education its these
countries. Historically the main task of the Council was seen in relation
to the developing countries of the Commonwealth, in Africa, the Far East,
and the West Indies. But the Council's help has in practice not been defined
exclusively to Commonwealth countries. There is, for example, a long-
Nstabushed assoehlaion, of co-operation and friendship between the Council
and the University of Khartoum, and recently a relationship has been
developed with llade Sellassie I University in Ethiopia, and contacts have
been made with the University of Jordan, and with university institutions
in Saudi Arabia. The main aspects of the Council's work are:

a) Appointments.
'the Council is, for example, prepared to advertise appointments and

arrange interviewing committees, and to make the arrangements for new
members of staff joining overseas institutions. it also endeavours to
maintain an interest in those whom it has helped to recruit.

h) Visas.
The Council attaches importance to the development of personal

contacts between academic teachers in this country and university per-
sonnel overseas. It makes arrangements for academic staff from this
country to visit overseas institutions as external examiners or for general
advice. It also arrangues visits to this country, for example to give overseas
staff training periods in United Kingdom universities or for the study of
particular problems.

c) Library Services.
The Council has a library adviser who is ready to help with problems of

library planning, stalling and training. A photographic service. is also
maintained under which overseas librarians may request articles from
periodicals required for research.

dl Training Programmes.
The Council operates a scheme for training inn the United Kingdom

loially born technicians from certain Commonwealth countries.

c) General Consultative Services.
The Council is ready to give such help and advice as it can on academic

programmes, building plans, constitutions, and terms of service.
The Council's relationship with overseas institutions is purely advisory.

It is the Council's endeavour to give the best advice possible drawing on
its experience in university matters at home and abroad, but the overseas
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institutions exercise their own responsibility and make they own decisions
as autonomous bodies. The Council's relationship with the overseas
institutions. Is non-governmental. The lines of communication between
the Council and the universities associated with it are direct. They do not
go via the Government here or Overseas. The relationship is seen as an
intimate association of academies working as informally as possible. '11w
services of the Council are normally given NVH11011t cost to overseas ins-
titutions.

b) Internal arrangements made by universities for systematic attention to
the questi vas of international co-operation.

i) academic post S in the United Kingdom, whether temporary or
permanent, are open to persons of any nationality.

ii) An increasing number of United Kingdom universities make pro-
vision for study leave and for leave of absence. in sonic universities study
leave is a right after a specified period, a year, say, after six years. In
othermiiversities it is granted only there a ease has been made out. Usually
during study leave a member of staff continues to receive his full salary,
whereas on leave of absence he usually does not. The period of leave is
normally either a full year or of one term which, if combined with the
summer vacation, adds up to six months. More often than not, members
of stall who take study leave and leave of absence spend that period abroad.
The absence, in any case, of it member of stall without pay with leave of
absence makes it possible for a university to seek a replacement and often
the replacement comes from overseas.

Language departments and centres often have posts earmarked
for native speakers of the languages being studied. These are usually
junior posts, such as posts of lecturer or teaching assistant (iektor, lecteur),
but very occasionally a senior post in a language department is also reserved
for a native speaker. Sometimes posts are for overseas candidates spon-
sored by the Government of the particular overseas country.

iv) Departments in some institutions, for example, Imperial College,
London and the former colleges of advanced technology, arrange schemes
of study which include a period spent in an industrial organisation (sandwich
courses), and some universities make arrangements for this industrial
service to be done overseas. The International Association for the Exchange
of Students for Technical Experience (IAESTE), an organisation which
encourages engineering students to undertake practical work abroad,
originated in the United Kingdom.

v) Students of modern languages are usually required to spend a
specified period in the country of the language they are studying. Some-
times the student is required to follow a course at a recognised educational
institution. Sometimes he is encouraged to take a job as a language
assistant in a school, sometimes he is advised to slay with a family.

vi) other departments, e.g. area study departments or geography
deparl moils, require or encourage held-work abroad.

vii) Special arrangemcnts exist to :Allow members of staff to work
at European centres such as (;.E.H.N.

viii) The British Conned, and several universities, run intensive courses
in English for students entering their universities whose native language
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is not English. Such COMM.'S would normally take place immediately
before the beginning of the academic session and last. for approximately
one month. hi some other courses instruction is given during the course

whole .Near.
ixl Some universities provide intensive language courses for n embers

of their torn staff who wish to pursue research abroad, for example, for
field workers in the social sciences courses in African /at/gnaws or in Israel/
or Arabic.

xi Some universities make special arrangements to accommodate
slat) from overseas, either in houses reserved for this purpose, or in houses

ocated by staff who arc themselves spending a period abroad.
xi) Advisers to overseas students are members of a national association

which holds regular conferences.
xii) Some universities have very active committees' concerned with

overseas co-operation.

Areas of international university ca- operation.

a) Teaching,
i) Slog.
It is the normal practice of United Kingdom universities to advertise

their academic posts and to make appointments in open competition.
Many of the Commonwealth countries follow this practice. This is undoub-
tedly one reason why the university teaching profession in this country is
fairly mobile, both within the United Kingdom and outside it. At a given
time, a large number of British academie staff arc in appointments overseas,
in developed and developing countries, and a large number of the stall of
13ritish universities are from overseas.

Teaching is, of course, only one consideration in international exchange.
The main objects seem to be:

a) to bring into departments members from overseas in areas where
there is a general shortage of stall, for example in universities of developing
countries, or a shortage of stall with the partjcular skills required in, say, a
new branch of study;

h) to bring in native speakers in language departments ;
e) to attract someone with a world reputation ;

d) simply to increase the teaching strength of a department by adding
to it a member from overseas.

Even when the motive for the exchange is research rather than teaching,
visiting members of staff are usually given the opportunity of taking part
in leaching. They are also associated with discussions and decision-
making, particularly in departments, about courses and examinations, and
their comments and suggestions arc regarded as especially 'valuable.

ii) Mt:dents.
a) Overseas students account for something like 10 per cent of students

in tins country. The percentage varies very considerably from university
to university, sonic, like the colleges on the Universitiy of London, with as
many as 20 per cent. It varies too from subject to subject. At present,
the social sciences seem particularly attractive to overseas students.
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h) In addition to students who follow a lull course in universities in
this country, or exceptionally intercalate a single year, a few universities,
often through their extra-mural departments, organise summer schools,
sometimes jointly with foreign universities, that is, a university in this
country and one in Europe or America will, on a reciprocal basis, arrange
summer schools for their students. There is elso a British Universities
Summer Schools programme (London, Oxford. B411)1)013111, and Edin-
burgh), run by a joint committee. Most universities make their facilities
available during the summer vacation !co. courses and conferences for
overseas students arranged by such bodies as the British Council.

iii) Teaching programmes.
here perhaps co-operation has been less strong. It should, however,

be noted that there is an exchange of views through international confe-
rences and through visitors. To give an example, co-operation in the field
of extra-mural or adult education, sometimes formal, through the inter-
national Congress on University Adult Education, sometimes informal and
personal. Many visitors come to this country from abroad to see the
work of extra-mural departments, and British universities have helped to
establish adult education abroad, especially in Africa.

iv) Examining and assessing.
It is the regular practice of United Kingdom universities to employ

'external examiners', that is, examiners from some other university.
Members of overseas universities are sometimes used as external examiners,
usually for the degree of Doctor. Many UK members of staff, in turn, act
as external examiners for overseas universities. it is also the practice of
United Kingdom universities to have assessors for senior academic posts,
and again members of overseas universities are sometimes used.

b) Research.

Co-operation in research is an extremely important motive behind
international exchanges. Members of staff are attracted to departments
which have a high reputation or in which certain members have an inter-
national name. The concern is usually rather with a general exchange of
ideas than with carrying out a major piece of joint research, but examples
of joint research do exist. Indeed, they are sometimes the direct result of a
visit and they can develop into an agreement to collaborate over a period of
years.

c) Administration.
a) There are many visits to this country of academic staff who are

concerned with policy mat ters in administration. They may conic to look
at particular aspects of the university--some of its academic departments,
its extra-mural work, its teaching methods, its pattern of student life.

b) Academic members of stall from this country advise mfiversilles
abroad, more often thal not Commonwealth universities, either as members
of the council of overseas universities or simply as visitors for a particular
purpose.

c) There is considerable co-operation amongst administrative stall.
The most common examples are:
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i) short visits by members of administrative staff to keep in touch with
developments in other countries in respect of general organisation and new
methods, for example computerisation;

ii) visits by administralive staff from new universities to gain experience
from the established universities or form other new universities ;

iii) the visits of senior administrators to universities in developing
countries to give advice ;

iv) the exchange of materials, e.g. reports, prospectuses.

The effects of international university co-operolion.

i) The universities of the United Kingdom have no doubt about the
beneficial effects of international co-operation, particularly in making the
institution itself more international.

ii) A reservation that is sometimes made is that a few members of staff
acquire a taste for travelling and are so often absent that their contribution,
at least to their own institution, may even be lessened,

Hi) Co-operation at the individual or departmental level seems easy
enough. It is more difficult to get effective co-operation between insti-
tutions. One UK university, in order to emphasise the university-wide
nature of an association with a university overseas, is arranging an "X-
Cniversity Week" to stimulate interest throughout the university.

iv) International co-operation can, of course, lead to a brain - drain, but
there are many other causes. The Jones Working Group on the brain-drain
in this country has pointed out, for example, that many leave this country
because they have expectations, which arc unwarranted, of working in a
university and have been trained with a university career in mind. When,
in such circumstances, university posts are not available, they emigrate.
Part of the answer here would be to reverse the current tendency to train
so many scientists for an academic career and direct the emphasis towards
the applications of knowledge aid the long-term needs of industry. Another
way of lessening the brain-drain from the UK would be by concentrating
certain subjects in a small number of universities which might then provide
resources in men and materials which can better compare with those of
the best universities abroad,
But arguments about the brain-drain must not be allowed to inhibit inter-
national co-operation and check the exchange of stall and students. Some
imbalance lwtween the richer and poorer countries is inevitable, but even so
the value of the movement of staff between countries is undoubted. For
example, solne of the leading academic staff in the United Kingdom (includ-
ing principals and vice - chancellors) are Australians and New Zealanders.
At the same time Australia and New Zealand have attracted to senior
posts many migrants from Britain. All three countries have gained from
the exchanges.
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Translated from the Drench.

BRAZIL

Brother .1. Otao STEFAN!

Bator of the Pontifical Catholic University
of Rio Grande do Sul, l'O'rlo Alegre

The purposes of international university co- operation

a) Present situation in Bra:it.
There are 38 universities in Brazil, of which 23 are supported by the

Federal Government, 2 by State Governments and 13 by private bodies.
There are also 5 rural universities.

A number of unattached institutions of higher education are supported
by the Federal Government, by State Governments or by private bodies.

There are about 200,000 university students. This number is rather
small in comparison to the total population which has reached almost
90,000,000.

i) International university co- operation.
The Cultural Relations Section of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is

responsible for granting fellowships or other assistance to Brazilian teachers
who take courses abroad to improve their qualifications, to obtain a specia-
lization or to undertake research work. Students who complete their
training abroad may also apply for these fellowships.

The Cultural Relations Section also grants many scholarships to foreign
students, particularly African and Latin American students.

For several years a special body has been responsible for improving
the qualifications of teachers, including the granting of fellowships to
university teachers. It is called the CAPES (Bureau for Further Training
of High Level Personnel) and in 1967 it granted scholarships to almost
2000 foreign students, in the field of cultural co-operation.

These two bodies are also responsible (and this is their most important
task) for inviting foreign professors to teach in Brazil and foreign research
workers to come to carry out joint research with their Brazilian colleagues.

Ilowever, universities have the final say concerning the academic
stall' they wish to employ in teaching or research ; once they have made
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their choice, official action is taken through the Cultural Division of the
Foreign Ministry or the CAPES itself.

Brazil sends lecturers to a number of countries ; in same of them it also
maintains cultural centres, especially in Latin America, but also in France
and the United States of America.

ii) MEC-I:SAID Agreentenl,
An agreement was signed in 1966 between the Ministry of Education

of Brazil and the United States Agency for International Development
(USA ID),

This has led to the establishment of very active co-operation between
the two countries aimed at reorganizing the Brazilian universities. A
commission of American experts on university administration co-operates
with a Brazilian commission

iii) Ford and Rocke /eller Programmes,
For a long time the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations (as well as

other%) have been subsidizing numerous programmes, especially In the
field of public health. A large number of scientific institutes and labo-
ratories are supported or at least assisted by foundations.

iv) IJIRI)
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development WIRD)

has also begun to help a number of universities to carry out many pro-
grammes, especially in the technical and scientific sector.

Conclusions- -The objectives of these four forms of co-operation are
the following:

a) to assist teaching ;
b) to assist research ;
c) to train teachers and research workers ;
d) to assist in reorganizing the university or improving its adminis-

trative structure.

b) Tentative evaluation.

Some of the programmes enumerated above are too recent for their
results to be judged ; others, older in date, do allow for certain evaluation:

I) With respect to the assignment of foreign teachers for work in Brazil,
the results have been very satisfactory, especially when their stay has been
fairly longa year or two.

ii) With respect to the residence abroad of Brazilian teachers to improve
their qualifications or for purposes of joint research and study, the results
are disappointing because sonic of them never return. The problem does
not arise for young graduates who go abroad for further training.

Hi) With respect to the financial assistance from international bodies
and foundations, the results have been signifleant, especially in the case
of some universities which were weak or not 3 et 'firmly established,

iv) Generally speaking, it may be said that there is no systematic
nation-wide Brazilian programme designed to draw the maximum benefit
from all this international assistance ; but this does not mean that some
well-organized universities do not derive excellent results from these
programmes.
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Sole.

A university body called the "Conseilho de Beitores das Universidades
13rasileira" (CHUB) has just been established. It brings together the
rectors of all universities, State and private.

It is hoped that this hotly will soon be able to make arrangements for
true international co-operation.

c) S(jgestions.
i) It may be suggested immediately that one of the easiest and most

desirable forms of co-operation Is the establishment of effective and per-
manent partnerships between pairs of institutions, not just temporary or
occasional arrangements.

The large universities of the world, after preliminary studies which
might be carried out by Ilse 11U, could agree to assist small or new uni-
versities wishing to receive help.

ii) A second suggestion can be made: young graduates of the great
ancient universities might be sent for a year or two to work in the univer-
sities of countries which wished to receive them. They would be fellows
of their home universities and during their stay abroad they might make
very useful observations and even start research work.

iii) A third suggestion relates to literary or scientific periodicals publish-
ed by the large universities ; without unduly serious financial reper-
cussions, an additional number of 5t10 or 1(100 copies could be printed and
distributed to other universities.

This form of co-operation is certainly the least expensive and can make a
significant contribution to the development of less advanced universities.

Patterns and methods of international university co-operation,

a) It seems that the Brazilian universities have not yet even agreed
among themselves on the best methods of mutual co-operation. In fact,
such co-operation is sorely needed, at least with regard to the co-ordination
of curricula, the exchange of professors and students and the planning
of researchespecially the latter which, in certain rases, calls for co-opera-
tion on a nation-wide scale, even if only with a view to preparing a broad
plan of integration in a country which has the dimensions of a real continent.
It is true that efforts are being made to develop international co-operation
which is sometimes more effective because it can draw on more traditional
experience, but co-operation and even the establishment of partnerships,
especially in areas of common interest, should first be practised within
the country itself.

A typical example for Brazil is the affiliation of certain unattached
faculties to more highly structured universities which thus offer them lbe
advantages of truly effeelive organization and co-operation. But this
agreement is valuable above all from the financial point of view, since it is
easier for the large universilies to secure the funds they need to carry out
their prograninfes and their new' projects.

However, agreements are generally arranged wills the assistance of
governmental bodies. Within almost all universities some faculties or,
more generally, particular institutes have agreements with other institutes
or faculties abroad. 'these agreements are usually concluded wills Germ.sny,
France, the United States, etc.
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io it 'would he most r.croi a, first at the national and then at the
international level, attempts were made to establish co-operation to fad -
litate exchanges of all types end In particular of teachers. Funds might.
be provided for this. Special vacation programmes, if only for exehanges of
views or observation courses, would Ise most valuable. They would be alt
the easier to organize at the Unemotional level since the academic year is
completely different in the two hemispheres. It would therefore he possible
to arrange without difficulty for the exchanges of teachers, trainees, observers
and students, particularly as a reward for excellence. At the same time as
they spend their vacation, they might follow training courses which would
he of untold benefit for true international understanding. But many,
different ideas and ccomon:c approaches should be tried out without delay
in order to see whether they are practical and could produce the desired
result s.

The areas of international en- operation,

a) Situation and needs of co-operation in (he field of (caching.
Co- operation In connection with the improvement of the qualifi-

cations of teaching stall appears usually to be carried out through govern-
mental bodies, or, in certain cases, notably North America, through foun-
dations or privat e bodies.

It would he desirable for closer and more highly organized co-operation
to lie establishm between universities, taking account of their overall
programmes and their most urgent needs.

An exchange of specialists might be considered, especially in certain
tiehls. They could carry out research on the spot and at the same time
teach and organize working groups capable of applying the methods and
continuing the research which they initiate.

Co-operation of this type would he of special value in stimulating and
guiding young universities, and in furnishing new blood into those which
are deficient in certain areas because of the lack of sufficiently qualified or
specialized staff.

ii) The situation with regard to students and young graduates appears
to he similar.

Generally speaking, the few Brazilian universities which receive foreign
students must content themselves with the small budget made available
to them for this purpose, and with the small number of students who arc
sent to them by international bodies.

tier(' too a plan of co-operation could be worked out among the uni-
versities either with a view to development. Or with a view to exchanges
:timed at organizing zones of cultural influence or integration.

It would be desirable to interest student organizations in these exchanges
and this type of co-operation, especially those with similar cultural back-
grounds or which feel a need for cultural integration. Such responsible
participation in international co-operation will constitute a considerable
contribution to the students' university training.

iii) Teaching materials
In Brazil at least, perhaps because of the great distances which separate

them, the universities scent to be self-sufficient with regard to teaching
materials.
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Ituwcvcr, the tinderiallihtaries, laboratories, equipment in general,
leaching aids, etc. are usually inadequate in relation to the needs of the
individual universities.

It would be desirable to draw up inventories with the object of:
a) obtaining more precise knowledge of the situation ;
bl eliciting information and suggestions ;
c) discovering the most nr;ent needs.
Some Ilritish universities are begimiing to produce types of teaching

materials such as:
a) specialized or educational publications ;
It) scientilic equipment ;
c) teaching aids.
In this area too an inventory would be ne6ssary to;
a) list what is at present being done ;
b) draw up a list of exchange materials such as books, scientific films, etc.
Regarding teaching aids in particular, consideration should be given to

the conclusion of an agreement between various universities for their
production, exchange and import.

iv) Ef Ions to unify or co-ordinate curricula in certain disciplines.
Brazilian universities have been concerned with this matter. lit tccent

years a number of studies have been made with the object of facilitating
the work of teachers anti co-ordinating curricula.

Nevertheless, more intensive work should be carried oil 011 an inter-
national scale. This would make the task of academic stall teaching in a
foreign university easier. It would also facilitate student exchanges, since.
Students would be more at home in the instruction given them abroad,
even if the littler were to develop in new and more diversified directions.

1.1) Situation and needs of co-operoliwi in the field of research.
i) Very few Brazilian link ersitics have stall who devote themselves

entirely to pure research.'
This is because traditionally they have only given theoretical instruc-

tion, and because research calls for a large budget and specialized equipment
which they usually cannot afford.

Some types of research, especially in economies, sociology and lin-
guistics, require close eo-operation and a coordinated approach of 11w
various Brazilian universities within an aclion programme conanensurate
with the problems and enormous territorial expanse of the country.

lint it is precisely in research and scientific work that international
university co- operation is most necessary. Everything or almost every thing
remains to be done. instruction, to it large extent, should cease to be
purely theoretical. It is heir that exchanges of specialists anti research
workers, and the establishment of joint research programmes should be
envisaged by;

at sending abroad }4111g research workers either to carry out a specitie
research project or to organize teams of other young research workers
capable of carrying out a pre-determined programme;

b) exchanging experienced research workers for slant or long periods,
possibly assisted by other workers, whose objective would be to Ikunch or to
continue on the spot research already undertaken, or to draw tip a pro-
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gramme of work with a local team which would co-operate with teams in
other universities.

ii) Equipment.
No real research is possible without suitable equipment, In general

Brazilian universities lack specialized research equipment. This is due
hi part to;

a) the expense of this material ;
,h) difficulties of importation.
In order to alleviate these difficulties, it would be desirable, for the

universities to agree:
a) to lend each other the necessary equipment ;
b) to purchase equipment on the basis of joint research programmes.
It would also be desirable for universities to be granted facilities for

the acquisition and unhintlereil circulation of research equipment. Bodies
such as UNESCO might work in this direction, taking into account its
objective of world understanding through culture.

Joint or co-ordinated research.
it is natural that the Brazilian univerYities, founded relatively recently,

and which, as we have seen above, are nmstly confined to giving theorectical
instruction, should now think of turning to research. However, only
rather limited agreements for co-operation in research have been concluded
at the international level. They should be developed as fully as possible,
either in the field of pure science or in the broad areas of economics, socio-
logy, linguistics, etc., where so much still remains to be done.

c) Situation and needs of co-operation in the field of administration or organ-
ization,

It is also natural that most of the recently founded Brazilian universities
should sutler from poor organization, and hence inadequate adminis-
tration, in addition, the fact that their growth has sometimes been much
more rapid than foreseen poses problems which often cannot be solved by
an organization and an administration which do not have a sufficient
number of qualified experts.

Here too international co-operation would be of real benefit. Even
with limited resources, but with good organization and sound adminis-
tration, certain universities could carry out really effective and extensive
work.

It is therefore necessary to envisage closer international co-operation
in this area. Newer or less experienced universities could then benefit
front the experiences of older universities, especially (hose which have a
good administrative structure and whose organization might serve as
a model. Visits, even brief, of the administrators of these universities
could be organized. Such observation and orientation visits might lead
later on to a true plan of co-operation in this area.

The ellects of international university co-operation.

a) There is no doubt whatsoever that, in addition to the technical and
scientific advantages which it may bring, university co-operation has a real
and desirable influence on the internal life of the university, not only for
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the youngest and most poorly equipped but also for the oldest and most
advanced from the administrative and technical point of view. It would
seem, above all, that every university must live up to its vocation of uni-
versality which is no doubt its primordial. vocation. Any university which
remains withdrawn into itself, or retreats behind narrow frontiers, thereby
reduces its scope of action and close!, itself to cultural and scientific achieve-
ments of a universal nat us(

A university should have an opening on the world, not only with a
view to co-operation, but in order to fulfil vital intellectual and psycho-
logical needs which correspond to its very vocation of universality.

And if culture and science know no frontiers, objective and specific
agreements between universities should allow a free How of ideas and
persons which, beyond Ideologies and frontiers, would contribute meaning-
fully to yennine internationalization u/ university life.

b) The brain drain.
This phenomenon constitutes a truly serious problem, especially for the

culturally and technically less advanced countries. It is almost to be
expected that specialists, after advanced training, should be tempted to
remain in the host country where they can find greater scope and greater
rewards for their professional activities.

The exodus of specialists, especially to North America, is of truly
national importance [or Brazil. The government authorities themselves
are grappling with this practically insoluble problem. The phenomenon
is ail. the more serious since it is taking place at the very tune when the
country is making a resolute effort to advance along the path of develcp-
meld.

It seems that it is up to the government authorities in the first place to
provide a remedy and to take the necessary steps to cope with this obvious
symptom of under-development.

Nevertheless, the universities should also find practical ways and means
of keeping the talented at home. Above all, they must be provided with
a sufficiently broad field of activity so that they may achieve complete
self-realization and satisfactory remuneration.
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Translated from the French.

POLAND

S. ST1tr.I.0 VN

Direett,r, Centre of African Studies, Irniversity of Warsaw

The purposrs of international university co-operation.

The immediate and specific purpose of all international university
co-operation is mutual assistance between the universities of two or more
countries in carrying out their tasks in the Held of teaching and sCientiflc
research. The increasing internationalization of science, in particular,
involves the universities h, international co-operation, one form of which
is direct collaboration between these institutions.

The speckle purposes of inter-university co-operation depend in each
country, and for each university on the state of development of the uni-
versity, on its requirements and its responsibilities and on the financial
and organizational resources available to it for international co-operation.

it goes without saying that these purposes are in no way opposed to the
more general objectives of international co-operation, namely, better
understanding and rapprochement between nations. Thanks to concrete
and mutually beneficial inter-university co-operation, progress is net only
registered In the solution of the most important problems of the univer-
sities concerned, but. the students' and teachers' knowledge of the coun-
tries with which the university co-operates is enriched. The personal
contacts established abroad, the knowledge acquired about the problems
being worked on and the methods used, the awareness of the trends of
development in a given branch of knowledgeall this assumes great
importance from the point of view of the prospects for the development of
international co-operation. The knowledge which a scholar brings home
from his travels, the understanding of different cultures and of the poli-
tical and social processes taking place in the world certainly affect the
general level of research and of higher education in the country, and thereby
the cultural level of the society.

Thus international co-operation designed to satisfy university require-
ments contributes at the same time to the achievement of the much more
general objectives of international rapprochement and better under-
standing between nations.
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To take the example id Poland, Mood thirty university institutions
co-operate directly with more than P10 foreign universities.

'Flue main objectives of this co- operation are as follows:
;I in the field of teaching and education:

exchange if experietwe and information concerning the content. of
education and the structure of degrees, the forms and methods of conveying
knowledge, exchange of general programmes of study and or curricula,
exchange of experience in the organization of student life ;

exchange of teaching stall to give lecture courses intended for stu-
dents or to direct seminars :ma hold consolations with young teachers and
research workers

--- student exchanges for vacation courses intended both to develop
the specialization of the students and to enable them to get to know the
life of a foreign country ;

mutual aid in the preparation of textbooks and university courses,
exchange of experience in the use of other teaching materials and methods ;

b) in the field of research:
- joint research, mutual aid for the solution of problems studied by

one of the co-operating universities :
mutual aid in the training of research workers ;
co-operation in joint scholarly publications amt exchange of scholarly

publications and information ;
ri in the field of administration:

exchange of experience in methods of university administration
and organization and the role played by the university in the overall social
and cultural life of the country.

These objectives are achieved, thanks to 'different types of activity,
and offer many opportunities for the establishment of contacts between
Polish and foreign institutions of higher education. One should not lose
sight of the fact that co-operation between universities is not the only
form of international university co-operation. In a country like Poland,
Nitre are, alongside the universities, the institutes of the Polish Academy
of Sciences as well as the institutes coming limier the various economic
ministries. 'these institutes employ stall trained in the universities (the
senior or supervisory personnel sometimes combine a university position
with employment in a non- university institute), and they too usually co-
oporatv, Imth nationally and internationally, with institutions of higher
education (universities) as well as Arith similar non-university institutes.
It is clear that the adjective "non-university" as used here refers only to
the organizational structure and not at all to the level of these institutions.
It seems impossible not to take account of this enormous system of
institutes when speaking of international university co-operation, in which
they play an essential role in the same way as the universities. The follow-
ing deals mainly with universities and inter-university co-operation,
but 'he machinery of this co-operation is essentially the same in both cases.

Inc institutions of higher education (universities) take part in inter-
national co-operation by carrying out international agreements and arran-
gements, by I he participation of university leachers in the activities of
international associations and organizations, and lastly, by putting into
effect research plans resulting from bilateral and multilateral international
agreements.

So far as Poland is concerned, it seems that. the present purposes of
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direct inter-university co-operation correspond to the requirements and
to the possibilities of our institutions of higher education.

It should also tie emphasized that when a Polish university engages in
co-operation with a foreign university, it does not expect only to reap
benefits, but is also always prepared to help the co-operating university,
especially in the ease of it university belonging to a less developed country.

1'otterns and tnellis of international university co- operation.

Polish higher education usually carries out direct international uni-
versity co-operation on the basis of:

aHnternational agreements for cultural and scientiPe co-operation
and plans for the implementation of these agreements drawn up for specific
periods ;

b) agreements signed directly between Polish and foreign universities
approved by the Minister of Education and Higher Education, or by the
Minister to which the institution concerned is attached.

Such agreements are signed Iry the rector of the university, either on
behalf of the university as a whole or on behalf of a faculty or a group of
Liculties, institutes or university chaps. The agreements arc normally
concluded for a period of several years and define the general objectives
of the co-operation. Each year the co-operating universities specify, for
the coming year, concrete and detailed tasks, and plans for the exchange of
teaching stall or students.

IL is not Hit practice of Polish universities to engage in the type of
agreement concluded through the intermediary of a third partynational,
regional or international. On the other hand, there is multilateral university
co-operation based on at series of bilateral agreements concluded among
institutions of higher education of similar type (e.g., co-operation between
the Technical University of Gdansk, the 1Inriuc Engineering Institute,
Leningrad and the University of lloslock).

Polish universities are State institutions thninced by the Stale. Funds
for co- operation with foreign universities are included in the budget of
the institution concerned, and expenditure is incurred in accordance with
the plans for co-operation drawn up between the co-operating universities.
This is for expenditure in zlotys. Expenditure in foreign currencies,ifil the
outer hand, is administered by the Ministry of Education and I lighter
Education or by the ministry responsible for the institution involved.

It is obviously highly desirable for institutions of higher education to
possess sufficient financial resources to meet the requirements of inter-
national co-operation. Unit since it is often necessary to limit expenditaire in
foreign currencies, agreements concluded between universities could be
based on exchanges which do not call for foreign currency expenditure. It
seems useful to plan inter-university co-operation over fairly long periods.
This makes it easier to arrange to meet mutual commitments and to secure
the necessary resources ; to peration in joint research, by its very nature,
makes such long-term planning indispensable. Polish experience seems to
prove that the first contacts between universities comprise exchanges of
information by correspondence, exchanges of publications and visits by
representatives of the universities. Beal co-operation follows later. It is
in the interest of the co-operating universities to reduce this first stage to a
minimum and to begin real and specific co-operation as soon as possible.
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The publication of information concerning the various faculties, institutes
and chairs can facilitate the first stage, during which it is useful to have
contacts established between the administrators of universities and faculties
(rectors. deans, directors of instill!! es and holders of chairs).

One of the decisive elements for the success of any inter-university
co -opera tion is the huom ledge of foreign languages. In Poland the teaching
of foreign languages is included in university curricula. The teaching stall
usually know at least two foreign languages. It would be desirable for all
universities lo prepare their students and teachers for international co-
operation by au increased effort in the field of foreign language training,

Areas of infernahonal university co-operation.

a) Situations anti requirements of co-operation in the field of teaching.
i) The exchange of teachers for long periods may encounter obstacles

in view of the needs and responsibilities of the parent universities. There
is Po need to dwell here on the difficulties which can arise from the linguistic
deficiencies which have been referred to above. In any event, stress should
be laid on the fact that wherever possible both the exchange of academic stall
and the unilateral invitation of professors should constitute one of the
essential elements of inter-university co-operation. Polish experience
shows that the invitation of "visiting professors" for relatively short periods,
the organization of seminars and symposia with the participation of pro-
fessors of the co-operating university, the organization of summer refresher
courses with the assistance of its teaching staff, etc., help to raise the level
of education and to broaden the horizons of student youth.

ii) In Poland the exchange of students is organized centrally by the
Ministry of Education and Higher Education on the basis of international
agreements. Universities co-operate in this by designating Polish candi-
dates in accordance with a national plan and by admitting the foreign
students who come to study in Poland under those agreements. Poland
sends abroad a relatively small number of groups of students, usually to
study in disciplines not widely taught in our universities. This being so,
a considerable increase in the exchange of students is not to be expected.
On the other hand inter-university co-operation might develop in the form
of exchanges of student groups attending vacation courses. These would
allow young people to add to their specialized knowledge, to become
acquainted with a new environment and to establish contacts useful for
international rapprochement. Special attention should be paid hi this
connection to language courses for students of philology.

iii) Teaching materials.
Great opportunities for co-operation still exist here: exchange of expe-

rience in the use of modern teaching materials, co-operation in the prepa-
ration of textbooks and university courses, new leaching methods, etc.
But the existence of barriers limiting the development of such co-operation
(copyrights, patents, foreign trade regulations, regulation of foreign cur-
rency payments, etc.) must not be overlooked.

iv) Attempts to unify or harmonize curricula in certain disciplines by
means of inter - university- co-operation do not have much chance of success
at the present lime in Poland. Curricula in Poland are unified and approved
by the Ministry, which means that attempts to harmonize them with those
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of certain foreign universities are beyond the province of the individual
Polish universities. This does not mean, however, that the importance
of an exchange of experience and information in this area is underestimated ;

on the contrary, it is considered that such an exchange can contribute to
the improvement of curricula and to the adjustments which become neces-
sary' because of the progress of world knowledge anti the requirements of
modern education. Groups of professors preparing draft curricula should
take the fullest. possible advantage of the experience of foreign universities.

6) Situation and requirements of co-operation in the field of research.
Direct co-operation between universities in the field of research can be

extremely useful ; this co-operation is in the general interest of knowledge
and in the best interests of the countries concerned.

i) The training of highly qualified specialists in well-equipped labo-
ratories and under the direction of eminent ,professors of the co-operating
universities is very desirable. It is also very useful to enable the research
workers of one university to take advantage of the libraries, archives,
laboratories, etc. of another university when they are preparing theses
for a doctorate or the "habilitation" (1). The rapidity with which science
and research are developing is causing a serious shortage of academic staff in
almost all countries and makes it necessary to speed up their training.
Direct inter-university co-operation may alleviate these difficulties. A
significant increase in the exchange of highly experienced research workers
is, however, unlikely in view of the needs of their own disciplines in the
not too distant future.

It should also be noted that in certain fields (e.g., in various branches
of philology and linguistics), it is common practice in Poland to call upon
scholars from foreign universities to participate in the conferring of doc-
torates and of the "habilitation" degree as members of the committees
which are required by the faculties to drawn up reports and to judge the
candidates' defense.

ii) Equipment.
It is possible to facilitate access to the equipment of one of the co-

operat universities for research workers from the other university,
but in Ltis connection note should be taken of harriers similar to those
mentionned unti,, teaching materials. MentiOn should also be made-of
limitations due to the political difficulties characteristic of the present
international situation and which have restrictive repercussions on possi_
hilities of access to certain laboratories or to certain types of equipment.

iii) Polish universities have sonic experience in pursuing joint research
with foreign universities. Such undertaki»gs can succeed only if the co-
operating centres (institutes, university chairs) are well chosen. If this
is the case, the co-operating institutions can render each other mutual
services in personnel, equipment, etc.

c) Sittia lion and requirements of co-operation in the field of adminis-
tration and organization.

(1) '1 he process of "habilitation" A: onsiAs in presenting a scholarly work to a given faculty
and in defending it before that faculty at a seminar in which designated rapportctirs participate.
thily persons already holding a doctorate way prepare for "habilitation" which leads to the
award of the title of "docent"' a lily), h., in l'olanth the first rank in the academic hierarchy.
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These problems of administration and organization constitute important
subjects of international university co-operation. An exchange of views
mid experience in this field, should contribute to the continuing improve-
ment of university organization.

The efieets of inlernotional university co-operation.

['Item:atonal university co-operation does not only exert an influence
on the level of teaching, the development of research or the Improvement
of the organization and structure of the university, it exerts a real influence
on intellectual life and on the way in which the persons participating in it
approach problems concerning other countries. In this manner, co-opera-
tion contributes to international rapprochement and constitutes a factor
fur the education of youth hi a spirit of international understanding. It
thus exerts an effective influence on the intellectual life of the university
by euriehing it considerably.

Concrete inter-university co-operation constitutes in a certain sense a
contribution to the world-wide development of knowledge and to the
economic and cultural development of the countries concerned.

It can bring mutual benefits of a technical and intellectual nature,
provided that it is based on mutual understanding and on respect for the
partner's interests.

The brain drain observed in various countries constitutes practically
no problem for the Polish universities. But one cannot fail to be alarmed
by its spread in certain countries, as is proved by the statistical data
published. This phenomenon does not seem to arise from international
inter-university co-operation ; on the contrary, it see.ns to result from a
conscious policy on the part of certain governments, a policy whose prin-
ciples are opposed to respect for the interests of the university partner.

The Polish universities are prepared to develop established contacts
and to take new initiatives in the field of co-operation with foreign uni-
versities, convinced as they are that the broadening of this co-operation
can only enhance the mutual benefits of all concerned.
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Tran,4ateil from the German,

EEDE/i.\1. REPUBLIC OF GEML1NY

\V, ZIMMERLI

Former 'lector, l'niver.sity of (;,;ilitlyea

The present report is based mainly on information about the Federal
Republic of Germany supplied to me by the West German Rectors' Confer-
ence (Miss von Bodecker), In accordance with the directives of the Bogota
meeting asking each author to consider himself as competent for his region,
I also requested information concerning Austria, the Netherlands anti
Switzerland. What is relevant to the present report has been included in
the corresponding sections. I was informed in reply to a request for infor-
mation from the German Democratic Republic that the documentation
would be sent directly to the secretariat of the IAU in Paris.

The report follows the chapter headings and sections proposed In the
memorandum of the IAU (Study of the Development of International
University Co- operation).

The purposes of international university co-operation.

a) The international co-operation of universities is carried out in the
Federal Republic oat several levels: co-operation between the West German
Rectors' Conference amt other national or international university b6dies ;
co-operation between the Federation of German Student Associations
and other national or international student organizations ; co-operation
between faculty boards and academic associations and similar bodies
abroad ; co-operation between individual universities, faculties and ins-
titutes ; co-operation between academic staff and between students.

These various forms of co-operation may involve different emphases,
but their basic purposes are very similar. The following classification
may be proposed:

I. The International contacts of the Rectors' Conference, the Fede-
ration of Student Associations and the individual universities, on the
one hand ;

2, Those of scholarly bottles, faculties, institutes, academic staff and
students, on the other hand.
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As far as the second group (2> is concerned, co-operation k primarily'
academic in nature. Through joint aeia!Cmic and scientific work and the
exchange of information. new ideas are communicated and knowledge is
increased. Personal lies may' often arise from these contacts. Among
students contacts in the field of spirt and cultural activities least
11`,, ti,10a0S. hill the first group (1), on the
other hand, the emphasis is on university policy. Efforts any thus made to
work out measures which will facilitate contacts between institutions and
persons in the second group (agreements on equivalences and scholarships,
the planning of exchange programmes for academic stair 4111d

co-operation is carried out 1\1111 the help of
specialized organizations, particularly the German Academic Exchange
Service (Deutscher Akodernischer Anxfonschdienst) and I he GC11111111 Asso-
ciation for Scientific Research (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinsehall), which
are autonomous bodies of the German universities, or sometimes through
other organizations like (lie Alexander von Humboldt-Foundation.

With respect to Switzerland, one may add to What has just been said
about the Federal Republic that its linguistic diversity makes it more
receptive towards the surrounding cultural areas. Thus it has the highest
proportion of foreign students (8,8,12 out of 32,870 during the 10654066
winter semester, or 27 °0). The great majority of these students come from
the European countries and the United States, and only one fourth frw
the developing countries. The Netherlands, on the other hand, might
have been expected for reasons of language. to be more isolated, but for
historical reasons it attaches special importance to its ties with Indonesia
and Surinam. Whereas Austria feels a particular vocation to build bridges
to the countries of Eastern Europe.

b) The value of international academic exchanges need not be empha-
sized. Research workers who try to isolate themselves behind their national
frontiers and teachers who do not follow the worldwide development of
their-disciplines soon find themselves out of the running. For the Federal
Republic, in particular, international contacts are of vital importance, for
it could not on its own have made up the leeway accumulated in the period
before and during the war. hi certain fields of research which require
particularly costly equipment, international co-operation appears especially
desirable. Thus the countries of the European Economic Community'
have established large joint research institutions and, in a broader frame-
work, participate in the CERN in Geneva and in the International Atomic,
Energy Agency in Vienna.

Contacts in the field of university administration and policy are also
productive. It appears more and more that the difficulties with which
universities must cope are common to ninny countries. And if the need
for co-operation is not as obvious in this field as it is with the different
disciplines, it can lead to very useful suggestion.;. Good examples of this
are the exchanges of experience which have taken place at bilateral confe-
rences of rectors, for instance the discussions on the problem of teacher
t raining in France and Germany by the Franco-German Rectors' Conference,
and the discussions on student problems and On the training of young
graduates and research workers organized with the 13ritish vice-chancellors
and the Scandinavian rectors.

irhe usefulness of the personal contacts arising from international
co-operation and their volute for personal enrichment and international
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understanding are too well known to dwell on here. What has just been
said of the Federal Republic is also true, mutatis mutandis, of Austria, the
Netherlands and Switzerland.

c) The expansion of international co-operation is desirable in a certain
number of fields, particularly in the exchange of students. Mitch could be
done in this respect through the establishment of equivalences and through
efforts to inform government and university authorities responsible for
the organization of studies and examinations, and last but not least, to
r form the students and their teachers.

The opportunities for co-operation provided by bilateral rectors' confe-
rences and by the Conference of European Rectors and Vice-Chancellors
have not yet been fully exploited. It cannot be denied, however, that
universities have to cope With so loony urgent problems that they often
lack the tint(' and energy to plan and carry out international co-operation
with the care necessary for its success:

Nor should it be overlooked that the influx of national students in
recent years and that expected in the years to come is beginning to exceed
the capacity of the universities. It is already clear from Swiss statistics
that this phenomenon may lead to the placing of limits on the number of
foreign students. An increase in the capacity of universities is therefore
On urgent need even from the point of view of international co-operation.

Pattern and methods of international university co-operation.

a) Most universities in the Federal Republic have special links with
foreign universities (see annexes In and lb). The practical significance
of these links varies considerably, Some exist only on ptiper, others arc
very active. Sonic are hosed on formal agreements, particularly many
Franco-German pairings. At its fourth plenary assembly at Aix-en-
Pcovence, the Franco-German Rectors' Contemner. prepared a standard
agreement (annex 2) which has served as a basis for the esLiblishinent of
special links between many French and German universities.

Most of these links are financed in the Federal Repuldie by the Lander
in which the universities are located. There are, however, other sources of
support, including a number of scholarships and fellowships for students
and academie stall (see annex 3), subsidies granted by the German Acade-
mic Exchenge Service for educational travel, and funds provided by the
Franco-German Youth Office for events organize(' by the French and
German univeisities, 'the Federal Ministry of Economic Co-operation
finances :t series of links between German universities and the universities
of the so-called developing countries. The text of the agreement concluded
between the universities of Cologne and 4:abul is reproduced in annex 4
as an example. When a university in a developing country informs the
West German Rectors' Conference that it wishes to be linked with a German
university, the first step is to ascertain the parlicutar areas in which co-
operation is desired, then a university is sought which is Willing and able
to co-operate with the requesting university. When the two faculties
concerned have prepared an academically sound working programme an
application can be made to the Federal Ministry. of Economic Co- operation
for the necessary funds.

In addition to the above-mentioned links, practically every university
institute has contacts with a number of foreign institutes in the same
field ; these contacts are so numerous that they cannot he listed in detail,
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Very often they are not as long-lasting as the special links because they
depend on the person of the director of the institute or the trend of its work
at a given time. As a general rule, however, they are particularly effective,
more so than many links between universities. In academic circles there
is a growing preference for links concluded on a limited hasisbetween
institutes or faculties rather than fur those concluded between .univer-
sities as such. The latter run the danger of exhausting their energies in
costly ceremonies and functions.

Mention should also tie made under this heading of a series of courses of
study organized by foreign universities in the Federal Republic in co-
operation with the German tillik'ettitties. Thus a number of American
universities organize special courses for their own students. The curricula
are usually prepared with the help of the host university. Opinions on
these courses are divided. Their supporters can point to the fact that they
allow the often very young students to remain within the framework of
the well-structured programmes to which they are accustomed and enable
them to take up theft studies again in their home university without
difficulty. Their critics object that the students concerned live in a kind
of enclave and have hardly any contact with German university lire.
,\greenients under which foreign students follow regular courses of study
at the host nniversity seem much more preferable, as is the case, for example,
of the agreenient between the University of California and the University
of Gatingen. This allows third-year students from California (their full
course lasts four years) to study at Gidtingen under exactly the same
conditions as their German fellow-students.

In Austria, the Netherlands and Switzerland, the system of special
links is less common. In Austria cultural affairs are centralized and collie
under the Federal Ministry of Education. Under cultural agreements
with Belgium, the United Kingdom, Italy and France, exchanges of pro-
fessors and students are organized by mixed commissions. The exchange
of students, trainees, research fellows, lecturers and professors with the
United States is organized by the Austro-American Education Commission
fOsterreichisch-Amerikunische Erzicluingskommission). In addition to
these cultural agreements, ratified by Parliament, there are short-term
agreements with similar objectives concluded directly by the government
or by government departments with various countries.

In the Netherlands and hi Switzerland, where university life has a
federal or decentralized structure, international contacts tend to be orga-
nized at the level of individual universities or faculties. However, the
Swiss Deportment of the interior awards 240 federal scholarships annually,
principally to students from the developing countries. Similar development
aid scholarships are also offered by the Netherlands government. The
NUFFIC (Netherlands Universities Foundation for International Co-
operation) supports international courses organized by certain universities
(fur example, technology courses at the. Technological University of Delft).
In expressing an urgent wish for funds for scholarships to be increased,
the University of Nijmegen has no doubt 'Voiced a general desire for the
intensification of international co-operation.

Regional meetings in places where several countries come together
constitute a special form of co-operation. Such meetings are organized
among the universities of Basel, Freiburg (Federal Republic) and Stras-
bourg (France). Members of the academic staff of the three universities
meet together annually, and at the student level, the "Upper Rhine Semi-
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nar", which deals with regional questions, meets in Strasbourg, Basel or
Freiburg ; it does not have a fixed schedule and may hold several sessions
in a year,

b) Alt the universities in the Federal Republic have a foreign depart-
ment (Akodemisches Ausltulsaml) v.hich is usually responsible for all
matters relating to foreign students at the university, to its own students
studying abroad, to the organization of vacation courses, etc. Each uni-
versity also tins a delegate of the Senate responsible for international
university affairs, \\110 is often the director of the foreign department
(A uslundsurnt). A number of universities have in addition special delegates
of the Senate to deal with links with particular universities. As the rectors
of universities in the Federal Republic change frequently, it is necessary
to arrange for certain tasks to be carried nut on a continuing basis by the
same persons.

Foreign personnel may hold appointments in the universities of the
Federal Republic at various academic levels, including those of titular
professor and visiting professor. An interesting provision is made for the
latter: under a decision of the Conference of Ministers of Equcation, they
may be paid from the salaries accruing to chairs which are vacant, regard-
less of the discipline. Thus a professor of theology, for example, may be
paid from the hinds provided for a vacant chair of agriculture.

All the universities offer courses to enable foreign students to perfect
their knowledge of German. Sonic also have tutors for foreign students,
who provide supplementary teaching in various disciplines. It should be
added in this connection that foreign students whose secondary education
received in their own countries is not equivalent to that required for the
German secondary school certificate (Reifczeugnis) may follow special

.courses and take an examination at the corresponding level, The univer-
sities generally organize a number of foreign language courses for German
students.

As an incentive for developing international exchanges, mention may
he made of a plan now under study, although it cannot yet be said if and
when it will be put into effect: this would require each student at the time
of his final eXaminations to pass an examination it. a foreign language and
thus prove his ability to speak and write at least one foreign language.

Areas o/ international university co-operation.

a) Some remarks have already been made on international co-operation
in the field of teaching,

Reference has been made to the academic staff in the second and
third paragraphs of section b) above. The opportunities for employing and
assimilating foreign staff in the Federal Republic arc good, with regard
both to financial provisions and to their integration in a faculty. German
academic staff also have many opportunities to go abroad, particularly
mature and distinguished scholars, who, moreover, take full advantage
of these opportunities. Young scholars often hesitate to commit them-
selves to spend a long period at a foreign university, fearing that prolonged
absence may be prejudicial to their careers.

-- Reference has been made to students and young graduates in
section h) above. About 11.1'',,. of the students in the Federal Republic
are foreign and the majority come from the so-called developing
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countries. Reference to Switzerland is made in the third paragraidi on
page 126, and annex 3 may he consulted with regard to assistance to
foreign students and young scholars. German students also receive scho-
larships for study abroad, particularly from the German Academic Ex-
change Service. State scholarship- holders (of the lIonnef type) may also
study abroad ; an apprnpriate allowance fur residence abroad is then added
to the amount of their scholarship. Relatively liberal university regulations
enable students of all disciplines to undertake part of their studies abroad,
although nut without a certain loss of Gine in the case of courses involving
more rigidly structured curricula. According to a survey carried out in
1965 in 3 universities and 3 technical universities, 8 to 10% of the students
of the universities and about, 3% of those of the technical universities had
spent some time studying abroad. At the present time efforts are being
made to Mid ways in which these percentages Wright. be increased.

Students are dissuaded front going abroad if their studies there are not
recognized in their own country and therefore Involve a loss of time. This
is why the West German Rectors' Conference has been concerned for
years with the problem of equivalences. It has carefully analyzed ail
the Oforts so far made in this field and the reasons for their failure or only
partial success, and has drawn up a methodical plan for establishing equi-
valences to settle the question. Studies undertaken on the basis of this
plan with the conference d French Rectors have led to detailed proposals
for equivalences in the fields of Germanic studies, Romance studies, classical
languages, physics, chemistry and biology. Some of the proposals have
already been adopted and approved by ministerial decrees. Other Franco-
German studies are continuing in other disciplines. Moreover, agreement
has been reached with the Conferences of Italian, Dutch and 13eigian Rec-
tors for similar studies. A considerable Increase in exchanges of students
between the Federal Republic and the above-mentioned countries may
therefore be expected in the relatively near future,

IatUc is known about university co-Dperation in the preparation
and exchange of teaching material. Provision Is nevertheless made for
it in certain linking agreements and the Gottingen Scientific Film Institute
maintains very active international relations.

-- The universities of the Federal Republic do not seek the joint deve-
lopment or co-ordination of curricula and teaching methods at the inter-
national level. They consider it preferable to reach bilateral agreements
on equivalences which respect. the educational structures of each of the
countries concerned. The cu- ordination of curricula hardly seems possible
at lhe present (fine and the idea itself gives rise to considerable misgivings.
Nevertheless, representatives of the universities and or the competent
bodies are ca-o pe rating in the work undertaken in this field by interim-
Rolla! 1)Nanizat ions, particularly by the Council of Europe.

Tlw remarks devoted under a) above to the academic staff also
apply to resca:rch workers, since teaching and research are inter-dependent
in the German imiversities, It should be added, however, that the central
fund; have soWent means to promote I he exchange of research workers.
What is still licking to a certain extent is the financial flexibility which
would allow individual institutes to finance smaller projects on their own
and without delay.

The equipment of the university institutes is adequate for them to
participate in international co-operation in research.
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It should be pointed out that the only valid criterion for the establish-
ment of joint research progNoutnes or the co-oldination of existing pro-
grammes is scientific necessity. Co-ordination occurs where it corresponds
to a real scientific need. This is particularly It ite for large research projects
which cannot he carried out by one country atone, for example, the research
carried out in the framework of the "fear of the Quiet Sun", the vNploration
of marine currents or other particularly costly projects (see also section
b) page 126.

c) The universities of the Federal Republic have not been active in
international co-operation in the field of administration. Mention, however,
may be made of the international conferences of rectors within which
there have been exchanges of experience on problems of administration.
For example, the experience of the Scandinmian universities with extended
terms of office for rectors has" stimulated corresponding refteetions in the
Federal Republic. It is to be hoped that the bilateral conferences of
rectors and also the Conference of European Rectors and Vice-Cliancellors
will pay greater attention to problems of university administration.

The efieets of international universitg co-operation.

a) Their can be no doubt that international university co-operation
has a direct influence on research and teaching. It would hardly scent
justified, however, to speak of a real internationalization of university
life. As long as studies carried out in institutions of equal value are not
mutually recognized, as long as students studying abroad and professors
leaching there remain an exception, internationab7ation witinnt he achieved.
however, even within its present limits, international co-operation already
has noticeable effects on the intellectual life of the university.

b) There are no exact figures on the brain drain of scientists from the
Federal Republic. Dr. M011er-Dachn of the Getman Association for
Scientific. Research has made a study of the problem (Zinn Problem der
A bwanderung dentscher Wissensehopler, Geiningen 1967). The brain drain,
which particularly affects specialists in the natural and technical sciences,
has reached disturbing dimensions in certain fields such as physics. On
the other hand, it should not be forgotten that the highly developed coun-
tries themselves profit from the brain drain. The Federal Republic, for
example, secures the services of Austrian 1111(1 Swiss scholars and a number
of the best students from the developing countries remain there after
completing their studies.. The Liaison Office for German Academic Stoll'
Abroad will probably assume also the task of bringing back German scholars
from abroad. A positive aspect of lite brain drain is that the universities
and those responsible for them will be compelled to reflect on its causes -
and to take measures likely to remedy the situation which brought it about.

The problem is also being studied thoroughly and with some concern
ht SN it zerland. l'he Netherlands is hardly affected by it and the report
received from Austria does not refer to it.
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ANNEX 1.
Proposed partnership agreentr.IdS

With foreign universities

Tertai's. llovhseluile Aachen
Uniserite de l'Etat it Liege, Belgium

Un Wets fiat Erlangen
University or Durham, thirhqat, Great Britain
London School of Exonoinles, London, Great Britain

Tierarztliche Hochschtile Hannover
Unlversklail federal do Rio Granite do Sul, 1'6rto Alegre, Brazil
Universidad de Chile, Santiago de Chile, Chile
East Adrieari Veterinary Research Organisation, .1/rifinga, Kenya

hlicl
University of Uta', Sall Lake City, U.S.A.

Trehnisehr Itaeltschale Stallgart
University of Manshester, Manchester, Great Britain
Universiti. IH. Strfistionrg. Strasbourg, France
3lassachusells Institute of 'Technology. Aiwssactiaxens. U.S.A.
Dc l'auw University, Greencastle, Indiana, U.S.A.

UniperiPit Tab/Of/en
Nekici.itioni are being conducted with a number of .1.i1ierican universities.

ANNEX 11;
i'orIncrship Agrreniento between German Universities

and L'niversities irt the Developing Countries

Uniccrsi.4
IF:wilily of .gricollure)

L'aircrsilat GOingen
iracillty of Forestry)

I 1;irs.srn
Oily 1,1 Agriculture)

\ \ 'inter leciit Ahro:el.

Ankara Universitesk Ankara, Turkey (Vacuity of
Agriculture).

Universidad :austral ,le Chile, l'aidicia,Y.hile (Facility
of Forestry,.

Ege Universitesi, Dornovii, 'Turkey (Vacuity
of Agricultural.



11,0hatir Giessen
(faculty of Veteriitary Sr iericel

Vniversittif Giessen
1.froplcal Institute)

t'ailwrsitat Bonn
(faculty of Sciences)

l'oioersitil Kam
(Faculty of 1:eonomics,

I. 'it ii,ersitat itoetutm
(Faculty of Economics)

Universital
Waculty of Economies)

'10.4Ft:fiche Ilochsehole itarytm,er
I1'uteria3ry S.Skalco

University of Nairobi, Reity,1 (rAk'ally of N'etei Mary
Science).

1:111VCI.siaId tecnologiza del Nlagilalenit. ,Santa
.11arld, Colombia (Tropic.({ Institute).

Kabul Poll nitoon, .tigtianistan (racially
of Sciences),

Kabul Poliantoon, 1abal, .1101anislan (Facially of
F.A.aownlc,4).

Kabul Paltantoon, Kabul, Afghanistan (faculty of
Economies).

Rabid I '4.) ha ntou /Co bill, A fglia n ist it (Faculty of
Economies),

t'illvtrsIdad federal do Ili° Grande do SA, I'6rto
Alegre. kraal{ (N'elettnary Science),

t'inversidail de Chile, .tifintiauu de Chile, Chile
(NlitrillAt'y Science).

ANNEX '2
Partnership .4greement

(Model 're. t

A

TtaFistqloi front the French.

I. Itrstalti, of points to be made in the Preamble.
'the University of X and the University of N' decide to conclude a partnership ngreenient

for art initial period of years. In view of:
-- their common character as institutions of European stock and their trunnion desire to

carry out their responsibilities to learning and to mankind.
- - their consciousness of a supra-national scholarly rdle calling for the establishment of

closer tinks_hetween the countries of Europe and deeper understanding between university
sstAcats.

the need to re-establish the free movement of professors and students within Europe,
uhleh has on occasion been interrupted by historic events.

-- their object of carrying out joint research and working jointly to train university students.
-- their common desire to work together in alt tlelds of university activity at the supra-

national level.

partnership agreement between universitiex or university institutions is based on the
Pilots g prirtelpic.s:

3. tire freedoin of teaching and research ;
2. the parallel alms of their institutes and research bodies ;
a. the actual equivalence of the teaching they provide.;

the solidarity of scholars and research workers at all levels ;
the special status, right.; awl duties of students.

1. fart reship Wall of l!niacrsitg amt 1"./ilecrsitl Institutions.
Seminars; and Itesearch Centres, etc. of University X and of University 1'vsltich Intend to

enter into partnership agreement under the auspices of their universities are invited to consider
the following possibilities open to them and to develop their efforts in one or other of the
undermentioned fields;

I. to exchange curricula and programmes of study and practical work. etc.;
2. to exchange, in good time, information about their research programmes and, where

appropriate, initiate joint reseateli projects ;
:: to exeliange all relevant information about theses presented and, the names of the

recipients of Doctorates;
I. to provide doctoral candidates front the partner lied lilac` with n place to work and give

them guidance ;
5. to receive junior Iceltirers front the partner institute for sufficiently long periods and to

give them leaehing dillies in their mother tongue Iexcept to philnlogie tt disciplines) ;
it. to exchange (Ape recordings of course's, excicises and lectures 'particular's In phil,

lovaeal disciplines)
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7. to exchange Juldor lecturers wilts the partite(' iieditide far short periods In order to
allow them to becoine familiar oith its general situation and thus to contribute to the continuityof the present agreement on co-operation

S. to provide students and doctoral candidates front the p Omer Institute with detailed
reports on their work and on the academie progress they have made ;9. to ensure that these reports and evaluations are taken into consideration when the
students concerned are examined and to recognize the istuivalence of periods of study and ofwork undertaken in the partner institute ;

to organize Mot excursions ;
to exchange scientific and seholarly journals met the publications and animal reports

of the facility (or schools) dealing wilts the joint work.
(Sec III t 1)

11. f'arfnership between 1,th.ufties alb( fleparintents,
The Faculty of of the University of
The Department of of the College of ohich intend to enter into a part

airship under the auspices of their universities, are ink list to cOnshliiri mire the10110,0,(11g possibilities for co-operation:
1. to take alt appropriate measures to mike possible Or facilitate the extension of hisd-talons to foreign colleagues ;
2. to give members of the arart. tic stall. of the partner fatuity the ,ight to attend and

vote at meetings -general or restrieteti -of their oWn faciiity during the period of their teaching
or research mission, svithia pre-determined limits ;

:t. to ensure that for the duration of his mission a %kiting professor from the partnerfaculty Is !mole a moldier of the /Amin dug board and is invited to be present as a guest atcx.amityations in his own yield ;
1. to call on him to a) net as rapporteur and b) serve as a member of the jury examining

any doctor,d candidates he may have taught (as provided in IS t above) ;
5. to give credit toivards the completion of dillies in progress for periods studied the

partner facility, for certificates old:tined and for examinations taken where the reports and
esainations foreseen in D I are favourable;

G. to establish a joint plan for academie prizes iota awards;
7. to provide the Partner facsilty with isssistarit lecturers and to arrange for their sub-

sequent re-integration in their own faculties coney' lit philological diselplines);
S. to straw sip and put into effect joint measures, such tat adoption schemes, to provide

cultural assistance to developing countries ,
9. to endeavour to arrange for the 1,i-unities (e.g. Law) or the Departments of the Faculties

of the two vomits its to come together every three years In a joint session.
(See 111-10

111. Partnership Ilchwn Cif/versifies and institutions i5,0 Higher E.hrention.
The University of and the University wishing to conclude a partnership

agreement, are urged to take note, where appropriate. of the following possibilities for colla-
boration:
.t. The tisk ersities agree to place water their iinsiiices partnership agreements already
concluded in accordance with sections II-1 and 11-11..
It, ititiciy also agree to the following arrangements for their partnership:

I. for the duration of the partnership each of the Into universities wilt:
in ;Invalid it delegate of the Senate ft.:omit:ill to follow relations between them ;
It) seek to Melnik in its Midget the fonds needed to give cued to these agreements ;

Each partner university will provide. the other with all relevant information about
changes iii corn tiosil ion of its :academie staff ;

3. They will endeavour to itilVe a house or reception Centre !Milt and to provide reasonable
Ifs ing accommodation fur professors invited from the partner university ;

1. 'they will similarly reserve appropriate accommodation in student hostels and residences
(Inc junior lectorers from pat tiler university and instilitteS ;

5. 'Fliey will also ft'svrre good time an appropriate quota or rooms In student hostels
an l residences for students front the partner university ;

el. 'Hwy will el,tore the possibifitY of awarding partnershM scholarships ;
7. They will truster the estabhshounit and activities nit fralico-Kerman student clubs and

pl:tee these limier the direction of the thou or (krill:ink. Languages Si:min:kr of their
respective university ;

S. They ss iII foster annual meetings of their students' athletic iissnciations ;
ft. They will annually exchange information based on the 'lector's 1teport, on reports

published Yearbooks or other university iniblic.stions, particularly wills regard to praetical
romans at the tinivcNity ;irking front collaboration with the partner university ;

10. During the period of the present partnership agreement, the Senates (Councils) of the
too universities will Heel ill 11)i)11 sl'S11171) eat COrIVellirlii d ill's to exchange views on the progress
and possible extension of the partnership ;

11. lSu 11 university will send annually to each member of the academie stall of the partner
university a brief account of notable aspects of its development during the prccccding year ;

or if longer IllIcrvak (.g. every two or three years) the two partner univer-
silieS will organise a I Oils vtity Week including courses, lectures, discussions groups
and srocial erll ;
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13. The conchilson of a partner-hip agreement as formulated in detail In Sections 1, II
and III shall be brought to the notice of the government and of the university piddle at a
formal ceremony organized by each of the Universities ;

14. Partnership agreements con:haled under Sections 114 and 11-11 should be In writing
and signed by the two Rectors.

ANNEX 3
information

on Fellowships for Foreign Students mot Scientists in Germain'

Fellowships for Study and Training o/ the Deutseher Akademiseher Austanschdienst (German
Academic Exchange Service).

The German Academie Exchange Service (DAA I)) awards fellowships to qualified foreign
student, a lid graduates generally up to the age of 30 years for study or training at a university
or other research institute In the Federal Republic of Germany.

Stimmils amounting to 400. DM, 500, DM and 800,--DM per month are granted for
lu to 12 months. the amount of the stipend depends on the academic qualifications and the
age of the applicant aad is determined by the DAAD granting committee. Travelling expenses
are Kenemlly included in the stipend.

Noting musicians and artists may also apply for DAAD fellowships after completion of
studies in their home country.

All applications are to be submitted in the country of residence.
For further information apply;

-- to Deutscher Akadendscher Austauschilienst, lienhedy-allee 50, 532 Bad Godesherg
(Tel. 0 22'29 -7 IIR SO)
to the Branches of the DAAD:

-- German Academie Exchange Service, 11-15 Arlington Street, London,'AV.I., Great Britain
- Ince Allem:ma d*Echanges UniversItaires. 15, rite de Verneuil, Paris VIP, France.

German Acadmie Exchange Service, 6A, Shark Pacha Mohamed, Cairo-Zamalck ,
DAIS.

-- German Academie Exchange Service, 3 Eitrzon Road, New Delhi, India;
or to the tit-Taunt diplomatic and consular missions in the respective country.

The DAAD is also able to finance Informatory visits of foreign scientists up to three months
if these Visits are maiaty in the interest of tho applicant.

Research Fellowships of the Alexander non Iltintbotil-Potuvlation.
'file Ales:antler Yon ilumboldt-Foundalion (AYH) awards senior research fellowships to

highly qualified young foreign scientists for carrying out a specified research-program at
German universities or research institutes. Applicants must have been engaged successfully
in independent scientitic wort: in their honie coantries.

Tlie "Forschungsstipendiiiiii amounts to 1,000.--DM and the "Dozentenstipendium"
to 1,400.--DM monthly. The former has a (titration of 10 months, whereas the latter can be
awarded fore to 12 months. Travelling expenses are borne by the Foundation if they arc not
covered by other foreign institutions.

Applications may be submitted to the Foundation throughout the year.
For further information apply to:
Alexander von ilarnboldt-Stiftung, SchlIterstrasse 12, 532 had Godesberg (Tel. 0 22 20-
6 69 21).

Guest Professors of the Deutsche Forsrhungsgenteinsehall (German Research Council).
The German Research Council (1.)Fti) may grant financial assistance to guest professors

:mil guest scientists at German universities. Applications should he submitted by the respec-
tive mviting German university. 'this financial assistance ran be granted only if the stay In

. Germ my dues not serve further training or development of the foreign-scientist, but promotes
Gerrit tn research and teaching. A direct application of foreign scientists to the DEG Is not
possible.

For further inform:Mutt apply to;
- Deutsche Forschutigsgenteltisehaft, Nennolyallee 40, 532 Gad Godesberg (Tel. 022 20-

7 63 it).

Translated from the Gcrntan

ANNEX
A orelnient for a l'uthler.,b(p boatel,

The Ur iHrsitu of Colt ane mei The Utile( rsifif of

Tile tiniver.ity of G obigne and lime University of Rabid, on the basis and within the frame-
work of the (Altura .1 grump:Fit bets\ eels the German Federal Republic and the Kingdom of
Afghanistan of 13'1'1961 - 29,11I3 to, agree to establish a partnership, The object of this
partnership is tar the Faculty of Economies of Rabid to attain, through the co-operation of



ti et ilia 11 a ea dem ic stall wit the faculty, international standards ht all hells of 1e:telling and
research. Study at the Faculty of Economies of the University of f:abul at present leads to the

W:11 at of a haelletor's degree. I lowever, it k the Intention of the foe ally, with the IV:Kist:1nel.
01 Vierlitill academic stag and in view of the nerds of Afghanistan, to mike possible, In the
insure, the acquisition of a doctorate.

I 'Mailed itrrangeimists for the applicatiou of this partnership agreement are set out below:

Arti..10 premier. -The timinan zieivini slaff will lie responsible. for:
ai ilte joint elalt iratiiiit of praolicill teaching anti research programmes ;

its ice co-operation them out
lit the further training of .1fghaii teaching start so that (hey may lit the near future success -

fully 01111 responsibility for leaching dust research in their licld at the
University' of Kabul.

rt the intensification or academic research in the light of the particolar interests of
A fghan istan.

it the Omitting and conduct of training programmes for the students of the t'iliversity
ii11,411 wills the object of iielilvving International standards, whilst taking Into account the

needs :wising front the particular conditions ill Afghanistan.
it advisory co-operation in the further development of the Faculty of Economics.

Art. 2 The Faculty of b:conoinies of the University of Kabul would :it present he interested
in the following fields being liken over by Germain iteattemie staff:

tieneral economics, including theory f
Science

Financial theory and policy ;
--- General industrial administration litchi thug particularly the organization of accoun-

tancy ;
--- Statistics and Insurance ;

General inkiness administration, including in particular trade. transport and Cilli1111R.

Ilm-OperatiVeS;
NOCI;i1 and Economic Geography ;

-- Law with special reference to economic law.
The German academic stall shall have had teaching experience in the Faculty of Economies

and Social Science of the University of Cologne or at a faculty of equal standing. At the Rabid
Faculty they wilt teach In German wills translation into the national langitage, but they should,
in so far as this is possible, also be aide to conununicale with their Afghan colleagues In French
or in English.

Article .1. The University of Cologne will seek, as tar as is possible, to ensure that appro-
priate German academic stallif possible professors or "docents"take charge of teaching
and research in the fields listed In article 2.

Art. 4. The Faculty of Econainies and Social Science of the University of Cologne will
appoint from among the German maitonic staff the leader and deputy leader of the German
team. The leader must be a professor ; he will be the representative of the Faculty of Economics
and Social Science of the University of Cologne for the purpose of currying out this partnership
agreement. lie will be in charge of relations between the partner faculties. lie will also co.
ordinate the actisitlei of the Gerrnatt academic staff and represent the interests of the German
team, and if necessary those of Its members, with the .1fgitan authorities.

AA. .1.--The German academic staff must represent their disciplines appropriately In
teaching and in research. will be. required to give the counterpart Atglian academic
stall further training, to teach this students of the facility, and to take part, In their respective
fields, lit the research and other academic activities of the faculty.

Art, Germ in academic shill working It the Vacuity of Eerfoomics of the University
of Kabul will have speaking and voting rights in the Afghan Faculty Assembly. In the event
of it being impossible to retch ,igreement between the German and Afghan teaching staff on
illattirs of slguilleance for the carrying out of the partnership agreement, :tit amicable solid lois
shall be sought between the Afgliall Dean arid the Gentian tearit leader or between the parties
to the agreement.

Art. 7,--The monthly salary of the Geriumi aradetirle stall will be calculated on the follow-
iog basis;

;la at monthly salary of WOO or its equivalent in sterling for a member of shalt of pro-
f,....sorial rank ;

It a monthly salary of SS1 tO or its equivalent In sterling for a member of staff is ills the rank
of "docent" ;

rl is monthly salary of S7rill or its equivalent in sterling for a !number of staff with the rank
of doctor with teaching experience.

they will also receive :IL MOIltiliY his hug allowance of Afgh. 10011 and the convertible eqiii-
vak-nt of the cost of a lief -class return air ticket and ,;(1 kg execs, baggaw., doe, not
to ins el costs of merillitrs of the German university trencher's



Other conditions of employ went Hilt be dealt with in hidiN lanai contracts concluded bid
%%yen the Gerill:Ifi university teacher and the UnivrAty of ivtbul. The tint Waal contracts
,111 be in conformity' with the attach' it model, The team leader's contract most be counter-
signd by the Faculty of Economics and Social Science of the l'itiversity of Cologne and those
of the other I truant itc:141eillie Stall by the learn leader. TIIP Geeulan team tender's contract
must he of at least caw year's duration, those Of the other Cierman academic staff of it least
Os° years.

4r1. 8.--The contracting parties toil (.11411`a1.0111' to arrange for one or Ion holders of chairs
In rmany to spend 2.3 months each as visiting professors at the 1:111.,r,ity of Kabul vsith
the utkleck,of stre.iigthening the Afgh.to academic staff. The remouturation of the visiting
professor%.'is will tw IOW) per month hat travel costs wftl riot he met from Afghan sources.

AO. 9.--Vie Because academic staff mill report on the academic qualifications of .1fglialt
university teachers %hose promotion is ensisaged in art'Ordallee isilh the general regulations
of the University of Kabul.

Art. 10,- in order to fulfil the objectives of this partnership Agrevilielit the University
of Kabul %ill select. milli the en-operation of the Ivatil Solder. (pialitind members of the .\igkin
teaching stall or the Vacuity of Leonomies and send them for further training in universities
in the Federal Itimiiblic or in other countries. While there, they should, if possible, obtain
ac 'deride qualifications.

The Faculty of Economics and Social Science of the University of Cologne wilt seek, in her
as is possible, to facilitate this for tine Afghan teaching staff in Its field.

Art. fl..The contracting parties reserve the. right to rotes,: Individual provisions of this
agreement if experience gained in carrying out the partnership indicates that it modification
ur inaioduni pros talons or a eliange in the partnership appears necessary.

.trt. --7104 agreement is conchided for an Indeterminate period. It mill expire tit the
end of the ,1fghan academic year ill the event of one of the contracting parties giving nritten
notification of Ibis at least ti 1110tItili it tufs-ance. The individual contracts trill also expire
Iagether %ith the present agreement unless the intlivhImil German university teacher expressly'
ssishe, his contract to be prolonged.

Art 13.is agreement takes effect on 3-3-1i2. On the German side, It requires the
authorization of the Minister of Education of the Land of Swill (thine estplialia.

The agreement Is made out hi quadruplicate in Carman and in Persian, and both tests
are equally binding.

Cologne,



Translated from the Spanish.

1.0\1111.

Jaime Santo EcurNEHRI and Daniel Henao IlcNNo

Association o/ Colombian Universities

At its 21st Meeting (Bogota, April, 1067), the Administrative Board of
the International Association of Universities decided to set up a working
party on the development of international university co-operation and
asked each of its members, and the deputy members from Latin America,
to prepare a report on the need for co-operation in their respective countries
or regions. The ot fleeis of the Association were asked to prepare an outline
for these-papers and they selected four principal chapter headings. These
are followed in the present report, submitted by the Colombian Deputy
Member of the Board.

The purposes ol international university co-operation

As a country, Colombia has traditionally been open to the idea of inter-
national co-operation and has joined regional and world organizations as
they have been created. At the beginning of its existence as an independent
nal ion, the signing of the Tadea Lozano (:odes de Madariaga treaty with
Venezuela on '28 March, 1811, constituted a landmark in the history of
cultural co-operation. It was the first treaty signed In America. The
treaty "UniOn, Liga y ConfederaciOn" signed at the Congress of Panama,
convened in 1826 by Simon Bolivar the "Liberator", paved the way not
only for regional organizations and collective security treaties but also for
cultural co-operation. There is thus a ready awareness in Colombia of the
importance of international university co-operation.

1. There have been notable achievements in Colombia in the fields
of international, regional and sub-regional co-operation. Integration,
exchange of experience, exchange of academic staff and of students and
material, and mutual comprehension consolidate the bases of co-existence.

2. At a meeting in Bogota on 16 August, 1966, the Presidents of
Colombia, Chile and Venezuela and the personal representatives of the
Wads of State of Ecuador and Peru signed the "Bogota Declaration"
which includes the following: We propose that the Conference of our
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tlemisphere should take steps to increase active co-operation in the fields
of research and scientific and technological training at all levels. The
creation of regional university centres for graduate studies is of particular
importance."

3. At their meeting at Punta del Es le last April, the Presidents of Ihe
American Republics decided to associate themselves with this, and the
Declaration they signed included an appeal for the development of co-
operation in the fields of research, science and technology. They ogrced to
establish multilateral postgraduate institutes as a first step in line with this
policy. 'the Declaration also envisaged the creation of a kind to provide
Financial support for it.

The universities, of course, will be associated with Ihe development of
this co-operation.

.1. It is not easy to assess the purposes of co-operation, partly because
co-operation is of recent origin but particularly because its results are not
yet known. The report that the International Association of Universities
is preparing will thus be of particular interest from the point of view of
evaluation. Thanks to the existence of a Union of its universities it has
been possible to make some evaluations for Latin America.

A study is being made on a limited scale of the benefit which education
derives from international assistance, particularly North American, received
from foundations, governmental bodies, credit and finance agencies, and
directly from governments.

5. Only when this study has been completed will it be possible to make
particular suggestions but it can already be stalest that it is desirable,
possible and appropriate to develop international university co-operation,

Patterns and methods o/ international university co-operation

In Colombia, international university co-operation has developed along
several lines and the following is an attempt to describe briefly its patterns
and methods.

1. Co-operation with Europe has principally taken the form of visits
by rectors, deans and professors in response to invitations from various
governments. Rectors, deans and professors have visited Germany. An
enquiry in the field of law was made ill this country. There is now an
invitation for a second visit in which the Director of the Association of
Colombian Universities, which includes the State recognized universities,
and the Rector of the Universidad del Valle will take part. A group of
Rectors from the Atlantic Coast went to Washington at the invitation of
AID in December 1966 and while there met members of the secretariat of
the OAS. Under the auspices of the latter organization they recently

'visited Spain, France, Belgium, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Italy
and then Washington In order to seek support for the "Integrated Project
of the Atlantic Coast Universities".

2. The Colombian universities have received pr6fessors, mostly
European, in various disciplines through the Intermediary of ICENf (Inter-
governmental Committee for European Migration). An enquiry into the
needs of the Colombian universities for European academic staff is IIONV

being made by a mixed commission comprising representatives of ICEM
and of the Association of Colombian Universities. ICENI has offered to
pay for a representative of the Association of Colombian Universities to



travel In Ifcliunr to inhrvicvv t % 1 1 " 1 1 1 1 1 1 " i n 000 \Tr-
sitiCs IL` I. \IIVCit'd the beginning of

3. NI. Pont 1.zulanw, Secretory of tlw Conference of Ileviors and Vice-
Chancellors of the European Fniversilies, I wire visited Colombia and
i.,,ormincd the interest of this hody in the. development of tiniversilv vo-
Ippi',31j4)11\ draft plan has been made for encouraging banks and founda-
tions, which are giving aid to edue.tiion, to subsidize European academic
stair invited to lake up appointments in Colombia. It is not possible lo
oiler them salaries higher than those paid to their Gilotublan colleagues
and this is very often an obstacle to the reenCitment or wen-gamine,' stall.

1. European countries also idiot. scholarships to Colombian universities
and they have recently increased the number of awards Open to academie
stall', graduates and researeit workers.

5, The most active co-operation has been with the United Stales.
the Ford and liockereller Foundations, and the Commission for Educa-

tional Exchange (Ftilbright) have accomplished a variety of tasks, ranging
from (lie straightforward award of scholarships to the financing of regional
integration studies. The studies of this kind bring made in Costa,
Santanderes rout Ills Province of Cablas are sponsored by (tie \\*mid Hunk.
AID has Unanced a team from the li*Itiversity of California to help \\lilt the
drafting of a Baste Plan for !Uglier Education in Colombia.

n. The Colombian Ecuadorian educational and cultural "frontier"
integratioi programme is an example of regional co-operation. It was
signed by the Ministers of Education of the two countries following a
meeting al p,tsto on 29 September, 1967, The programme provides for a
mixed commission to draw up an inventory of available educational
resottrees, the intcgrated utilization of these rtStmvvvs and exchanges at the
level of higher education : it provides for the immediate introduction of a
programme of exchanges of academie staff, teaching and library material,
cultural material, spurts equipment and of material in the fields of popular
and line arts. A joint appeal has been made to Unesco for help with a study
or tlw indigenous cultures of the region, exchanges of publications, and
intensive courses for both academic stag and students at different centres
of higher education in tin region. This is doubtless the most far - reaching
step to have been taken in the field of regional cultural integration. The
content of (he programme is given in Annex I.

7. Colombia has similar projects wilh Venezuela. At the preparatory
meeting for the First Conference of Hectors of Colombian and Venezuelan
universities, held on 31 October, 19titt, the "Bucantaranga Statement",
named after the place of the meeting, was signed. Annex II includes the
aims and agenda of the first meeting to he organized at rectorial level
between the representatives of Colombia and Venezuela. The meeting is
planned for Nlay 1968,

S. lCETl.A, the organization in Colombia which finances study abroad
and which administers scholarships, has entered into a number of agreements
such as the 1..\.51),117 -ICET EX ogrecnicat on the training of university
teachers. Its polio" is to give high pt iurit y to scholarships for this category
of teachers.

9. The universities of Florida have jointly signed au exchange agree-
ment with 01101111d:in tullYerNities. rliere )rave already been 1W0 Meetings
r the Gootoht.14..tortita .thianee, one at :Miami and the other at Barran-
quilla to appraise the results of the exchanges.



10. The i which receive assistance from the
United States have formed the "Grupo Gulerpe" and 11:11.' held a number of
meetings to evaluate and strengthen this co-operation. The last took
place at Vina del Mar in November 1967.

II. The rectors of Colombian universities, professors and deans have
often visited the United Stales at the invitation of universities in that
country.

12. three seminars have been held at El Paso, Texas, the first on
academic matters, the second on university welfare and the last on univer-
sity administration. The rectors who took part subsequently organized
nieetings in Colombia on each of these themes in order to give practical
expression to the experience gained in the seminars.

13. The activities of the Commission for Educational Exchange
(Fulbright) have made a major contribution to international university
co-operation by sending specialized North American academic stall from
various disciplines to Colombia, and by sending Colombians to the United
Stales. The Commission has just celebrated its tenth anniversary and an
evaluation of its work is to be made by a mixed commission of academic
staff front the two countries.

14. The Colombian universities have entered into many agreements
NO111 universities in other countries which include clauses dealing with
linaning of programmes. This is generally shared and sometimes assist-
ance is obtained from other sources such as foundations and foreign or
international organizations.

The following is a selection of these:
a) An agreement between the Universidad pedagOgica national and

the University of Iowa for the training of teachers and including provision
for the supply of equipment by the latter university.

b) An agreement between the Universidad de Cauca and the Univer-
sity of Florida for assistance in the field of medicine.

c) Agreements between the Universidad del Valle, Tubule University
and other universities in the United States.

d) Agreements hetwe:n the Universidad de Bogota "Jorge 'rade()
Lozano" and the University of Miami (Marine Biology Laboratory), and
between the former and the Universidad del Oriente, Venezuela in the field
of marine sciences.

el An agreement between the Universidad de Tolima and the Univer-
salad de Los Andes, :Merida, Venezuela in the field of forestry.

f) An agreement between the Universidad pedag6giea y teenolcigica
dr Columbia and the Universidad de Merida, Venezuela for the exchange of
students.

g) An agreement between the UiliVerSidad de Los Andes, Colombia,
and the University 14 Illinois for students in engineering.

Li. Agreements of this kind have also been concluded between Euro-
pean and Colombian Universities. For example, the agreement between
the Universidad de Los Andes and the Justus 1.iebig Universitlit Giessen
for the extablishmeat of a Marine Biology research station at Punto WW1
(Santa Marta). Help has been provided for these universities by some
European governments and foundations, including help from the Netherlands
for (he tniversidad de Los Andes and from the Volkswagen Foundation
for the Panto de Betin programme.
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I n . I n the field of social welfare, the l'Iliversidad de Colombia has
given direct assistance for the conduct certain studies to the association
oltich groups social workers throughout the country.

17. The gocrilinecit of Chile, which has a loin; record of action in (lie
nein of university- welfare, recently informed the :iiovernment of colonibia
of its infer to send a university leant to (mild anti equin a community centre
in the Eduardo Frei district of the Colombian capital midi to train Colom-
bians in commtmity centres in Chile. The Avitinca airline will transport
I he Colombians.

.Ireasnj internatiemal university co-r,veration

coloothiii gives UR, highest priority to co- operation (lie livid of
education. The number Of students sent abroad continues to increase and
educational material find equipment is beginning to arrive.

1. ncialit'ciy re attealpiS haVe heell Wade to hal:Mind/A. cal C10.11.1
lino of I Iti.a» has hyn in the held of mathematics, This \ork is consi-

dered to be of vital importance anti is foreseen as a matter for future action.
2. In the Held of research the multilateral institutes provided for in

the Bogota and Punta del Este Declarations, mentioned above, are intenited
to train postgraduate personnel in the Basic Sciences (Biology, Physics,
'Mathematics and Chemistry). This training of personnel should. he (aim-
plementedlby exchanges of equipment. The Physics Seminar held recently
al Bogota benetited not only from the presenve of professors front Berkeley,
but also rrcin the equipment which some of them brought with them so that
they could demonstrate to their Colombian colleagues how it is used in
teaching.

3. Concerted joint research is one of the future perspectives of inter-
national co-operation and it is with conviction that we strive toward it

I. Equally convinced that research cannot be carried out unless
Colombian scholars have the necessary documentation at their disposal,
Colombia sought aflilialion with the International Federation for Docu-
mentation and sent the Director of the Association of Colombian Univer-
sities, Dr. Jaime Santa Echeverri, as a delegate to the recent conference
held on this subject in Tokyo.

5. With regard to the administration of education, mention rimy be
made of a recent seminar of Faculties of Education held at the Uniersidad
del Valle and at which the theme Educational Administration was studied
with the help of participants from Northwestern University.

International intiversity co-operation in Coloinbia has affected 11w
student himself. The winning group of the Colombian university theatrical
competition took part in the international theatre festival at Nancy, At
the recent Latin American t Folk -Lore Festival, held at Santiago,
Chile, the first prize was awarded to a group of dancers recruited in Colombia
after au inter-university competition. A second prize was awarded to the
Estudiantina Columbiana (string ensemble).

7. In order to adjust our Working year to meet the demands of inter-
natiunai cu- operation, the dates of the Colombian working yew, which
differed from those of the majority of countries in Europe and America, were
recently chtungeti by decree.

N. The AssoCialioll of 0,10111101Th has paid pailleahlr
attention to the involvement of Colombian Universities in international
co-operation. 11 frequently eslablislics contacts and tirovides
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tional means of liaison between Colombian universities and foreign univer-
sities, and between them and foundations, organizations and persons likely
to be able to assist them in matters of training and exchanges of persons
and teaching equipment. As a witness of the activities taking-place in the
universities and as the co-ordinator of them, I can vouch for the great
progress made in the field of international co-operation, though much still
remains to be done. Ilowever, as there can be no collaboration between
countries unless there is first collaboration within each of them, the Colom-
bian Association of Cniversities believes that its rule within the country is
indispelisible for the development of international co-operation.

The e /Jtds inlentalionfil university co-uperalion

It Seems that an affirmative answer can be given to the question as to
whether international co-operation has real effects on the internal life,
psychological and intellectual, of the institutions taking part in it, and
contributes to an authentic internationalization of university life. In this
age when everything, and i',articularly ideologies, is being internationalized,
the university is particularly well-equipped to appreciate the significance
of international co-operation. Integration, which as stated above is one
of the objectives of Colombia's international policy, also helps to prepare the
university to break out of its national orbit. Psychologically, exchanges
have already broadened horizons, and intelN.tually, they have enriched
our education.

1. The question of the brain drain arises in a particularly critical form
in Colombia. Studies to determine its real incidence have only just been
started, but an enquiry into human resources carried out in Colombia
recently shows that steps should be taken to check this !light of brains and
to repatriate those who have chosen to offer their services to other countries.

2. .action should be taken in various fields. The provision of oppor-
tunities for employment is an obvious necessity and mention may be made
too of improved oommenition, the development of a sense of moral obliga-
tion to work for one's own country before any other, and the fostering of a
mentality which places service before personal gain or profit.

3. It cannot be claimed that this migration of students is exclusively
the result of international co-operation. Very often it is simply the wish
to escape, which is typical of our age. it can also be the response to the
desire to learn, which grows in a chain reaction, but very frequently it is
the desire to obtain a better education and thus better prospects in the
intense professional competition of our age.

Translated Jrnm the Spiiiish

.1(N N I

Cuboubian loMorran (Miura! (out rd arra Mita'
Ironfiar irriegrataro programa('

fpWerialbrillti of the urpubries mu,

Cons bier tag:

That Cilooll.ia and enador speak the sauce language, have the same cidline and the Saint'
historical 1,1:.:ground : ha% e fought logellier for their independence inspired by the sine
ideal, and. at one time erintil tii(ii a %Ingle ss ithin brut ; that this hark-
gronnit shaped the spirit of these too peoples so that their relations hi ti:e fields of science,
education and tadinre millet 6e maintained and developed to the benefit of their mutual
prowess I



hitt at the isrewnt lime, in:al-oat by great ieliadmienil,oice of the peoples of I.;:tin .1w:erica,
!mined knowledge of their protilmie, ,11111 llt 1110 1.1,.;1111S ijiirly to 01,. thin ,00,1jtiltil the
iudistvnstilde base, 1111 ...trvw,4111ouilvg tind,.1-.1.0,,Iitly.t. vo-operalloo :not kiltc4raliort,
pr,ftrairIN Iwt,1111 flwir f ontier /011,s, for the porpo-o of uniting their efforts :nal promoting
their etc y etopro,ill to flw

T11.11 co..oiwrAtion Ive,i1 th, tvo voilotrie, t 111111 s4.1C11-
.Lt) cootpl..i»,P1 to III+. 1grc.-110 I,/ oil Cconlice Inlegattimi concluded

lietyy mei 4,:olialibi ;Lind 1:1111,11111", atilt that it is !DV 1,M fu 111'0 out the pro isitmtls Of HO' J01111.
1111110C11,1111, .11, 19117, by tLeir lAC1111.11Vil,, till' l'rt.siactLts of the

1.1.;11 1,104111 tier Ilueeruuienis of the lieu erotolrie; z1 Calttical C.(ovvolioit of
11 Junes, l!ll',3.;tppro%,4I by Colombia in law '2`i of Pull and by I :n:0(u in Nlarch

That the , ;De ermine:II id the Iteptildie of Colonabia and Ibis, lioverilnivnt of the itepidolic
of rearder, irmtatt by tile desire to strengthen the traditinmil lies or friendship hely\ evil their
two peoples affil wishing to expand their relations in the fields of eillivatiott, science. art and
cotton:, in to put into effect the folfon lag Cultural owl l'allicatiimal Programme., for \Odell
Ihey have allpfdlift.ij the tothilk hog representatives: Ili. FAecilette,y the President of 4:0101111'i:to
fir, Carlos Ileras ;Ippoillfed. the Minister of Filueation, Pr. tialiriel fielatecur
'31cjia. ;Ind 11K Excellent's' the President 14 Ecuador, tn.. Intl) .taosentena Mille!, haS 1141111(A(lie :di:lister of reulion, 1.arrt,ateg.ti Nicitttiota.

1 luveril,r.1 otricaraatal
1.1 ile Io 1.011111rivs \till draw up together and at the same time me inventory- yelfich will

slake it possible to determine tile conditions, fatalities and needs ntilch exist in the field of
rifileation he the ColombiniEcemilorean Frontier Integration 7.011V at Ow torlmary, secondary
and higher 1i:eluding culture. handier:tits and industry,

'Fltis inventory will constant(' the preliminary measure for the carrying out of the pro-
grammes of edueational and cultural integration.

1,2. l'orkrrtwe still he given to the use of the kitties Mg methods: .

It t 14 similar forms ;
Sal Cordinated participation of Ecitaitorcan-Co/ombian personnel ;
I I Joint theincing by regular funds available to the official and serni-public bodies eon-

retinal with t111.` implementation of the programme ;
all Co-ordination preparation of the inventory by the Joint Secretariat for Colombian-

ienallorean Integration.it l'he fulfilment of this programme will include the folio% ing:
Preliminary studies for the Inventory;

----- Carrying out of the inventory ;
- Correlation of the results and evaloation.

1.1. The folios., tog procedure Is foreseen:
At the time of starting the preliminary' studies, the 'Ministers of Education of Colombia and

Ecuador will each assize at least one official to tile Joint Secretarial, which will in turn request
the assistance of national, departmental and provincial bodies and of officials and commis-
Sit riat, it reipilreit for this purpose.

The analysis and evaluation of the inventory will tte carried out by the Joint Secretariat
assisted by technicians it appropriate.

2. Study 111 educational systrars and of programa...it of sludfl and curricula with a iira to
chanqrs uud cxchitip,i 01 experience, equiv,,tnes, recounilion of diplomas

and courses a1 shall?.
11.1 Priority aspects:
it Structure :mil organizat kin of the various types of primary :ma secondary schools ;
lit Study -of teaching methods, mainly in the fields of language, mathematics and science,

al (be keels mentiorud :thole ;
ei Stiffly of the operation of school libraries;
ill Programmes for innirox ing professional qualifications ;
el Preparation and use of tit:eel:Mg materials ;
ft condithill of ,c1,,,1

Ellicicut use .11 physical awl intellectual resources (scientific collections, laboratories,
workshops, short installations, specialiteal shtlT, cit..).

2'2. Methods of wort::
Establishment of a Joint Committee by the ...duration:0 ,tothurities of each country, under

the slim rslsion of the Joint SVCrt.1411Iil I. which trill carry out a joint study of the educational
systems anal programmes in force in the Zone for the purpose of establishing quivalences,co-
ordinaling eurrictila and recognizing degrees and diplomas granted in both countries.

Colin-WM* makes available two otheials to the above - mentioned (:01010ittee; a delegate of
the Ministry Of Eelnention Jar the study of the. firimary amt secondary levels and a delegate of
the Cotontt;ion Associatiim of Universities for the biglier level.

1:011:14)1* ivaihtllo a delegatc for the primary and secondary levels, committing
itself to obtain the assistance of mothur delegate front the National Council id' Universities.

'the proposed study- should be undertaken :IS soon OS possible,

3. Jotilt olaratiaital lacitilics.
On tin" basis of the results of the inventory of educational resource's and of the study of systems

nod vrograttuites well as on the basis of previously eletertifinted priorities, a plan will be
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prepared for the joint utilization of existing educational resources and for the co-ordination
of efforts to `s.t. 0.ritriloil mists in the field of education.

4. Cultural exehanaos in higher education (immediate Programme).
4.1. 1i...deluge of lonelicist
In the [idols of arplailture animal husbandry :ml in education, rotation of te whers

betwoien the tmitcr.itics of the other country on a continuing basis for periods of at least twoweeks.
1.2. Organization of intensive courses under the responsibility of national or international

specialists in the iliacrrnt centres of higher education in the Zone, with facilities for students
and teachers of both countries.

1.3. Exchange of teaching materials such as S:1111pli,ii of plant diseases, herbaria, insect
species, audio-visnal Mots, seeds, etc.

1.1. Exchange of written material, such as theses, mimeographed copies of studies of
common interest, works et regional authors, student ilia gatines and publications, etc.

1,5. Organization of research work um subjects of mutual interest, especially for theses
which could be prepared in centres of the other country under the direction ;poi supervisionof tic latter.

.1.6. Establishment of incentive courses for students of special merit in the following
universities: 'Central' in Quito, "del Valle" in Cali, "del Cauca" in Popayan nest "Narino" in
Pasto, tooth in the tickt of professional training ,rut on the postgraduate level without prejudice
to other universities in both countries joining in this programme.

1.7. Cultural, social and sports exchanges, regular meetings and contests between groupsand teams, as the orgainzation of a Cultural Week, which will take place by rotatiott
in the capitals enrol other cities of the Zone.

5. Cultural exchanges in Maher education (Immediate progranune).
5.1. Development of the tiniversity Project prepared by the University of Nitrino, for

the Integrated lone, with the future extensioo of other university projects to the Zone, like
the Onus,. of Advanced Study in .tgrieulture and Animal husbandry of the Province of
Esmeralda..

6. Exchanges in technical education.

Qintntilative and inLilitative survey of labour in the lone in order to determine
requirements for schools, apprentice-training centres and the subjects to be taught therein.

6.2. Inventory of physical facilities and state resources.
6.3. Training of instruetors for agriculture and animal husbandry, industry, commerce

and tertiary Services.
6.1. Consultation with SE NA to develop the programmes of the Department of Vocational

Aptitude (SECAP).
'Training at the Si' centre for agriculture and animal husbandry of workers from

the frontier Zone engaged in breeding and (cradling sheep and in weaving woollen cloth
(hatuticraf ts).

Ecuador will pay for transportation and food ; Colombia wilt pay for vocational training
and housing.

6.6. Study incentives and facilities at tivs. Technical-Agricultitrat Institute (1TA) of the
University of Nariao for mil 111i-12s-el per.; m

6.7. Estaldishinent and operation of it diversiCaid second try educational institute which
will be run in iweordance with tiro conclusions reached toy the study mentioned In patio].

6.S. Establishment of travelling coarses in the Integrated Z0110.
6.9. Joint evilu.tlina of the programmes.

7. Ca-operation 0)1111 intern Ilion LI
7.1. Submission of a joint request to Unesco for a study of the indigenous cultures of the

Zone In accard,trice with the prograrnilleS of that organization, and with each government
making use of its specialized iastitutes.

7.2. Jolla preiwation, with ['nese° assistance', of a programme for the evaluation, res-
toration out ionisers-about of the cultural :nest :utislk heritage with a view to developing "cul-tural trurism".

7.3. itiaptest Unesco to extead the Literacy l'ilot Project to the Frontier Integration
/one, la view of the fact that Ecuador was selected for the Literacy Pdot Project in Latin

riwrica.

S. Cultural, artistic and fob tore exchanges.
school excursion's

Under the direction of the Joint frontier Committee, the Departments of Educat ion of the
provinces of Careld, linbabura, Esmeralda% and Nki PO and the Secretariats of Education of
Narino and Putilmayo will organize school excursions from one country to the other beginning
with the mit Christmas vacation.

- Einancing of youth hostels and transportatoin. 'rho floVernments of Ecuador and
Colombia swill request Uncsco and Unicef, through their respective chancelleries, to carry out a
programme for constructing youth hostels In the Frontier Zone and providing transportation
to facilitate school excursions. The Plan for school excursions will begin with the means
presently available.
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r1/11,11111. I`NCI1,111V,c,
'I It ouu,iri ii.l authorities of the Peititiue bolo \sill submit and cam' nut a Plat for I .(olf:-

lore selianges an,] fur tho ,yeloange of publications loll 11111,i, 111:11141.':. 11:1PLIIiCIA11%,

lAllt111114 ;11111 coSI111)11,, thick 1,111 be presenteol daring the IlAill11:11 and ii gftinnl 1101illltY
Of CA1'11 it itttr).

$, Esrleeinge of pliblieatioui.
'I tie eduraltm,.tl:nitlriritir, ir tlh l ruuulier Lour. dolt asihd ito Joint Sterl'IllriAI*

trill prilVi.,11 immediately to organize .1 lir n'Ntsr:IITs
:mil onav,aziites beto L.coi the countries and to tnaiuttain a ell1r1.111111fill'Ig riril111{.

'. 'hysirol treation and i,ipart,

Estiiiihsithirlit of a sports soli-committee made tilt of cs of the Sinai.
l'ttloToition tor Carchi and ',irino, %%1O,11 re.poosilde for co-ordinatiog nu usalian;a.
programme it spook InNeen Iho Province of Carelii and the Department of Narina in the
folloNinv, onr:,:-Ilalt, basket-ball, football curt pelota, sthirh coot hike the fat toi of open

the participation of coosoloilied learns from Carchi :nod Nar.ittio, 'floe gentos may
lithe 'dace either in TuIcitti or in priles limy lie ;ivaillcd fir,' public
tiMILItirdal h011[t.s lolhate

9.2. P.stablishonent of a schedule for ihtlive sports evtils iii remator and Celia:114a:
pelota and tejo, for the purpose of practising these spools on tin esperhurrilal basis iii lull)
republics mith a aiea Gt setting up a national pelota federation in Columbia ;mil a trio sports
rector:Wert in Ecuador.

these eircuttislances II:c Colombian teams of ',chola still
elnionfolonship games orul or hurl the tt:jo teams of Et:114144,o- III llou loletuational

loanopionship in C11111111111a, NN according to a resolution onlimted at Ilic Tejo Congress of
V'tllavierneh, in Colombia, mill be held oil the end of this year at Ilueoroomangit.

I to the ,ogreeinnt ratified oit Villa in Ueccnuht r InlerroatiOnal
Tejo As,:oeiation all be tilAcloptql viii the le,o.is of the Sports tub ration of Tejo hi Ecuaolor.

9.1. 1.:stathishmnt or a SC14111111; of sports events aniong secondary Ne110111 in ILI' Pros ince
of Carelti and the Deparlincul of NatIno which still he combined mith tile intoirseloolaslic sports
events schedule prepoireol by the Students Sports Vetter:olio/1 of Carhi.

9.5. Organization of a Colonobian-Et.noodorcan !del ele race which, starting froth itilini
chum, might pass through: Ipiales, Tuoinurres, '1Ailealt,Sail

Trophies for this race might be nwooded by the CooN:erninents of Ecuador and lioiondlia.
9.6, Organization of an endurance race ith the ion of athletes from Ecuador

Colonibia, \Nino the rolloinoi ithierar.y: Ituthiehao, Iturnichara, Tiolcoon, Itinni-
cloaca.

In ,ilnuss sliereof the 'ministers or Education have orthsest their signatures hero to, in the
city of Past°, in No originiil coptcs, this 29th of September, 1967.

Fof 1hr fjoiWr011Ielit of 1110 ir 14 Cohan hitt,
1),(1:,r Gabriel 11clernritr 1 ejoi.

I.4,r lir Toorritturne '1 the Itepold ie J.:emu/or.
th,, tar Carlos 1.or reoleyrii Atendiein.

Translatil front lire Spa to it h.

ANNEX II
Preparatory hireling of (Ire First Conicrrtice of

it,.ct,irs of Colombian and Vette:Intim t'llicirsilies

" Ir Hoot ra raring,'"

lit 1 :He aro intuno, :t I t f ;ctn. on 31 October, 1966, floe folion foo, delegates net oil the Indus-
trial i'lliersily or smilonder fur Ilic First Conference oof Itect ors roc Colombian and Veileztlelan
Pubs ersitirs:

I rector Pedro itinceol to ierret. lleclior de la Voliversidail de los .fludes, Nthitlit
Doctor Humberto Gingrol, Rector de III PM\ ersidad do Earalooloo \'uneweitila.
Doctor 1,orenzo Antonia ViAlit, Director, President'. dui Centro VApuimental do Estudios
Suroeriores dr Poirquisimelo Venezuela.
/Oct or Osar /folios floccalandro, Viccreetor ch. 141 Univershliot de Oriente., Cittnntni

Veitettielii.
Doot:tor Manuel. Decano do la l'aetiltail de Ingeniri:r do la t'ook:ersidafl de lo'. .fiolcs,
11Urida Venezuela.
Doctor Jaime: Satin 1::cheverrl. Director (Iv lit .sociaviint Colialibloona de l'olvt rsIdades
rondo l'oiversitario Nacional.

- .luau Promise() Villarru:d, tle IA ll:111.1TrSItlalt Industrial II(' Si
I )odor Attalla ComborrIzio, /lector de la UniversItlad Pt.thog6gica TvnolOgiva de Cololubla,

- Doelor Carlos Curt% I) Trujillo !lector the Lk rnivcrsIdad del Tolima.
Doctor !honk! lenao Iletteo, Irk the It Divisl6n .\cadernica de Li Asoclulon Colomblana the
Unirersidatles--- Poloolo ("nil ursitario Nacional.
'floc following agenda Ivi. Mali and accepted:
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1. Sp.'t.'ii liv i)r. tutu i1:,iiiiu'o \'frri'L it,'Inr of liii 1tiit,1i t',iivcrsily of Sail..
Ill

. S1t'h it', li,, ltt'' itt'ttu' ii ii tiltt'lt it lit ,IliIt1.,,ftLritiL!
1 '4tlt'i,t

I tlstoitt'tl iliCisgl'ultlItt1 I ir,. lihic Stun i.ticstrii, itilt'ittlI' t ti c:oioiitii;un ,sso-
,ijtii,It of ('ititirsitLuS -"iliLiil,ui i'rilvt'rsilv itiiiui,

iL it' iii! ,t.jitI I ti liii' Ii l t,iifii' iii itt Ilt'tttti'. if I titiiiiii.tii jritl \'t'tiu,jitiiii
F hit trot t's,

SOt stints Of I it'
I ic Jitun fr licisto 'iil,trrt'iii e'tttiiilt't a curliti stt''ttJitc io iii tart titirtt iii 11w nit'tlt,g

intl t'sprt'sst'it his iiiIiCt'tl:tIiohI of liii F,it'l 11th hit iiliiuislriii (ttist'rsit' of S.liitulttt'r iiiiii bin
tiisit tc tilt' silt' fir such an ulituritat tsruil,

ir, i't'iirtt itiuj'ori tuutirt't/. 11,t'ior ot (lii fili'.ii'ii 11! hit \,iutts, (ti hiuii1 of bits cot.
higni's, siuut','iti tiuttilcit lIt', luau l'tLIl'jst'o \'iit,iiru.il for tic tutu! ttouuis. lie kit tu'rtaiui
Iluit I ln push iv,' r'si,its itt this utut'u'thulg istuluit itt' itt u',;ui snil' iii itlti'sli11114 thu I.'OIIInIOIi

iuftjrthit'i. or tic list totuits (.ihu,luiltu,i Lilt! \iiuu',ttiit oiulu'ii, ureoichitg to (ilro, ''ssti'c'
1 itini tog,! hirr, 101114111 liii! list I ittgt'tiit'r iiirinug liii titlist giitiIuili'. ill,,1 itt! 1.0 reiliote period
it hiucir tiistttv", (Ii' c'iulitilasiltlt liii! (first' ttltrt'(i'c's sitituttit itt' t'ulii,<ttiltit iii the ttt'lti of taut.
t'.ithutni iii tur,icr fit 'till Lu ,'u)uhuilltll iuiulittst,IiuS nittcli itoiuiti st'FVt Is Li icisis for the iiltegi'iutioni
ut lint ti,iivtrsiiit's if I,uthii, tiuuirii'ut iii,t iii' li'uihiiiitg of lii, iitift'ssluillii autu! k'ciiniit'uul tuiiTs
rt'uillit'tt itut tii.ut tutitiutsu.

tIr, .hiiun Sit i',i'ils cEll. i ulr'u'titr of the (:ohtriiiiiti ,ssuH'iluiioit tnt t'i,ivcrsitirs -Ntuilonuii
lili.iisjt%' Vuiiuul gist' tnt ittiiiLiit itt tint ut'i;i(l,tnis ,'sttIhsfi,'iI tshtit lit' iuutlti't'shhit'.s of \'tIIt'-
iuut'i,t \'. inh'h ititi tuttle it istissilti' It, i)ttth4cCss iii tihi iit'itts, I .tttii the L'llist'sit ut the ,n,k's,
.tluid,,, intl tilt' t'iiiitiliy or uuitiiit' ((:uiunuutiu lni''t' rli-oiieruut(li lii tilt' t'uItiuutioiutI i'sciulnigt's
itt lit' iott I,tiuii itit's, lit' ittttt'tl (itt I ihtt' vt't'Itirs tnt I lit' itltivt'rsities 'if (:ini,iu utild %'t'uit'itutiu
Stint 01 tilt' inst ihtu"uI ittut Itt (ivss'ioi tint' lit's iiintllulf, iltir iutstutuii htts,

i Ir. I ,it'ius I uu,'rvti tvuujiihtt. ittrlttt' itt tilt tin it esily of humus, isruiscil hue hit's of frk'utilshtip
ithitttit lii, (inuttriIv intl fujI 'if tint' ,itutmi', titritli, tint! tiiuiit!tt'tii unit hut' i''iciihilgt'
ttt,ls,''uu jut' 1st ii iiiiiItltinit'. hilt it'iti'tl v,'cv uhititht' rt'"tiii'. fit liii butti iii futrt'siry.

i tr, it ittj'rLr, ltuuiuiiri,i Itirttir if ho' 1 'itltg.jit'ti LILt iii, iiuuu'iogit'uui I lit t'rshis of ruionihht.
stiliti iit'i\ iiitui'ii lit' tuiiit'tI tilts,' ttttiittis tihijili iii' liii IIIl('tl.ittii iuu'r.oiuii ttuuiuug ills
?i'tt'jti lsL to thur tuiSt'rsht V tul tIc ,itinttes, ittiultit, is liii, bitt hit to fits sijiuiuig of lilt
itir tiottiti i isslsttniti'.

itt, i),utjrl i I taut, Jilt! of hut' .\i'iui'u,jt' his isliull if Ii :oIiinuui,iu,, itssochiiiOiIot (iii-
t'ti"it 0'S tai ituniii Liuit i't''dl ILliuti . iii his r,pntitv iii turtitti' it(t'htir 'if tile ,iOrg(' 't'il(lt'(i
i,t,,iuitt ('initt'i'',il%' itt 1b1114111I, ttuIi'i'5 iii the rt'gi'tts iii tilt' iit'('tttr nit iiiis insfiitilbofl, I),' Futbuiti
itt/OttO V i,tiiuiii, iii;ii nt hutit i,tsLt uiii.iiii,' iii uui(tultl ihui' iitstlut nht't'(iuig. iii i'oof'jruttcd that
liii' rt''.iiihs if (hu(' tgt't'iinititt ltt'itt ('lit (iii' I' inittisli V iii ()rht',ii I' till! tilt' Luiit%i'-lut(ltlii)tI('(t
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The revaluate:W.)1Mo of lir. Juan- Francisco Villarreal to present a pcif it on the preparation
of a eintivolinti for a firktyr:Ar baste common convo anti flit, onilivolion of the ersity
curriculum in order to allow the integration of the t:olonibiati and Vetlettli km universities wits
iniorm ed.

Cultural activities. !it the proposal of Dr. Itlugnt it was also agreed that Ilse Merida meeting
thuuld tie itrecilled by a programme of cultural (choirs, theatre, student orchestras, etc.) and
sport. et changes leaditie, up to 3,4 May, the anniversary of the !lest treaty of Colombians
Venezuelan integration (Treaty of Corte-) oft) MadallagoLork 'rade() Lozano).

tt the molest of the Rector of the University of fit it is us agreed that the
present record Ni1CWill bear the name: "Acta do I itivalamailgo".

The alerting was adjourned al 6.:l1) pans
Signed In witness hereof:

Dr. Rectra flitted() eintlOrrez, !lector de It I:tares-skiml de los 1itiles, Th'rfcla.
Lorenzo .tntonlo Vitas, Director, Preslilettle del Centro Experimental de Estudios Superiores

de 1WrwItsloteto.
Manuel Padilla Iturlado, Ilecano de la Eactiltad (le Ingenlerio, Uuliversitlacl de Its .floats,

rida
Juan Francisco Villarreal, Rector de la l'iliversitlatt Industrial de Santander.
Carlos Cuerve Tntjillo, Rector de Fa UltiVer414 ui del
Or. lituniberto lifugni, hector de la E)ilversidait do Carabobo.
Oscar Rojas itocealamira, Vfccreetor de In Univershlati de Ori-ole.
iatate &min Echeverti, Director de la AsoclactOtt Colontbiana de Universblades---Vondo

Uniersilarlo Nacional.
.11lierta Contbariza, hector de it t'niversidad PcilagiSical y Tevintol6gical tie Colombia,

Ilenao i ii nuo. deft) de In Divistan .\ mite:mica, Asociael6nUolotni,nolit de Universidade%
--Pond° t'iliversitario Nacional.
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.1NNEN

"The shirty tin which the present publication is based is not the first undertaken
by the I niernol nava .1 ssocial ion of l'aiversities in this field. Another
dealing spec i Wally with formal progrilainleS of 0)-0141-111i611 ArtWeell niti-
t'ersilll iustitu lions, was carried out by the Association in 1959 ol the
request of neseo (Ind With its financial support.

It was made by a Committee composed of the following, who were
members of the .\ssoeiation's Administrative Board at the time; Dr..1. lian-
gniet, University -of Brussels, thee President of the Asso;
Dr. C.K. Zurayli, Professor of history, American University of Beirut,
former Hector, University if Dosnascus the late Dr. N. Carrillo, then
Rector, National University of Mexico Dr. F.C. James, then Principal
and Vice-Chaueellor, University : Dr. T. )lorito, then Preside's',
I tiroshima University ; and MI.. II.N1.1i. Keyes, Secretary- General, Inter-
national Association of I'Mversities, The Committee met at rlICSCO Ilouse
in Paris from '21 August In .1 September, 1059, under the Chairmanship of

Baugniet and with Dr. C.K. Ztirayk as liapporteur.
The field or co-operation in which universities or their members are

engaged in one Way or another was considered too vast lu be tackled
usefully by an enquiry which had to be conducted on a modest scale. The
terms of reference of the Committee therefore were limited, anti it was
asked to examine forms of v-operation which had arisen from affieirrl
arrangements made by a university with one or more universities in other
countries, either on their own initiative or with the aid of foundations,
governmental bodies or intergovernmental agencies.

Wishing lo be as practical as possible in its approach, the Committee
spent a substantial part of its lime in critical examination of reports ott
programmes of cooperation which had actually been carried out. The
infornmtion which had been collected for it revealed great diversity in 11w
nature and purposes of these programmes and, basing itself on administra-
tive rather than academic or intellectUal considerations, the Committee
found it useful to classify the various areas of formal co-operation under
the following headings:

I. Academic organization and administration.



11. Hstaldishment or development of particular faculties, departments
and research instittites.
a) Programmes of limited duration between two or more univer-

sity institutions for the specific purpose of creating a new
facility department or research institute.

I,) Programmes of limited duration between two or more univer-
sity institutions for the specific purpose of strengthening or
reorganizing a particular faculty, department or research
institute.

c) Programmes of continuing collaboration between two or more
university institutions to enrich the work of particular facul-
ties, departments or research institutes of one or of all institu-
tions concerned.

III. Teaching and research.
IV. Inter-university. conferences, seminars and meetings.
V. Student exchanges.

VI. Vniversity celebrations, delegations, friendship weeks.
The Committee also found it practical to classify the various types of

arrangement for carrying out these different forms of co-operation. II
used the following headings:

I. Arrangements made directly betweei ,iversity institutions on
their own account and with their own oices.

I rrangemeill s made bet ween university hist it ti 1 ions :irking from
their membership to °Metal university bodies.

III. Arrangements matte between university institutions with the parti-
cipation Of a private foundation or similar body.
Arrangements oracle between Iwo or more university institutions
and a governmental agency.

N'krrangements made between two or more university institutioni
and an intergovernmental agency.

The Committee's examination led to the formulation of twelve specific
recommend:it ions:

V.

1. Greater renames ammo anivervilles for inter-university co-operation.

Faced as they are by the tremendous challenges of this age, many
universities throughout the world are reconsidering their basic responsi-
bilities and are attempting to reformulate their historic mission In the light
of present -tiny requirements.

It is suggested that in this "prise de conscience", universities should pay
particular attention to their opportunities and their duties in the field of
inter-university co-operation. In. doing so (hey would be grounding
themselves more firndy in their own tradition and, at the same time,

themselves individually and collectively, to accomplish successfully
the new tasks with which they are confronted.

As a result of :his increased concern for inter- university co-operation,
universities will be more ready to seek and appropriate funds from within
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(110i r it resources for soot Op-10(0(1atillit, evc11 they ari. raving greal
ilifli(1111iCS in providing fur their 1)1111 11/.111S, anti still greater efforts
to overcome the obstacles tt [deli stand in the way Of fruitful pariicipiditn
iii these programmes by their faculties and students.

\Ve should not in any %vit,,. initinni7.0 the difficulties that universities,
even the older and highly developed toms, are Milling to recruit adequate
personnel for their own rapidly developing, needs. Today this is largely a
molter of training and encouraging the devehmment of gut/titled men and
wine», since the supply of properly trained candidates is inadequate in

Itut \,., suggest that, together With their efforts to navel
(heir assn needs, universities should strive to nivel the additional require-
ments which inter-university anti intermitional collaboration place on their
shonlders Viliversilies would facilitate the task of this eollaboration if
they normally plan to train and recruit an additional increment -of start for
the purpose of inter-university exchange or assistance, or, al least, if they
develop the means of 'twitting and recruiting such shall' so as to be able to
matte rapid and effective use of opportunities of co-operation when they
arise.

The lash of collahnralion would also he facilitated if universities arid
goVerninents work MA policies amt procedures which would allow their staff,
whenever the nature of the prog,raninte demands it, to obtain leave of
absence whit-11 may extend to as long as three years, without losing status
or promotion and retirement rights.

The success of programmes of inter-uniersity co-operation depends
ultimately upon the faith of the universities ill this co-ow ration as an
integral part of their mission.

2. (,'o-(oprrnli,in lit( e(/ iitlitnitiq.

To be truly effective, and for their own balanced development, inter-
y eo- upnratioal shifilid to. integrated as far as possible into lite

overall no]
culic""". (Hilcrvist.

:111

institution may not rece.ve w.ial pr.inar ly needs, nor give what another
institution really lacks. The bpoelit derived from co-operation may be
only marginal, and in certain cases programmes of co-operation only prove
in the long run to be actually hunt ful by creating an imbalance in the tidal
programmes of 5411111 11151iIIII10115.

II is suggested that the objective of inter-university co-operation should
the 111,11uid stro)glIwnIng acid enridinient of tonversities [brought (1w

development of the distinctive capavities of each one on the basis of rational
Planning 10' ottiversilics, as wc11 ass un all inter-lltdsersilY

.11 hough a great (tea/ of study lias been carried oat by various univer-
sity and inter-university bodies on the relative importance of Iniimutism,
science and teelmobigy within ih1 framesvork of a university, the Committee
feels that It wider and more thorough analysis is urgently needed. It
recommends that either 'fiest, Or IA 1. should promote the diffusion of the
results of these stmlies, and explore the possibilities of undertaking
vompreliensiVe investigation, on a world-wide basis, of the balance of
studies within a tun' versit y. Such an investigation will provide I he.st andard
that trill permit an individual university lo plan more satisfactorily its own
development, and to seek appropriate aid from other institutions.
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3, ()111,ifdi

A large part of the eo_operation )111.).00, achieved has been made pos-
sible by !Malicia! assistance from outside bodies. however, as has already
10.eli noted, pi o:tratitilies suppot led by governmnts or ...r,overnmental
agencies cannot but be alleeted by political consideratious. ,tol these
considerations, particularly in prograninws of assistance, loom prominently
ill iht. Ititude of ir, 11g1.,.1.11,011s comillifilid
ledWeell a \\Mkt passer and a small

These problems %%mild be greatly alleviated if all resources allocated by
governments for this purpose \Vert. pooled in all ilder11:11 1011:11 fund, Willett
5V011111 he used for the strict purposes of university collaboration and
assistance, independent or polid.cal pressures and considerations,

It is realized by the Committee that such pooling \mold involve very
important changes ill present governmental policies and Ilmt many other
serious problems 5v011111 be raised, hul it feels that such a principle should he
recognized to be most desirable for the ultimate success of international
action Ill this lichl.

It is our considered opinion that the contribution of outside agencies
aelliekes the hest results when it is liluifed 10 aiding the programmes of
co- operation evolved by the universities, or to suggesting constructive areas
of collaboration. Inter-university co-operation is most useful when It is
tuiderlid:n as a result of direct negotiation and arrangement between
inn') ersities themselves, and when universities ettjoy the utmost freedom
in 1110 initiation and execution of the programmes ill 11 lleSt ilM,

1. Beciia-orify.

11 is suggested that collaboration between universities should be based
on the mutual recognition of university slandards and of the equality in
nature, if not in resources, of universities. The principle of reciprocity may
not, in present circumstances, be strictly adhered to in the sense that a
younger and less developed university be expected to send the same number
and type of people to an Older and MON developed one. TIle,,01:1111
is that the feeling should be created that an exchange is taking place, that
a process is being initialed which will eventually lead to a genuine exchange
between two bodies Which are of the same "species", and profoundly akin.
lioth superiority and inferiority complexes should be eradicated.

New universities in economically underdeveloped countries are in many
cases able to provide services vvhich are not obvious at first glance. There
is no doubt that such universities can be helpful to older universities in
fields such as archaeology, philology, comparative religion and phitosophy,
history, economic and social studies, and various other areas Of investiga-
tion. Every attempt should be made to discover and make use of the
contribution 1e55 lleVelliped university Can make.

5, Long-firm or short-1(w arrongrio,

It is suggested that long-term arrangements are more valuable than
short-leon ones. On the one hand, their benefit becomes cumulative and,
on the other, they are not as subject as the latter to change of policies or
financial esigencies. They afford a surer basis for sound planning.
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Short-term arrangements are must effective when they are entered
into in the context of the university's lung -term needs and plans.

In view of the fact that outside funds are usually subject to annual
decisions, it is most Mir ortant that contributing outside agencies allocate
(wok which arc, as far as possible, free Crain this restriction, so that the
planning and execution of the arrangements can be carried out with a
sense of assurance and continuity. Whenever, as is often the ease, such
agencieS cannot guarantee long -ferns tinaneing, it is important that they
explore the possibility of establishing financial arrangements that will
enable them to give at least six months notice of the termination of any
project.

13. Duration of exchange professorships or lectureships.

Short visits Of professors for a few (lays are, in many cases, not very
helpful. ,\Ithom.-th they bring certain educational and international
benefits, these benefits are not always commensurate with their costs. It
is suggested that exchange visits by professors should he stiffitiently tong
for the professor to render a genuine contribution to the university. for
old institutions with developed and continuing programmes, no less than
one month should be allowed for these visits. For programmes of assistance
to new universities, the minimum time, in the Committee's view, should
be six months.

7. Integration of exchange teaching with university curricula.

When teaching by exchange professors falls outside the regular curri-
culum of the university, it usually does not have the .same impact as when
it forms part of the curriculum. It is suggested that, as far as possible,
institutions should strive to integrate exchange programmes within their
curricula. The professor would thus share in a definite part of the pro-
gramme required from the students, giving his own particular contribution
to it within a definite context rather than in an incidental manner.

It is important that these and other programmes of collaboration be
Integrated within the particular academic units of the university. When-
ever they are isolated by themselves or set up as independent units, they
lose in their total or cumulative effect and do not adequately promote the
integral and long-term development. of the university.

S. nefliOltal of world-wide ro-operation.

Regional exchanges between university teachers and students and the
establishment of departments or institutes to serve particular regions--such
as the Regional Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Chile, or
regional institutes for the Arabic-speaking countries of the :Middle East--
are valuable forms of inter-university co-operation. They reduce the costs
of such co-operation and help the cultural development of the region.
Students participating in these exchanges pursue their studies through
languages and in cultural atmospheres which are familiar to them and
become more firmly attached to their roots.

Completely different from such efforts to develop within a special region
educational facilities of outstanding quality, is the wider exchange of
students and professors of different cultures. In this case, to which the
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Bast -Ablest Major Project of Unesco is directed, the purpose of the exchange
is to introduce the leacher or student to a culture different froth his OW11.
It should be l'IllphaSked that exchanges of this kind arc of vital importance
to Western universities and 'Western communities which, in most cases,
have but a meagre knowledge of Eastern cuiture, history, and philosophy.
In many respects inter university co-operation can he most fruitful when it
brings together universities of different political and ideological tendencies,
or when it is directed to the devetopment of mutual understanding between
East and West.

9. l'echnieat assistance or enItural exchange.

It is suggested that, great as has been the contribution of programme
of technical assistance to universities in economically Underdeveloped-
vow:tries, the thne will soon arrive, if it lots not already done so, when the
idea of technical assistance will cease to be attractive to these institutions.
Cultural exchange lies more within the tradition of inter-university cp-
operation. and it is believed that this co-operation will be enhanced and
activated ii its integrity is preserved, and if it is not dominated by pro-
grammes of technical assistance.

Vs a result of the de-emphasizing of technical assistance and the empha-
sizing of cultural exchange in niter- university co-operation, more balanced
programmes of collaboration will be undertaken. While universities in
economically under-developed countries are in need of technical assistance
for the development of professional education, there is no doubt that there
is an overall need for exchange in the humanities and social sciences. If
universities are not only groups of technical institutes and professional
faculties, but genuine centres for the discovery and the promotion of uni-
versal human values, then the need for exchange in the humanities is no
less important for the future of the universities and the world as a whole,
that: the need for the diffusion of techniques; even if the latter may seem
more urgent and pressing.

10. Recruitment.

In programmes involving agreements between two universities, it
seems that the best results in the recruitment of personnel have been
obtained in those instances where the agency responsible for recruiting was
the regular academic unit or department of the university concerned." Such
departments are usually more cognizant of the available candidates in
their fields, and court do a much better job of interviewing and evaluating
credentials and attracting outstanding people than could special recruiting
agencies, either within or without the university.

Taking into consideration the difficulties in recruitment alluded to in
the previous chapter, it is suggested that these difficulties would be reduced
if the responsibilities:for recruitment were delegated to those who are pro-
fessionally active in the respective fields in the universities, and able to
judge the professional qualifications and motivations of the available
candidates.

II. Student programmes.

Ill the matter of student exchanges, it appears that greater value is
derived when such exchanges are made on the graduate level. Graduate
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students are more apt to benefit from them III their specialities than fur-
thering undergraduates.

I tosveyer, there is a very goad ease for eneouroging exult:rages of multi.-
graduate students fur I he purposes or general education and the.diffusiou
of international-mindedness and inter-cultural understanding. Hot such
exchanges, to be Of genuine benefit, must be caretully planned by both the
sending and Ilw recipient universities, whether it be in the selection of the
students, the elaboration of the academic and (Al ra-ellITICIllar programmes
concerned, or in the provision or adeipline housing lout other material
requirements.

1.2. Di/fusion of information toll neeibt mot resunrces 10,t the pur.,
poses 01 ro,verati,n,

Mention has already been mode in the general ii.commendations above
of the need for ant information centre on university collaboration. However,
the effectiveness of programmes of inter-uaiversily co-operation will be
enhanced also by diausing as widely as possible information on university
needs and possibilities in this Held Of mutual eo-operation.

Serious consideration should therefore be given to the possibility of the
establishment of a co-ordinating agency within the framework of the LAU
or "ReSCo. Such an agony would Ire helpful to universities by serving as
a clearing house for their needs and their available resources for co-opera-
tion. Sonic services are already provided by the international l'itiversifies

Marvi', the permanent secretarial of the lAt., but the resources at its
disposal are very limited, Adequate means should tie found for the
development of this work, whether within the IA(' or in other contexts.

The Committee concluded its report with the following statement:
the university is a unique institution. It is dedicated to the pursuit of

truth. Truth is not the monopoly of airy tale tuition, race or culture. thence
the task of the university is basically universal, \Viiile it has responsibi-
lities to its own society, it has also at distinct responsibility to promote
universal values and to serve mankind as a whole.

Thus the Committee cannot but emphasize again, at the conclusion of
its report, that international err-operation is of the essence of the university.
To be genuinely affective, this co-operation should grow as the result of an
awakened sense of responsibility on the part of the universities, of sound
planting of their resources and needs, and of full freedom in the promotion
of co-operation among them, as well as in the discharge of their tasks in
general."
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